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ABSTRACT 

Switch-Reference (SR) is a phenomenon in which the coreferen

tiality of two (or more) subjects in a complex sentence is indicated 

by a morphological device. The purpose of this dissertation is to 

discuss recent work which deals with SR within the Government and 

Binding Theory. and propose an alternative analysis to it. 

The framework I will adopt for such an alternative analysis 

of SR is Categorial Grammar. A basic notion underlying Categorial 

Grammar is that an expression is divided into a functor and an argu

ment, and each functor and argument are further divided into a functor 

and an argument until the division reaches to an undividable element. 

Given the assumptions that a functor and its argument must be com

patible and that a functor has some subcategorization properties, I 

argue that "Agreement" phenomenon (subsuming agreement and disagreement) 

can be handled insightfully. Furthermore, I propose that such ,a treat

ment of "Agreement" can be extended to SR systems in general if we 

consider the "same subject" and "different subject" phenomena as cases 

of agreement and disagreement, respectively. I claim that a composite 

in which a SR morpheme appears forms a functor which takes another 

composite as its argument, and that the relation between the functor 

and its argument and the relation between some parts of the functor 

and its argument are characterized as "agreement" or "disagreement": 

The functor and the argument must be compatible as assumed above, and 

viii 



the nature of compatibility (whether "agreement" or "disagreement") 

is controlled by the subcategorization properties of the SR morpheme 

associated with the fUnctor (Le .• if "same subject". the relation is 

agreement, and if "different subject", it is disagreement). By 

treating SR in this fashion. I intend to provide a unified analysis 

ix 

for apparently different SR systems in three diverse languages. namely, 

Tairora. Hopi. and Warlpiri. 



CHAPTER 1 

OVERVIEW 

1.1. Introduction 

The term "Switch-Reference" (hereafter SR) was coined by 

HilHam Jacobsen (1967). who noticed that in some languages " •.• a 

switch in subject or agent ... is obligatorily indicated in certain situ-

at ions by a morpheme, usually suffixed. which mayor may not carry 

other meaning in addition." (p.240) For example, contrast the two 

pairs of sentences from English and Mojave (Yuman) below: l 

(1) a. When hei came in. he i was eating pizza. 

b. When he i came in, he j was eating pizza. 

(2) a. Nya-isvar-k i:ma-k 
when-sing-5S dance-tns 

'When he i sang. he i danced I 

b. Nya-isvar-l!!. i:ma-k 
when-sing-DS dance-tns 

'tvhen he i sang. hej danced' 

(Langdon & Munro (1979» 

In (1). there is no way of judging whether ~ in the main clause and 

~ in the subordinate clause are to be used wi th the intention of 

1. "SS" and "DS" are the abbreviations for "same subject" and 
"different subject", respectively. These abbreviations will be used 
throughout the dissertation. 



referring to the same person or not (excluding a prosodic effect, such 

as by stress): There is nO morphological marking which would distin-

guish the two interpretations in (1a) and (1b). Thus, (1a) and (1b) 

are morphologically identical. In (2), on the other hand, the suffixes 

-.k and -m? distinguish the two interpretations in question. That is, 

the morphological difference in (2) indicates a referential difference 

with respect to the subjects involved. 

The type of SR system described by Jacobsen has since been 

observed in geographically and genetically diverse languages. Further-

more, similar phenomena which are reasonably viewed as SR have been 

discussed under different names. For example, in Yup I ik Eskimo 

(Eskimo-Aleut), the SR phenomenon is characterized as the "fourth 

person" • The range of the SR system in this language is only over 

third person: When two third person subjects have the same reference, 

the third person is marked in the main clause whereas the fourth person 

is marked in the subordinate clause; when the two third person subjects 

are referentially different, both clauses are marked with the third 

person as subjects. The fourth person subject markers are inflected 

for number as in (3), and the two situations described above are 

illustrated in the examples in (4). 

2. These suffixes, -k and -l!!. are SR markers shared by a num
ber of Yuman languages. such as Diegueno (cf. Langdon (1970), Gorbet 
(1976». KWtsaan (cf. Slater (1977». Maricopa (cf. Gordon (1980). 
(l983», Mojave (cf. Munro (1976), Yavapai (cf. Kendall (l975a,b» 
and Walapai (cf. Redden (1979». However, see Lewis (1986) for the 
discussion on -k/-.!!!. in Paipai. 



(3) the fourth person 
-mi (in connective mood clauses): sg 

pl 
dual 

-meng/-meg-
-mek/-meg-

(Payne (1980:86» 

(4) a. Doris-aq quya-uq Tom-aq 
-ABS happy-intrns-3sg -ABS 

cinga-llra-i-ku 
kiss-because-3sg: sub j-3sg: ob j 

'Dorisi is happy because shej kissed Tom' 

b. Doris-aq quya-u-q Tom-aq 
-ABS happy-intrns-3sg -ABS 

cinga-llra-l!!!.-ku 
kiss-because-4sg: su b j-3sg: ob j 

'Doris i is happy because shei kissed Tom' 

(Payne (1980:65» 

Papua New Guinea languages provide another example in which 

SR systems exist but have been given different names: A phenomenon 

equivalent to SR has been reported as "Anticipatory Subject". Hua, 

as Haiman (1980) describes it, is a language which exhibits Anticipa-

tory Subject. Contrast the following: 

(5) a. [Furno d-mi ga tala] [dole] 
pork lsg-give 3sg Idual Idual-eat 

'After he gave me pork, the two of us ate' 
'He gave me pork, and the two of us ate' 

b. [Inapu bade bai-to-na] [kigi a'-hu-ro-hi] 
infant boy be-when-3sg laugh neg-do-habitual 

'When he was a boy, he didn I t laugh I 

(--where the bracketing is used simply for convenience. and has no 

theoretical import at the moment.) (5a) is an instance of the Hue DS 

construction. The subjects of the first and the second clauses are, 



respectively, the third person singular an1 the first person dual. 

Thus, they are referentially different. Under such a situation. an 

additional morpheme, i.e •• ta'a (1 dual) in (Sa), appears at the end 

of the first clause. This is the IIAnticipatory Subject". As the name 

suggests, Anticipatory Subjects must agree in person and number with 

the subject of the following clause. In (Sa), both the Anticipatory 

Subject ta I a and the subject of the second clause indicate the first 

person dual, satisfying the requirement. (Sb), on the other hand, is 

an example of the Hua SS construction. The difference between SS and 

DS is simply the absence of the Anticipatory Subject. In the absence 

of the Anticipatory Subject, the subjects in the clauses in (5b) must 

have the same reference. 

Still other terms which describe SR phenomena are Ifproximatell 

and "obviate", which respectively mean SS and DS. 

I have, thus far, introduced the SR phenomenon which refers 

only to subjects. Nevertheless, there are languages in which the SR 

system implies, or in which the SR morphemes actually mark, the iden

tity of subject of one clause with object of the other. Jacobsen 

provides an example in his 1967 article: In Capanahua, there are 

six DS markings, two of which imply the identity of the subject of 

the subordinate clause and the object of the main clause, one of which 

implies the identity of the object of the subordinate clause with the 

subject of the main clause. Other examples are found in Warlpiri 

(Pama-Nyungan) and the Kuskokwim dialect of Yup'ik Eskimo. Consider 

(6) and (7). 



(6) Warlpiri 

Kurdu-ngku ka karnta nya-nyi, nguriu 
child-ERG PRES woman-ABS see-NPST seed-ABS 

yurrpa-rninja-kurra 
grind-INF-SR 

'The child sees the woman grind mulga seed' 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:53)) 

(7) Yup'ik (the Kuskokwin dialect) 

Angutem tange-llra-i:-.!!i tuntuvak 
man-ERG see-because-3sg: subj-4sg: obj moose: ABS 

aya-llru-u-q 
lea ve-past-in trns-3 sg 

'When the man saw the moosei , iti went away' 

(Payne (1980:70» 

In the Warlpiri example of (6), kurra marks the identity of the subject 

of the infinitive clause with the object of the main clause (Le .• 

'the woman'). In (7), similarly, the fourth person -.ni indicates the 

identity of the third person singular object in the subordinate 

clause with the subject of the main clause. 

I have briefly shown above the diverse range of SR phenomena. 

In the remainder of this chapter, I examine the theoretical position 

taken for SR by Finer (1984, 1985), discussing its descriptive in-

adequacy. Then, I will introduce the theoretical framework on which 

the present work is based. 

1.2. Theoretical Background 

The majority of work achieved in the field of SR has focused 

on the description of the SR systems in various languages until recent 

work by Finer (1984, 1985). Finer concentrates more on theoretical 



issues in SR, claiming that the SR phenomenon falls under the Binding 

Principle of the Government and Binding framework proposed in Chomsky 

(1981) . 

1.2.1. Finer's Analysis 

By examining a number of SR languages, Finer (1984, 1985) 

starts with the observation that SSjDS is 1) local, and 2) obligatory. 

To account for this observation. he proposes that: (i) a given (SR) 

language has a configurational st.ructure, and thus, has a VP node; 

(ii) SR morphemes e:.-hibit a "COMP-like" quality. and occupy the CaMP 

node in a phrase-structure tree: (iii) 5R appears only in a subordi-

nation environment, not in a coordination environment; and (iv) SR 

refers only to subjects of clauses (not objects). On the basis of the 

assumptions above, he proposes the following hierarchical structure 

for SR constructions. 

(8) 

In the structure (8). Finer contends that coreference 

associated with SS and non-coreference associated- with--DS are 

explained by extending the Binding Theory of Chomsky (1981) to A-

Binding, assuming that SSjDS are in A-position. He classifies 55 and 



DS as Aanaphor and A-pronominal, respectively, accompanied by the 

features specified as in (9).3 

(9) a. SS: A-anaphor [+anaphor, -pronominal] 
b. ns: A-pronominal [-anaphor, +pronominal] 

SS, as an A-anaphor, and ns, as an A-pronominal. are now subject to 

the Binding Principle of Chomsky (1981), as in (10), which Finer 

applies to A-Binding. 

(10) Binding Principle 

A. An anaphor is bound in its governing category. 
B. A pronominal is free in its governing category. 
C. An R-expression is free. 

--where "governing categoryll is defined as follows. 4 

(11) rJ... is the governing category for (! iff 0< contains ~. 
a governor of B and a SUBJECT accessible to ~ (where co
indexing 8 with SUBJECT does not violate *i/i and SUBJECT 
c-conunands (; ). 

There are three additional assumptions relevant to his analysis. 

3. For the analysis of Hua, he appears to change the classifi
cation as follows: Medial verb (M), which exhibit a function parallel 
to 55, is classified as A-pronominal, while Anticipatory Subject (A), 
which has a function similar to ns, hi classified as A-anaphor. It is 
not clear how this determination is made beyond the fact that the 
given classification yields a result in accord with the rest of his 
analysis. 

4. The definition of "government" that Finer adopts is taken 
from Belletti and Rizzi (1981). 

w~e;~~erns 0" in a configuration like [e --- Y --- c( --- '( ] 

(a) c!.. =Xo (=a lexical element) 
(b) where ;p is a maximal projection, if T dominates Y. 

then either 4' dominates 0<. , or r1? is the maximal· 
projection of /(. 

(c) r;l.. c-commands ..... 



First, in the configurational structure of (8), COMP and INFL/AGR are 

jointly the head of S. Second, assuming [NP, S] and AGR are coindexed, 

the element of COMP shares the index of [NP, S], thereby coindexing 

all three (of [NP, S], AGR. and COMP). Third and finally, the notion 

of government is E:xpanded (as in Belletti & Rizzi (1981)). in such a 

way that the head of a category can govern the head of a sister maximal 

projection as well as the projection itself. This situation is 

illustrated in (12). 

(12) X-max 

~ 
X -------------> Y -max 

\ government I 
'--governiiient--> Y 

According to (9a), since SS is an A-anaphor, it should fall 

under the Binding Principle (A) in (10): That is, S8 must be bound by 

an element in A-position in its governing category. This means that 

S8 must be c-commanded and coindexed by an element in A-position. 

(13) illustrates this situation. 

(13) 

~ 
S COMPo 

_________ 1 

S S 

S -----------COMP ~ 
~ I NP.· VP AGR. 

SS. :1 ~ 
NP. VP AGR. l. 

1 1 

In (13), the governing category for the S8 is the topmost S. Thus, 

the S8 must be coindexed and c-corrunanded by an element in A-position 



in the topmost S. The only candidate for the binder is the joint head 

of the topmost S, i.e., COMP/AGRi • Since the upper COMP/AGRi not 

only shares the index CO with the SS/AGR but also c-commands it, that 

SS is bound in its governing category. Recall that Finer assumes that 

[NP, S], AGR, and COMP share the same index. Thus, the fact that the 

upper COMP/AGR binds the lower COMP/AGR, according to Finer, entails 

that the upper NP and the lower NP are referentially linked, by way of 

the "transitivity" of indices. 

Turning to DS. consider (14). 

(14) S 

S------------COMP. 

S ------------ S 1 

S~COMP ~ 
~ I NPi VP AGR i 

NPj VP AGRj DS j 

OS is an A-pnmominal, and thus, it must be free from an element in 

A-position ill its governing category. In (14), the governing category 

for the OS is, again, the topmost S. The only A-element which the OS 

would be free from is the upper COMPI AGR pair. The latter c-commands 

the DS, but they do not share indices: They are differently indexed. 

Thus, the OS is free of the upper COMP/AGR. This implies that the two 

[NP, S]'s are not referentially linked to each other. 

To sum up, Finer's syntactic analysis of SR is based on the 

assumption that SS is an A-anaphor and DS is an A-pronominal, both of 

which are subject to the Binding Principle of (10). Crucially, co-

reference/non-coreference of SS/DS is explained not by a direct 



relation between the two [NP, SJ's, hut rather, by the head-to-head 

relation between the two A-elements, coupled with the transitivity of 

indices among [NP, S], AGR, and COMPo 

1.2.2. Re-examination of Finer 

Novel as it may appear, Finer's analysis seems to be based on 

10 

a number of unjustified assumptions. In this section, I would like to 

raise questions regarding the following five issues: (a) configura-

tionality, (b) "COMP-likell quality, (c) subject orientation, Cd) the 

status of subject, and (e) subordination vs. coordination. 

1.2.2.1. Configurationality 

One of the assumptions he makes. as introduced above. is that 

the SR languages under discussion are so-called "configurational" 

languages, which are generally assumed to have a VP node. This 

assumption, then. delimits his analysis to the SR systems of con-

figurational languages only, because we cannot assume the hierarchical 

structure of (8) above, which is essential to his analysis. For 

instance, subject cannot be defined as [NP, SJ, nor can A/A-position 

be defined in non-configurational languages. It implies that he would 

need another analysis, separate from the analysis he proposes, if a 

language is characterized as non-configurational language and if it 

exhibits a SR phenomenon. Such a language, in fact, exists, namely, 

Warlpiri. 5 The Warlpiri SR is exemplified in (15). 

5. It has been largely agreed that Warlpiri is a non-configu
rational language (cf. Hale (1981, 1982)). 



11 

(15) a. Ngarrka ka wirnpirli-mi kuluparnta, karli 
man-ABS PRES whistle-NPST bellicose-ABS boomerang-ABS 

jarnti-rninja-karra 
trim-INF-SR 

'The bellicose man is whistling while trimming the 
boomerang' 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983 :51» 

h. Kurdu-ngku ka karnta oya-nyi, ogurlu 
child-ERG PRES woman-ABS see-NPST seed-ABS 

yurrpa-rninja-kurra 
grind-INF-SR 

'The child sees the woman grind mulga seed I 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:51» 

Karra in (15a) and kurra in (ISb) are SR morphemes: The former indi-

cates that the subject of the infinitive clause is interpreted as 

referential to the subject of the main clause, while the latter 

suggests that the subject of the infinitive clause is understood as 

referential to the object of the main clause. Therefore, the referen-

tial properties of SR morphemes in non-configurational languages like 

Warlpiri are left unexplained. 

1.2.2.2. "COHP-like" Quality 

The assumption that SR morphemes have a "CONP-like" quality is 

based on languages whose SR morphemes are reported to bear temporal/ 

aspectual reference as well as an indication of SS or DS. Among such 

languages are Huichol (cL Grimes (1964), Comrie (1983)), Seri (d. 

Moser (1978)), Kashaya Porno (cf. Oswalt (1983)), South-Eastern/Nor

thern/Eastern Porno (cL Moshinsky (1974), McLendon (1973, 1975)), and 

Washo (cL Jacobsen (1967)). In Seri, for instance, the SR morphemes 



1!! and.!!§. signal which tense is anticipated in the main clause. 

Contrast the following Seri sentences. 6 

(16) po-koD ta 
DF-be:all SCF 

in-sii-??iit-a?a 
2:subj-fut-eat-TM 

'They being all, you will eat them, i.e .• You should eat 
them all' 

12 

(Moser (1978: 114)) 

(17) t-koo rna 
DP-be:all SCP 

i-mi-italka 
3:obj-perf-eat; pI 

'It being all, they ate it, Le .• They ate all of it' 

(Moser (1978:115)) 

Moser describes (16) as, "The SCF (subject-change/future] ~ antici-

pates both that the verb of the follmdng main clause is also future 

and that the main clause has a different subject. II She provides a 

similar description for (17): "The SCP [sub jet-change/past] ~ 

anticipates both that the verb of the following main clause is also 

past or present and that the main clause has a different subject. II 

Another such example can be found in Eastern Porno. whose SR morphemes 

bear aspectua1 information as well as indicating SS/DS. (18) lists 

the SR morphemes in Eastern Porno. 

(18) 

action of verb suffixed precedes 
in time that of the main verb 

\-iyl 

6. The abbreviations used in (16-17) are the following 

DF = dependent future 
DP = dependent past 
TM = tense-mode 
SCF = subject-change/future 
SCP :: subject-change/past 

~ 

l-qan) 



Action of suffixed verb (1) 
explains. justifies that of main 
verb; (2) is simultaneous with 
that of main verb 

Action of suffixed verb is prior to 
and a prerequisite for the realiza
tion of the action expressed by the 
main verb 

Action of main verb continues over 
same period or begins with brne 
specified by suffixed verb 

{-baya 1 

The SR-markers are sensitive not only to subject change but also to 

the interclausal aspectual relation. The SR morphemes in Hopi also 

provide such temporal/aspectual information, besides indicating same-

ness/difference in subject. For example, -!. indicates that the event 

expressed in the clause where it appears precedes the event expressed 

in the main clause. At the same time. -"t indicates that the subjects 

in the two clauses are the same (i.e., that the second subject is 

proximate to the first). -.Q. provides similar information about the 

aspectual relation between the two clauses, besides indicating that 

the two subjects are different (i.e., that the second subject is 

13 

obviate). Another SR morpheme which bears information about inter

clausal relationships in Hopi includes -~ (proximate, simultaneous). 

Following are Hopi sentences with the SR morphemes in question. 

(19) Pam warik-!. p;i,;i,? co?omti 
he run:having-PROX and:then jump 

'After running. he jumped 1 

(Langacker (1977:189)) 
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(20) Pam pit:i:-.9.. ~? ni? p:i:-t nopoa-ni 
he arrive-OBV then I him-OBL feed-FUT 

'When he comes, I will feed him' 

(Jeanne (1978:332» 

(21) Nima-~ m!4:na-t t4:wa 
go:home-PROX river-ACC see 

'As he went home. he saw the river' 

(Langacker (1977:191» 

Because of the temporal properties of (some) SR morphemes, 

Finer (and, Jeanne & Hale (1985» says that SR morphemes have a "COMP_ 

likell quality. and so occupy the COMP position in a phrase-structure 

tree. The structure they assume for SR constructions was shown in (8). 

Contrary to such assumptions, though, the temporal/aspectusl value 

observed above appears more AUX-like than "COMP-likell • Steele et a1. 

(1981) investigate the evidence for cross-linguistic equivalence of 

the category AUX. One of the properties of AUX extractable from the 

set of languages they examined is the following: "AUX may include 

elements marking tense, modality, subject marking, subject agreement, 

question evidential, emphasis, aspect, object marking, object agree

ment, and negation." (p.159) It is noteworthy that the languages dis-

cussed above (Le., Seri, Eastern Porno, Hopi) all share the property 

that their SR morphemes have some temporal/aspectual reference relating 

a main clause and a SR-marked clause. This suggests that SR morphemes 

in these languages may possibly have an "AUX-like" quality. In 

Finer (1984, 1985) and Jeanne & Hale (1985), on the other hand, it is 

not clear why temporal/aspectual reference across two clauses should 

count as a "COMP-like" quality; COMP is not commonly taken to involve 
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temporal reference. And, they do not specify what exactly nCOMP-like ll 

quality refers to. Of course. even in the absence of such temporal/ 

aspectus! properties in Comp, it is unclear why SS/DS should be in 

COMPo 

1.2.2.3. Subject Orientation 

Recall that one of the assumptions on which Finer I s analysis is 

based is the subject orientation of SR. Assuming that subjects and 

objects in a main clause and a subordinate clause are the only elements 

involved in the referential relationships that SR refers to. the 10gi-

cal possibilities of the referential relationships are as follows. 

(22) a. subject of main clause -- subject of subordinate clause 
b. subject of main clause --- object of subordinate clause 
c. object of main clause --- subject of subordinate clause 
d. object of main clause --- object of subordinate clause 

Among the four possibilities, (22a) is most extensively dealt with in 

his analysis. Specifically, the link which he assumes between [NP, S1 

and AGR t and the link betueen AGR and COMP (SR) are claimed to capture 

the subject-to-subject effect of SR. Although the main thrust of his 

analysis selects (22a) as the onl,y possibility, he does deal with SR 

of the type in (22b), which is attested in Yup'ik Eskimo. A relevant 

example is found in the Kuskokwim dialect of Yup'ik Eskimo, as in (23). 

(23) Angutem tange-llra-~-!!!. tuntuvak 
man-ERG see-because-3sg:subj-4sg:obj moose:ABS 

aya-llru-u-q 
leave-past-intrns-3sg 

'When the man saw the moose i , iti went awayt 

(Payne (1980:70)) 

In (23), the fourth person suffix -& indicates that the subject of 
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the main clause is coreferential with the object of the subordinate 

clause. Since Finer's linkage does not involve objects, which are 

internal to the VP node, his analysis might appear incapable of 

handling cases like (23). However, he argues that the configuration 

crucial to the analysis of SR is c-corrunBnd, and that since the c-

command still holds between the subject and the object in sentences 

like (23) (Le •• the subject of the main clause c-commands the object 

of the subordinate clause, assuming the structure of (8», his ana1y-

sis would predict a correct result. However, the theory would predict 

that the situation in (22c) and (22d) are impossible. Consider the 

following structure, 

In (24), the upper object, [NP2' VP], does not c-command NP3 (Le., 

the subject of the subordinate clause) nor NP4 (Le •• the object of 

the subordinate clause), I am not certain about (22d)i however, at 

least one language showing cases like (22c) appears to exist, namely, 

Capanahua (Panoan), Jacobsen (1967) briefly describes the SR of 

Capanahua as follows (p, 257): " ' .. of the six endings implying a 

difference of subject, two imply an identity of the subject of the 



subordinate clause and the object of the main clause ... " The two 

suffixes in question are found in Laos (1963:721); namely, -cai and 

-ton. Laos describes the functions of these suffixes as follows: 
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"-cai indicates reflexive action preceding that of the principal 

[=main] verb, .•. and the subject referent of the subordinate verb is the 

same as the object referent of the principal verb"; and "-ton indicates 

that the action is simultaneous to that of the principal verb, [and1 

the subject referent of the subordinate verb is the same as the -object 

referent of the principal verb. II That is, it seems that the two SR 

morphemes described by Laos are functioning not only as DS with respect 

to the subjects in the main and subordinate clauses, but also as SS 

with respect to the object of the main clause and the subject of the 

subordinate clause. The existence of suffixes like -cai and -ton in 

Capanahua contradicts Finer's assumption/generalization about the 

subject orientation of SR. This suggests further that c-command is not 

a necessary condition for all instances of SR. Since Finer's analysis 

crucially depends on the subject orientation of SR coupled with the 

c-command requirement. his theory would not be able to provide an 

adequate analysis for the Capanahua SR system. 

1.2.2.4. The S.tatus of Subject 

Crucial to any analysis of SR is the notion of subject. 

However, what counts as subject in a given language is a topic of 

considerable debate. The problem of subject has uncomfortable con

sequences for Finer. Recall that one of the links he assumes in order 

to capture the subject-to-subject effect of SR is the link between 
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[NP. S] and AGR. This link is assumed to be made by the rule which co-

indexes [NP, S] with AGR when the latter is present. Finer (1984) 

explains the nature of such a coindexing rule as follows (p.24): IIThis 

[=the rule of coindexing] has the effect of transferring the number. 

person, gender, etc. features for the subject NP to the AGR node, which 

is later cliticized onto the verb of the clause." It should follow 

from this statement, then, that the number, person, gender etc. features 

are shared by [NP, S] and AGR. However, this situation does not hold 

in Hopi. Since Chapter 3 will extensively discuss this issue. I pre-

sent only a brief description of the problem here. In Hopi, the dual 

pronominal "subject" is represented in the following manner: The [NP, 

5] is plural, and the number marking on the verb is singular. To trans-

late this situation into Finer's terminology, the [NP, S] is plural, 

and the AGR is singular. It is noteworthy that the number values of 

the [NP. S] and the AGR do not share an identical feature. From this 

fact, the relationship between [NP, S] and AGR is not so straightfor-

ward as Finer I s theory assumes. 

Still another question arises as to the linkage between [NP, 

S] and AGR. Suppose that we agreed on the identity between [NP, S] 

and AGR, thereby agreeing that [NP, S] and AGR share features such as 

person, number, and gerder. In Hopi, some transitive verbs agree in 

number with object as well as with subject. For example, consider (25) 

to (28) followed by a paradigm in (29) which summarizes the situation. 

(25) Ni? taavo-t niina 
I rabbit-OBL kill 

I I killed a rabbi t I 
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(26) ?itam taavo-t niina-ya 
rabbit-OBL kill-NSG 

'We killed a rabbit I 

(27) N:i:? taatapt:i:-y q8ya 
I rabbit(NSG)-OBL kill 

'I killed rabbits I 

(Jeanne (1978:93» 

(28) ?itam taataptf-y q8qya 
rabbit(NSG)-OBL kill(NSG) 

'We killed rabbits' 

(29) , 
singular plural 

(e.g., taavot) (e.g., taatapt:i:y) 

nUna q8ya 

niina-ya q8qya 

(Jeanne (1978:94» 

If the coindexing rule amounts to one way of representing "agreement" 

phenomena, as we tentatively assumed above. there is no reason not to 

coindex [NP, VP] (Le., object) with AGR for (25-28), as well as co-

indexing [NP, 5] with AGR, since the verbal morphology (which is 

assumed to be AGR before cliticization) marks both number values of 

[NP, 51 and [NP, VPJ. Then, how are' we able to single out the lin-

kage between [NP, S] and AGR for the purpose of the SR analysis 

introduced above? Such a situation as described in (25-29) would 

require some mechanism which recognizes subject number value from 

object number value. In the absence of such mechanisms, nothing would 
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prevent the object number value from being linked to AGR, resulting in 

the undesirable linkage just described. 

1.2.2.5. Subordination VB. Coordination 

The final t:loint to make has to do with the assumption that SR 

phenomena appear only in a subordinate environment. never a coordinate 

one. The analysis of (8) depends crucially on this assumption; other-

wise, one subject would not c-command the other subject, and 

consequently. the Binding Principle could not apply. However. Finer 

does not give any determining properties which distinguish a suhordi-

nation environment from a coordination environment. nor does he provide 

language particular evidence that the SR system of each language under 

consideration takes a subordination structure in the environment of SR. 

Although the distinction between subordination and coordination 

has often been obscured in the literature, some diagnostic tests for 

differentiating the two environments are available. Among other things, 

the following three seem most important. First, in subordination, 

changing the linear order between a main clause and a subordinate clause 

does not influence the meaning of the whole sentence; whereas, in co-

ordination, the linear order of the two clauses often has a crucial 

effect. For example, consider the contrast below. 

(30) a. When Mary was cooking spaghetti, John was watching T. V. 
b. John was watching T. V. when Mary was cooking spaghetti. 

(31) John came into the room, and (then) Mary started cooking 
spaghetti. 

b. Mary started cooking spaghetti, and (then) John came into 
the room. 

(30a) and (30b) mean the same: Varying the linear order of the two 
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clauses does not change the meaning. On the other hand, (31a) and 

(3Ib) differ in that the temporal sequence between the two actions (if 

taken to be sequential) must correspond to linear order. (31a) can be 

interpreted in such a way that Mary's cooking was caused/triggered by 

John's coming into the room. (3Ib) does not have such an interpreta-

tion. (3Ib), on the other hand, may be interpreted that Mary's cooking 

spaghetti caused John to come into the room. But, (31a) cannot be 

interpreted in the same way. 

Second, in coordination, if the subjects of the two clauses 

are the same, the subject of the second clause can be a pronoun, the 

first subject being a nominal; whereas this situation cannot be 

reversed. namely. the first subject being a pronoun and the second 

being a nominal. 7 Consider (32). 

(32) a. Johni ate lots of pizza. and hei went tQ bed. 

b. *Hei ate lots of pizza, and Johni went to bed. 

On the other hand, in subordination, this alternation is possible. 

(33) a. After Johni ate lots of pizza, hei went to bed. 

b. After hei ate lots of pizza, John i went to bed. 

Third, coordination allows for "across-the-board!! extractions, 

as in (34). 

(34) I saw the deer which I shot and John skinned. 

The deer, which is the object of shot and skinned, is generally assumed 

to have been extracted from the original object positions. 

7. A similar observation is made by Langacker (1969) as 
"precede-command!! relationship. 
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Ken Hale (class lecture, Spring 1986) pointed out that these 

diagnostic tests, with additional language-specific ones, actually 

apply to Papago SR sentences. Furthermore. another language, Chickasaw 

(Huskogean), exhibits two different SR systems depending on subordi-

nation and coordination. Payne (1980) reports that, in Chickasaw, the 

-ynasalization set of suffixes are used in subordinate sentences, 

whereas, in coordination, another set (characterized as infixation of 

a glottal stop after the penultimate vowel of the clause and su££ixa-

tiOD of -£ill!/-M after the final vowel). The two sets of suffixes are 

exemplified as in (35) and (36), respectively. 

(35) a. Kii-la-fina-ka hash-talowa-tok 
Ipl-come-as: soon :as-CONP:DS 2pl-sing-past 

I You all sang as soon as we came in I 

b. Toksali-ho-t anta-tok p'i's-li-kl 
work-FOC-SS- there-past see-lsg-COMP:DS 

I He was working there when I saw him I 

c. Ithaana aya-toka-s 
know go-past-COMP-SS 

I Shei knows shei went' 

d. Ithaana aya-li-to-kI 

(36) a. 

know go-lsg-past-COMP:DS 

I She knows I went I 

Baa I fa-cha h'Cfs-tok 
stab-and:SS shoot-past 

'Hei stabbed and (hei ) shot it I 

(Payne (1980:95)) 

(Payne (1980:89)) 

(Payne (1980:89)) 
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b. Baa I fa-oa h'iJ's-tok 
stab-and:DS shoot-past 

'Hei stabbed and hej shot it I 

(Payne (1980:90)) 

All the data I could find which take the ' ... cha/na pattern exhibit 

the SR morphemes appearing in the first clause. Among the data which 

take the -.!./nasalization pattern. on the other hand, the above-

mentioned alternation in order between two clauses is observed; this 

can be illustrated in the contrast between (35d) and (37). 

(37) Im-ambi-li-to-ka' ithaana 
3sg-kill-lsg-past-COMP:DS know 

I She knows I won' 

(Payne (1980:93)) 

Although this observation is not conclusive in the absence of further 

tests, the data suggest that the flexibility in order between the 

clauses correlates with subordination as distinct from coordination. 

Finer does not consider the differences between subordination 

and coordination, although the claim is made that a SR system in a 

given language occurs only in subordination. As I mentioned above, 

the assumption regarding subordination vs. coordination is crucial to 

the hierarchical structure introduced in (8) above. However. lack of 

convincing arguments to support such an assumption leads one to wonder 

if (8) is the structure which adequately represents SR systems in 

various languages (especially in view of Hale l s claims about Papago 

and my speculations about Chickasaw based on Payne's data). In sum, 

there is no reason to believe that SR occurs only in a subordination 



environment, as represented by (8). in the absence of clear evidence 

and in the presence of some observations to suggest otherwise. 

1.2.3. Morphological View 
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In this section, I raise the following question--which was 

originally asked for morphemes in general in Janda (l983)--specifically 

for the status of SR morphemes: That is, does a SR morpheme (or any 

morphemes for that matter) "hang" from a node in a phrase-structure 

tree, as is often assumed (especially in recent works like Finer (1984, 

1985), and Jeanne & Hale (1985»? The points raised in Section 1.2.2 

weaken the motivations for such an analysis. First of all, assuming 

configurationality in all SR languages. instantiated by (8), excludes 

the SR systems of proto-typical IInon-configurationalll languages like 

Warlpiri. Second, there is no characterization for what Finer calls 

uCOMP-like" quality, nor is there supporting evidence for SR morphemes 

having such qualities. This point leads us to wonder if SR morphemes 

actually occupy COMP node in a phrase-structure tree. Third, a subject 

orientation simply does not hold for every instantiation of SR systems. 

Then, it follows that c-command, which is fundamental to Finer's expla

nation for the subject orientation, is not always the appropriate 

mechanism in the account of SR systems. Fourth, the value of [NP, SJ 

and the value of AGR are not always identical, nor can the linkage 

between the two be singled out. Therefore, such linkage is not well

established. Finally, there is no evidence for the generalization 

that SR appears only in a subordination environment. This implies 

that the hierarchical structure as in (8) for SR systems is not 
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well-motivated on empirical grounds. Furthermore, the phrase-structure 

treatment of SR morphemes in Finer and Jeanne & Hale encounters a 

number of problems, when applied to languages like Kashaya Porno (Porno), 

which has multiple (and discontinuous) SR marking. 

The SR morphemes in Kashaya Porno are described by Oswalt 

(1983:269), as in (38). 

(38) ~ ~ 
A , 

1. simultaneous. alternating -Vn -wern 
2. Anterior: past, present -bo - .. Ii 
3. Anterior: future, conditional _phi -phila 
3'. (Variant after stems in -C-, -t-) -chi -chila 
~'. (Archaic dialectal variant) -hi -hila 
4. Counter-expec ta tion -nati -Oeti 
5. Inferential -bina -hem 
6. Inferential; coun ter-expecta tion -binati -beti 

In Kashaya Porno t a pair of SS/DS markers may be affixed to a verb 

depending on interclausal relations (such as time, tense, mode, and 

evidentiality). The sentences in (39-40) exemplify this situation. 8 

(39) man?-t'o wan?-~=?-eti, 
she-ctr come-DS3=be-DS4 

mu.kin? wan?_khe_thin 
he come-Fut=Neg 

(40) 

'Although she might come, he won't come' 

?ul mu·kin? men ci.ccin?-bina=?-nati, 
then he thus do -SS5=be-~ 

?ihmi ba?t'aqa-th 
true call-Neg 

'Although he l must have done it before, he l didn't believe it' 

(Oswalt (1983:274)) 

In (39), the two DS markers, ~ (DS3) and eti (DS4), are affixed to 

8. The abbreviations used are the following: 

ctr: 'contrast', an enclitic emphasizing the contrast of 
the preceding word with something else in the context 
marks enclitics and syntactic affixes 
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the verb, and indicate that the first clause is (future) conditional 

and counter-expectation. Needless to say, the two subjects are marked 

as different. In (40), the subjects are the same, and the interclausal 

relation is indicated as inferential and counter-expectation by the two 

S5 morphemes bina (555) and nati (584). In this language. therefore. 

two separate and discontinuous SR morphemes can indicate an interclausal 

relationship as well as sameness/difference in subject. 

One might ask whether such sentences as (39-40) can be repre

sented in a phrase-structure tree like (8) above. Suppose the answer 

to this question is positive. As a precondition/prerequisite underlying 

this hypothesis, one would have to assume the traditional ("Til) notion 

of "morphemes as a thing"--that is, "T-morpheme-ology" in the sense of 

Janda (1983). As summarized by Janda (1983: 81), such a morphological 

view represents a conjunction of the following generalizations: (i) 

"T-morphemes are things--linguistic units/elements/representations ," 

(ii) liT-morphemes may 'grow on trees'--Le., concatenation of T

morphemes may be represented by quasi-syntactic tree-structure diagrams 

(or, equivalently, by labeled bracket(s))," (iii) "There is a one-to

one association between the T-morphemes in a word and their 

corresponding meanings," (iv) liT-morphemes must be continuous (even on 

the surface)," and (v) "T-morphemes may not overlap." However, (iii) 

and (v) are contradicted by the data from Kashaya Porno (and other 

similar SR languages described in the literature). 

First of all, let us assume that indications of SS/DS and 

information about interclausal relationship are "meanings" that are 
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associated with SR morphemes, as implied b:; Jacobsen (1967). Since SR 

morphemes have two kinds of "meaningl! (in the above sense) in languages 

such as Kashaya Porno (and Seri, Eastern Porno, and Hopi, for that 

matter)--i. e .• subject specification and temporal/aspectua! value--the 

association between SR morphemes and the meanings there is not ahso-

lutely one-to:one. Rather, the association is "many-to-many". Second. 

gi yen the assumption that the SR morphemes' tree-structural place is 

under the COMP--node, as is assumed in Finer (1984, 1985) and Jeanne & 

Hale (1985), an associated phrase-structure tree would involve an 

overlapping association between the morphemes and the COMP node. as in 

(41) below (corresponding to (39) above):9 

9. Alternatively, the following structure might be proposed 
for (25). 

s ------S COrIP 

------ I s 

-----------S COMP 

~ I 
NP VP INFL phUa 

wain'? 

INFL 
(or VP'?) 

I 
? 

eti 

However I it is rather questionable whether S ---> S INFL would be a 
possible phrase-structure rule. 
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(41) 

(cf. 1 might. however. be associated with INFL rather than 
with VP) 

Moreover, in Kashaya Porno (and, in fact, in many of the SR languages), 

there does not seem to he a clear constituency distinction among V, 

INFL/ AGR, and COMP (due to the fact that the possible instantiations 

of these categories are necessarily concatenated, as we see in (39-40». 

Thus, there is not any obvious motivation for drawing trees like (41). 

Therefore, I agree with Janda (1983) that morphemes are not necessarily 

"things" and that they do not "grow on trees l1 • Thus, I reject any 

8'1alysis where SR morphemes are treated as occupants of syntactic nodes 

which are represented in phrase-structure diagrams like (8) above. 

Rather, I treat SR morphemes as parts of rules--as fUnctors. Hence, 

the morphological view that I adopt here is "process morphology" (or 

!lItem-and-Process"). as argued for in Janda (1983), Schmerling (1983). 

and Zwicky (1985), among others. 

1.2.4. Categorial Grammar 

In the previous sections, I have argued that the assumptions 

made by Finer with regard to SR phenomena are inadequate on empirical 

grounds. The assumptions in question are the following: (i) a given 
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SR language takes a configurational structure; (ii) SR morphemes have 

a !lCOMP-likell quality, and thus, occupy the COMP-node; (iii) SR appears 

only in a subordination environment; and (iv) SR systems maintain sub

ject orientation. For the reasons discussed in the preceding seLtions, 

I reject an analysis depending on phrase-structure and an analysis which 

treats a SR morpheme as occupying a syntactic node which is represented 

in a phrase-structure diagram. It follows, then, that there is no 

reason to maintain the assumptions (i) through (iv) listed above since 

they crucially depend on phrase-structures. Another assumption Finer 

makes is that 55 is an A:-anaphor I while DS is an A-pronominal. For the 

reason I discussed in Section 1. 2.3 above, this assumption becomes 

irrelevant because the notions such as X-anaphor and A-pronominal are 

defined by hierarchical structures like (8) coupled with the Binding 

Principle. 

Once SR analyses incorporating phrase-structure diagrams are 

eliminated, we need an alternative theory in which the SR phenomenon 

is adequately described. Furthermore, such a theory needs to be general 

enough to cover the diversity of SR phenomenon introduced above. The 

basic problem with the theory that Finer proposes, as I conceive it, is 

the following: It is not properties of hierarchical structures such as 

c-command--or, for that matter, properties of the arrangement of words/ 

items--imposed on phrase-structure trees that characterize a SR system. 

Rather, it is the grammatically relevant operations that allow for 

well-formed SR sentences. That is, each domain of analysis is satisfied 

when a compositional rule is appropriately applied and all the 
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conditions on that rule application are met. And, when every domain of 

analysis is satisfied, a well-formed SR sentence should result. A 

theory which accomodates such a view is Categorial Grammar together with 

process morphology. A statement of the basic idea underlying Categorial 

Grammar is given by Ajdukiewicz (1967:212-3):10 

In every significant composite expression the relations of 
functors to their arguments have to be such that the entire 
expression may be divided into parts, of which one is a functor 
(possibly itself a composite expression) and the others are 
its arguments. This fUnctor we call the main functor of the 
expression... When it is possible to divide a composite 
expression into a main functor and its arguments, we call such 
an expression well articulated. The main functor of an 
expression and its arguments we call first-order parts of this 
expression. If the first-order parts of an expression A either 
consist of single words, or, being composite, are themselves 
well articulated; and if, descending to the parts of parts, 
and to the parts of parts of parts, etc., Le., to the .!!.-th 
order parts, we always meet with single words or well articu
lated expressions, ,.e call the expression A well articulated 
throughout. 

The main points of this statement are further summarized in Steele 

(forthcoming): (i) "every coherent expression composed of two or 

more parts (Le., composite) has a functor and (at least) one argu-

ment"; (ii) "the argument(s) must be compatible with the functor"; 

and (iii) "the argument(s) is itself (are themselves) potentially 

composed of another (compatible) functor/argument pair. II Notice that, 

while assumptions (i) and (iii) allow for compositiollal rules, assump-

tion (ii) delimits the number of combinatory possibilities for each 

composition, thereby allowing only for the derivations of 

10. Although the Ajdukiewicz's statement may imply that func
tors are limited to expressions, in this dissertation, I agree with 
Steele (19858, b, forthcoming) in that non-expressions such as conditions 
can be functors. 
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well-formed expressions. One consequence of these assumptions is that 

a number of so-called "agreement" phenomena can be explained without 

stipulating additional rules and/or principles. To see this con-

sequence, consider the following situation. Suppose there are three 

expressions/words, X. Y. and Z, of which X is a functor and Y and Z are 

its logically possible arguments. Suppose, further, that X, Y, and Z 

are specified with the features [+FJ, [+F], 8.nd [-F], respectively. 

This situation can be illustrated in (42). 

(42) a. 

A 
b. 

A 
X Y X Z 

[+F] [+F] [+F] [-F] 

If the results of the compositions in (42a) and (42b) are required to 

be such that each composite agree in the feature F. then the principle 

stated under (ii) above will automatically eliminate the compositional 

rule which put X and 2 together as in (42b), because of the absence of 

compatibility between the functor X and its argument Z. Hence, this 

type of agreement phenomena follows directly from assumption (ii). 

Furthermore, the agreement phenomena which follow from (ii) can be 

exte!lded further to what might be characterized as "disagreement". 11 

For example, suppose expressions X', Y', and 2' are available with the 

specifications of [+F], [+F], and [-F], respectively. We assume that 

X' is a functor, and Y' and 2' are logically possible arguments for XI. 

11. "Agreement" and "disagreement" discussed here can be 
considered parallel to assimilation and dissimilation, respectively, 
in Phonology. 
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(43) •• 

~ 
b. 

A 
Xf yl x' Z' 

[+F] [+F] [+F] [-F] 

Suppose, this time, that the expression composed by the functor and its 

argument is required such that the composites must disagree in the 

feature F. Assumption (ii) will eliminate a compositional rule which 

would put X' and Y' together this time, as in (43a). The contrast 

observed between (42) and (43) can be attributed to the subcategoriza-

tion properties of the functors X and X'. Therefore, given specific 

properties of a functor I the principle stated in (ii) will throw out 

incompatible combinatory possibilities. determining a grammatically 

relevant argument for that functor. on the one hand, and it explains 

the "agreement" or "disagreement" relationships between each composite. 

on the other. Furthermore, the phenomena of agreement and disagree-

ment are subsumed under the same principle. 

Such a consequence can be generalized to a SR system in a non-

trivial way. That is, given the three assumptions/principles 

introduced above, SR phenomenon can be conceived of as falling into the 

lIagreement" and/or "disagreemene' phenomena, and therefore, follow 

from assumption (ii) coupled with the other two assumptions. To put it 

more precisely, I claim that a composite in which a SR marker appears 

forms a functor, taking another composite as its argument, and that 

the relation between the functor and its argument and the relation 

between some parts of the fUnctor and its argument are characterized 

as "agreement" and/or "disagreement" controlled by the properties of 
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the SR marker. This claim can be schematized as the following rules: 

(44) a. 1@l[O(F]: Y[~F] ---> Z 

! I 1 
: '--,a"'g"'r<;.."'e"'me::-:n7t--' 
L ________ .J 

h. ~[~F]: Y[-,(F] ---> Z 

:'--:-:1_---,-----1/ 
: disa~eement 
L ________ J 

The rules in (44) are schema over language-specific rules. (44a) 

shows the 5S phenomenon: The property that SS bears conditions the 

relationship between the functor X and its argument Y as "agreement". 

In (44b), on the other hand, the property of DS specifies the relation-

ship between the functor X and its argument Y as "disagreement". Thus, 

my contention is that what~ver X, Y. and Z consist of in a given 

language, the relationship schematized in (44) should always hold for 

a SR construction in that language, following from assumption (ii). 

Furthermore, it will be shown that the nature of the relationship 

between the functor and its argument in (44) can be captured as 

"Government" in the sense of Bach (1983:70), who defines the term as 

follows: "If the form of an argument depends on properties of the 

functor, then we say the functor GOVERNS the relevant feature of the 

argument. " 

Viewed as such, apparently different SR systems will be given 

a unified treatment. In the subsequent chapters, I will show that 

three distinct SR systems--namely, those exhibited by Tairora, Hopi, 



and Warlpiri--can be accounted for in a unified manner as outlined 

above. One crucial point in choosing these three languages is that 
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they differ in the localizability of the elements relevant to the 

analysis of the SR system. While all the elements crucial to the SR 

system in Tairora are localizable, Hopi and Warlpiri exhibit more global 

properties. For the latter. the "Process Morphology" is particularly 

crucial. It will be shown, however, that this difference in glabality 

does not interfere with the unification of the SR systems of the three 

languages. as outlined above. 



CHAPTER 2 

TAIRORA 

2.1. Introduction 

As I mentioned in Chapter 1 above, a number of New Guinea 

languages are reported to exhibit a phenomenon reasonably subsumed 

under SR: it is called the Anticipatory Subject or the Medial Con

struction. In this chapter, I provide a Categorial analysis, as 

outlined in Chapter I, for the SR system of Tairare. which belongs to 

the Tairora-Binumarien-Waffa subfamily of the Eastern Family of the 

East New Guinea Highland Stock. In Tairare all the elements which are 

relevant to SR constructions are localizable. I will demonstrate below 

that the SR system in such a language, in fact, fits into the schema 

I proposed in Chapter 1 (Le •• (44». The data upon which this analysis 

is based are drawn from Vincent (1973a,b). 

2.2. Tairora Sentence Types 

2.2.1. Simple Clauses/Sentences 

Essential to the construction of a sentence is an element which 

serves a predicational function. Such an element has traditionally 

been called IIverb ll • However, elements in Tairors which bear the predi

cational function include what have been called IInounsll and lIadjectives" 

as well. Some examples illustrating this situation are shown in (1). 
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(l) a. Naa bu-rna 
house-indicative 

'It is a house' 

b. Katari-ma 
tree-indicati ve 

'It is a tree' 

c. Niaro-ini-ma 
far-to-indicati ve 

'It is a long way' 
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(Vincent (1973a:543» 

In the analysis of Tairora presented here, I will use "Argument 

Categorizing Element" (ACE), following Steele (19858. b, forthcoming), 

to represent the element with the predicational function. The term 

is intended to be categorially neutral and, thus, includes the nouns 

in (la) and (lb), the adjective in (Ie), and the verbs in following 

examples. 

ACE stems are classified into three groups according to the 

stem-final vowel. Class I includes the stems which ends in i. as in 

iri I hear I and ani 'come I. Class II stems end .i and 1:!.. as in .li or 

.££ 'go' and.!!i or .!!!!. 'walk'. The stems of Class III end in ~ or!!" 

as in tabe or taba 'see' and ~ or !@. 'eat'. 1 

ACE stems are suffixed by various kinds of morphemes, such as 

mood markers, tense, and aspect, which are usually inflected for person 

and number. Some examples are illustrated below, using !i I say I 

(Class I), E..!! 'go' (Class II), and.!!£. 'eat' (Class III). 

1. It is not clear to me whether this classification extends 
to ACE's which are not verbs. 
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(2) Class I Class II Class III Dubi tati ve-person-
number 

1st sg/pl ti 
2nd/3rd 5g t -irera 
2nd/3rd pI -ibera 

(3) Class Class Class Avoli tional-persan-number 2 

I II III set A set B 

1st sg/pl ti bu na -aribaara 
2nd 5g ti bi ne -rora -rabaara 
3rd 5g ti bu na -antora -antaaribaara 
2nd/3rd pI ti bi ne -bora -baara 

(4) Class I Class II Class III Fu t ure-per son-n umber 

1st sg/pl ti bi -rera 
2nd/3rd 5g ti bi na -reba 
2nd/3rd pI ti bi na -reka 

(5) Class I Class II Class III Abilitati ve-person-
number 

1st sg/pl ti bi -rare (-eioara in 
Central Tairora) 

2nd sg ti bi 
3rd 5g ti bu -anaro 
2nd/3rd pI ti bi -bara 

(Vincent (l973b:564-566)) 

The person and number values which the suffixes in (2-5) bear are often 

regarded as "agreement" with "subject". In this interpretation, 

"subject" refers to nominals (including pronominals) which optionally 

occur in a preverbal position independently from an ACE complex. The 

presence of such nominal elements, however, signals a more "marked" 

situation than a sentence without them: That is, the preserice of a 

2. Vincent (l973b: 565) explains the difference between the set 
A and set B as follows: "No clear difference in meaning has been noted 
between Set A and Set B except that some forms of Set A may occur with 
~~e~~t~fis~~o~y d~u~~~~t marker in a dependent final clause whereas 
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nominal indicates that the "subject" is focused or emphasized. Thus, 

an ACE complex unaccompanied by any "subject" nominal is perfectly 

acceptable. Hence, for the same reason as is claimed in Grigsby (1985) 

Jelinek (1984), Martin-Calleja (1984), and Steele (forthcoming), I 

treat as subject the person and number values extracted from the 

suffixes in (2-5). 

Some morphemes which hear object values may be prefixed to 

ACE stems. The object values, in many cases, correspond to indirect 

objects. They indicate person (first or non-first) and number 

(singular or plural only with non-first person). (6) and (7) i11us-

trate the paradigm for indirect object prefixes, and their examples, 

respectively. 

(6) 'me/us' ti- rvr/J ""h-
, thou/him' a-~" 
'you/them' ni- Nr/; 

(7) 1st sg/pl 2nd/3rd sg 2nd/3rd pI 

'give' ti-mi a-mi ni-mi 
'rebuke' ti-ti a-ti ni-hi; ni-ti 
'pain' r/;-ihabi a-ihabi n-ihabi 
'call t h-aare r/;-aare n-aare 
'show' h-umiqe r/;-umiqe n-umiqe 
'hit' h-ari r/;-ari 6-ari 
I surpass' h-aatare r/;-aatare i6-aatare 
'seek' h-ituti a-ituti n-ihuti; n-ituti 

(Vincent (1973:563)) 

However, how to mark direct objects is not clear from either the 

description on which this chapter is based or data offered there. For 

example, consider the following examples. 



(8) a. ti ti-mi-ro 
me me-gi ve-he 

'He gave it to me' 

h. bike ni-m1-ro 
them them-gi ve-he 

'He gave it to them' 
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(Vincent (l973b:563» 

In (8). the indirect objects (the second occurrence of &- in (a). and 

.!!i- in (b» are prefixed to the ACE stems, as well as being expressed 

by free pronoun forms. On the other hand, they do not show whether 

direct objects are marked in the form of zero morpheme (t) I for 

example, or are not marked at all. Although the first might be the 

case, in the absence of data with other person/number possibilities 

for the direct objects. this conclusion cannot be assured. 

Reference to neighboring languages may provide a clue to the 

behavior of direct prefixes in Tairors. For example, Haiman (1980) 

describes the object prefixes in Hua as follows (p.200): IIThey [""the 

personal pronoun prefixes) mark the human objects of transitive and 

ditransitive verbs: on transitive verbs, this is the direct object, 

on ditransitive verbs, the indirect object onlyll (emphasis original). 

The situation appears to be similar in Fore. Scott (1978:51) offers 

the following description; 

There is no formal distinction between direct and indirect 
object referents. Neither is there ambiguity. Any verb which 
is able to sustain two free-form objects must have a referent 
prefix, irrespective of whether those free forms are retained. 
The prefix in this instance will always refer to the indirect 
object. On the other hand, only some of the verbs which are 
able to take single object (direct) take the referent prefix, 
which then refers to that direct object, whether or not it 
occurs in free form. 
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The Tairora object marking might be similar to that in HUB and Fore. 

I simply assume that, in Tairora, only one object may be prefixed to 

an ACE, and that when it is prefixed to a ditransitive ACE, that pre-

fix corresponds to an indirect object. 

The ACE complex (Le., ACE stem plus affixes) can optionally 

be accompanied by independent nominals (or pronominals) which agree in 

person and number with subject suffixes and object prefixes. When 

such nominals occur, always preceding an ACE complex, they are suffixed 

with subject marker -..!?e.N-~ and object marker -gIVE' 

(9) 8. Bakea-ba ari-ro 
elder: brother-..lli! hit-he 

'The elder brother hit (him/it) I 

h. Bakaa-ra ari-ro 
elder: brother-g hit-he 

'He hit the elder brother' 

(Vincent (1973a:535)) 

Finally, the ACE complex can take the indicative suffix, -rna 

and the interrogative suffix, -~, to form a sentence. 

(10) Te bi-rera-ma 
Isg go-Isg/pl:future-indicative 

'I will go' 

(Vincent (1973b:566) 

(11) Bi-ro-e 
go-3sg: neutral-in terroga ti ve 

'Did he go?' 

(Vincent (1973b:567» 

As for (second person) imperative sentences, they do not take the same 

subject suffixes as I have illustrated above; instead, imperatives have 



their own inflection for number. 3 

(12) Class I Class II Class II Imperati ve-person
number 

sg 
pI 
indefinite 

ti 
ti 
ti 

bu 
bu 
bu 

(13) shows some examples for imperatives. 

(13) a. Mini bu-ana 
there go-imperative:sg 

'Go there!' 

h. Taba-ata 
look-imperative: pI 

'You all look! I 

Iri-a 
hear-imperati ve: indef ini te 

'Listen! ' 

2.2.2. Complex Structure 

2.2.2.1. Same Subject (55) Construction 

na 
na 

-ana 
-ata 

(Vincent (l973b:565» 

When more than one clause comprise a sentence in Tairora, the 

sentence indicates whether the subject of one clause has the same 

referent as the subject of the other clause. Suppose, for example, 
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that a sentence consists of two clauses. and the subject of each clause 

has the same referent as the other. In such cases, the two clauses 

are represented one after the other without any overt markings such as 

3. Vincent (l973b) has a description of "nonsecond person 
imperativell • In this chapter. though, we focus only on "second person 
imperati veil sentences. 
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a subordinator and a coordinator. However, the subject value (Le., 

per<:;on and number) as well as its reference specified in one clause 

must agree with the subject value and reference in another clause. 

Furthermore, the indicative marker -~ and the interrogative marker -£, 

appear only on the final clause. This type of construction is the 

Tairora equivalent of a SS construction, and it can be exemplified as 

in (14) below. 

(14) Qutu bu-arora ne-0-ma 
go-isg/pI :avolitional eat-lsg/l, 2 ,3pl: neutral

indicative 

'Lest I die, I ate it' 

(Vincent (1973b:S70» 

In (14). qutu bu-arora forms one clause. and ne-0-ma forms another. 

Notice that, in (14), although the two subjects, ~ and 2.. bear 

values which are not completely identical, they certainly overlap. 

Thus, the interpretation is such that the subjects in both clauses 

refer to the same person. The gloss given for (14) identifies the 

subject as first person singular; presumably, the interpretation of 

first person plural should also be available. 

The situation is slightly different in imperative sentences. 

Imperative markers, as illustrated in (12), inflect for number them-

selves; at the same time, they have a function similar to the indica-

tive and interrogative markers. That is, they function both as a 

subject and as an element which allows for a judgement as to an 

illocutionary force. Since imperative markers are inflected for number, 

that number must agree with the number of the subject in the other 

clause(s). As for the person value, the imperative inflection 
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illustrated in (12) is specific to second person imperative eef. fo.3 

in this chapter). Thus, the person value in both clauses agree in 

this person value; namely, the second person. Imperative SS construc-

tions can be exemplified as in (15). 

(15) Bata-irera ti-mi-ana 
put-213sg :dubitative me-gi ve-sg: imperative 

'If you have it, then give it to me' 

(Vincent (1973h:570» 

In (15). -irera and -ana share the value of the second person singular. 

In both (14) and (15), the indicative marker -.!!@. and imperative 

morpheme~, respectively. appear on the final clause. 

2.2.2.2. Different Subject (DS)/Medial Construction 

A situation in which the subject of one clause differs 

referentially from the subject in another clause has traditionally been 

called medial constructions in New Guinea languages. a crucial property 

of which is the presence of what has been called "Anticipatory Subject". 

Anticipatory Subjects may be characterized as having the following 

properties: (i) They are morphemes which are suffixed to an ACE 

complex, and they follow an ordinary subject marker (as described in 

Section 2.2.1 above); (ii) They bear person and number values as well 

as temporal value; (iii) Except in the case of third person, their 

person and number values are necessarily different from those of the 

subject which immediately precedes them; and (iv) Their person and 

number values necessarily agree with those of the subject in the clause 

immediately following them. (16) below lists all the possible 

Anticipatory Subjects in Tairora, followed by some examples. 
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(16) far past. past future 

1st ag/pI -manta -qe 
2nd ag -re -re 
3rd ag -ro -ro 
2nd/3rd pI -manta -0 

(17) eo T-i-manta ir-una-ra 
say-3sg:past-lsg!pl,2/3pl:£ar past, past hear-lsg/pl:past

focus 

'He spoke and I heard 1 

h. Are t-ira-0 ani-bara 
2ag 68y-2/36g: future-2/3pl :future come-2/3pl :abilita

tive 

'When you tell them, they can come' 

c. T-ira-ra 
say-2/3Sg:future-2sg:£ar past, past, future 

iri-ana 
hear-ag: imperative 

'When he speaks you listen! I 

(Vincent (1973b:572» 

(17e-c) each consists of two clauses. In all examples, the first 

clauses have their own subject--i. in (17a) , and -ira in (17b) and (l7e). 

The Anticipatory Subjects are suffixed to these subjects additionally. 

The role that these Anticipatory Subjects play in (17) is, as mentioned 

earlier above, to indicate that the subject of the first clause and 

that of the second clause are referentially different. 

Since the Anticipatory Subjects must bear the same person and 

number values as the subject of the following clause (namely, "antici

pating" the following subject values), this suggests that the subject 

of the first clause and the subject of the second clause are different. 

This is borne out in all the examples above. In (17c), for example, 

the Anticipatory Subject -,!!!. bears the value of the second person 
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singular, which agrees with the singular value of £!.!!l!. As for the 

person value in (17c), the imperative -1!!§, is inherently second 

person, as all the forms in (12) are. Thus, in (l7e), both person 

and number values are compatible between the Anticipatory Subject 

suffixed to the first clause and the subject of the second clause. 

The Tairora sentence types, both simple and complex structures, 

can be summarized in the following schema: 

(18) A. Simple Sentence 

[ (nominals) (10 prefix )-ACE: stem-subject- r~ndicati ve} 1 
. bnterroga-

[
person] ti ve 
number 
tense 

OR: 

b. [(nominals)(IO prefix)-ACE:stem-subject] 

[ ~~~~~~ 1 
imperative 

B. 55 Construction 

[(nominals)(IO prefix)-ACE:stem-subject] 

[
8 person1 
b number 
tense 

[(nominals)(10 prefix)-ACE: stem-subject- {~~~!~~~i :~1] 
[

a person] ti ve g 
b number 
tense 

OR: 

b. [ (nominals) (10 prefix)-ACE: stem-subject] 

[ ~ ~~~~~~l 
tense 

[(nominals)(IO prefix)-ACE:stem-subject] 

[
2 person 1 
b number 
imperative 
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C. DS/Medial Construction 

a. [{nominals)(IO prefix)-ACE:stem-subject-

[ ~ ~~~~~~l 
tense 

Anticipatory Subject] [(nominal)(IO prefix)-ACE:stpm-

[
c person] 
d number 
tense 

SUbject-{~~~!~~~~;~i vel] 

[
c person] 
d number 
tense 

OR: 

h. [(nominals) (10 prefix)-ACE:stem-subject-

[
a person] 
b number 
tense 

Anticipatory Subject] [(nominals)(IO prefix)-ACE:stem-

[; ~~~~~~] 
tense 

subject] 

[
2 person 1 
c number 
imperative 

2.3. Finer' 5 (984) Analysis 

Finer (1984) presents an analysis of the SR system in one of 

the New Guinea languages, namely, Hua. His analysis is based on the 

theoretical framework that I discussed in Chapter 1 (Le •• GB theory). 

The Hua SR system is similar to the Tairora SR. and yet. the two 8Y5-

terns are crucially different in their constructions of SS. In this 

section, I show how problematic Finer's analysis would be to the 

analysis of Tairora SR. 
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First, I present the Hua SR system. The DSjMedial coo-

structions in Hua are essentially analogous to the Tairora DSjMedial 

construction illustrated in Section 2.2.2.2 above. A crucial dif-

ference between the two languages resides in 55 constructions. Recall 

that we discussed earlier (cf. Secti'ln 2.2.2.1) that the Tairora 55 

construction takes the form of the following. 

(19) [(nominal)(IO prefix)-ACE:stem-subject] 

[ ~ ~~~~~~] 
tense 

[ (nominal) (IO prefix)-ACE: stem-subject-f ~~~!~:~~~~ive 1 ] 
(

a person] 
b number 
tense 

(--where two subjects should be taken to be coreferential.) Following 

the terminology that Finer (and the reference cited there) uses, let 

us call Medial eM) what I have called subject (i.e •• the suffix which 

bears person/number/tense values). The Tairora SS construction does 

not include Anticipatory Subject (A); rather. A occurs uniquely in 

DS constructions in Tairora. The situation is different in Hua: In 

SS constructions. A's occur in the position where M's do in Tairora. 

and furthermore, A's and H's cannot cooccur in Hua SS constructions. 

The two SS systems can be schematized in the following manner: 4 

4. The schema illustrated in (20) and (21) assume that the 
Tairora and Hua SS constructions involve subordination. Furthermore. 
it assumes that [NP, S] is defined as subject and that a VP node 
exists in these languages. For convenience, I adopt these assumptions 
in the discussion. However. I will reject them in Section 2.4. 
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(20) Tairora 

SS: [[ NPi VP M] NP. VP ] 

V ' 
[~ F] 

DS: [[ NP. VP M A] NP. VP ] 

V V J 

[t< F] [ B F] 

(21) Hua 

SS: [[ NPi VP A] NP. VP ] 

V ' 
[0{ F] 

DS: [[ NP. VP M A] NP. VP ] 

V V J 

[cl F] [P] 

The schema of 85's in (20) and (21) can be exemplified as in (22) and 

(23), respectively. 

(22) Tairora 

Qutu bu-arora ne-¢-ma 
cease go-M:lsg!pl:avolitional eat-lsg/l,2,3pl:neutral

indicative 

'Lest I die, I ate it r 

(Vincent (l973b: 570» 

(23) Hua 

Ri fi I a-ro bro-ro-' da igari I fera oa 
firewood rock-Ioc put-peri-A: lsg spider big thing 

ko-e 
see:lsg-fin 

'I put some firewood on the rock, and I saw a big spider' 

(Finer (1984: 132)) 



The H in (22) and the A in (23) agree in person and number with the 

[NP, 51 of the following clause. 

Finer explains the coreference between the two subjects in 
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Hua sentences like (23) in the following fashion. As he does in other 

SR languages. Finer assumes that Hua 55 constructions take hierarchical 

structures as in (24); further, he proposes that A's occur in the CO~fP 

position. 

(24) 

While he claims that 55 and DS morphemes in SR languages are. res pec-

tively, A-anaphor and A-pronominal, he proposes that, in Hua, an A is 

an A-anaphor, whereas an M is an A-pronominal. Thus, in (24), the ~ 

under the COMP node is an A-anaphor I which is necessarily bound by an 

A-element within its governing category. According to Finer, the ~ 

is bound by the upper AGR I and the Ai is also identified with the 

lower NP, whereby the two [NP, S] I s-:-re coindexed. 5 He further 

explains the ungrammaticality of the cooccurrence of M and A in the 

construction of 55 as in (25), assuming that a M is a (part of) AGR. 

5. Due to the complexity of his analysis, I do not go into the 
details that Finer presents. For that, see Chapter 4 of Finer (1984). 
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(25) 

In (25). being an A-pronominal, the M must be free. However, the 

governing category for the M is the "inimal S containing it, and within 

that governing category. the M is bound by the A. Hence, it violates 

the Binding Principle (B), and such structures are ruled out. 

Consider now the Tairare SS constructions. which can be 

illustrated as in (26) below. 

(26) 

Suppose that a M in Tairare is an A-pronominal, as is the case in HUB: 

Then. it must be free in its governing category. Notice that, in 

Tairare, only M occurs as in (26). As an A-pronominal, the M must be 

free in its governing category, The governing category cannot be the 

minimal S containing it because an A, which would be qualified as its 

governor, is not present under the COMP node. Therefore. the governor 

is the upper AGR. and its governing category is the matrix S. Then. 

within the matrix S. the M must be free. However. this situation is 

problematic because the M is bound by the upper AGR. which would 

violate the Binding Principle (B). Suppose. then. that a 1'1 in Tairora 
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is an A-anaphor. This assumption would solve our problem: Within the 

governing category (Le., the topmost S), the M. as an A-anaphor, is 

bound by the upper AGR. On the other hand, such an assumption leads 

to a contradiction with respect to the status of M in Tairora. Recall 

that, in (20) and (21), I schematized the DS systems in Hua and Tairora 

to show that the DS constructions in the two languages are identical. 

Thus, Finer's analysis of DS in Hua should also apply to DS in Tairora. 

Finer's analYl:'is. is the following. Consider the structure first. 

In (27). the M is an A-pronominal. The governor of the M is the A in 

the COMP, and the SUBJECT accessible to the M is the [NP, 5]. Thus, 

the governing category for the M is the S containing it. Within the 

governing category, then, the M, as an A-pronominal, is A-free. This 

is, in fact, borne out in (27). Therefore, the assumption that an H 

is an A-pronominal is necessary for the analysis of the DS construction 

in Tairora as well. This assumption, however, contradicts another 

assumption made above that a M in Tairora is an A-anaphor. Hence, 

for Finer's analysis to account for the Tairora SR system, we would 

be forced to assume that a M in Tairora is both A-anaphor and 

A-pronominal. 
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2.4. SR in Tairora 

In this section I present a Categorial analysis of the Tairora 

SR system. Among other things, the following assumptions underlying the 

analysis should be recalled: (i) every coherent expression composed 

of two or more parts (Le .• composite) has a functor and (at least') . 

one argument; (ii) the argument(s) must be compatible with the functor; 

and (iii) the argument(s) is itself (are themselves) potentially 

composed of another (compatible) functor/argument pair. 

2.4.1. Simple Clauses/Sentences 

The analysis of a simple clause (or a simple sentence) is 

crucial to the analysis of an SR system. Consider. first, the following 

examples of simple sentences. 

(28) a. Bakaa-ba ari-ro 
elder: brother-~ hit-3sg: neutral 

'The elder brother hit (him/it)' 

b. Bakaa-ra ari-ro 
elder: brother-~ hit-3sg :neutral 

'He hit the elder brother' 

(Vincent (1973a:534» 

Maa baraata-ra a-mi-ro 
this girl-.!:§. her-give-3sg: neutral 

'He gave it to this girl' 

(Vincent (1973a:535» 

d. Te bi-rera-ro 
lsg go-lsg/pl: future-indicative 

'I will go' 
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e. Kaiqa bara-rera 
work get-lsg!pl:future 

'I want work' 

(Vincent (l97"b:566)) 

f. Bi-ro-e 
go-3sg: neutral-interrogati ve 

'Did he go?' 

(Vincent (l973b: 567» 

g. Tai bu-ara-ba-be 
where go-2sg: past-focus-interrogative 

'Where did you go? I or 'Where have yOll been? I 

(Vincent (l973b: 568» 

First of all, every sentence in (28) has an ACE stem. Some ACE stems 

can take (indirect) object prefixes: For example, the prefix ~- ('her') 

in (2Sc) is an instance of such prefixes. In the present analysis, I 

assume that object prefixes are part of an ACE. In (lSc). thus. a-mi 

('her-give') is represented as ACE. Second, as (188-e. & g) show. an 

ACE--which may consist of either an ACE stem alone or an ACE stem plus 

an object prefix--can be accompanied by optional nominals preceding it. 

Furthermore, as (2Sc) suggests, the above mentioned -.ill!, and -~--which 

are suffixed to the nominals corresponding to subject suffix and object 

prefix, respectively--seem to be suffixed to a constituent, rathel than 

a word: although -~ in (lSc) is suffixed to baraata 'girl', the 

nominal(s) to which the object prefix ~- corresponds is maa baraata as 

a whole. Thus, I analyze -g as being suffixed to maa baraata, not to 

baraata alone. On the basis of these observations, I analyze an ACE 

as a functor taking a number of constituents as its argument. The 

number of constituents, of course, depends on the ACE. The result of 



this function lacks a temporal value and person/number values for 

subject. The lack of a temporal value leads us to consider the result 

a propositional radical'[p. in the sense of Steele et a1. (1981). 

However, for the purpose of our discussion, I extend the notion of 

propositional radical in this ~arlier work to be lacking both temporal 

value and the subject. The function in question can be stated in its 

most general form as below. 

(29) ACE: C* ---> fP 

" 
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In (29). C may contain any number of constituents, up to the number of 

arguments the ACE specifies. This condition actually follows from one 

of our assumptions: the argument must be compatible with its functor. 

The result .rP indicates that a sequence of words yielded is labelled 

as a propositional radical in which the subject values and the temporal 

value are not specified, but are still to be assigned later. The 

application of (29) to (28c), for example, is shown in (30). 

(30) a-mi: [maa baraata]-ra ---> [maa baraata-ra a-mi]/p 

Thus far, we have said nothing about how to link the object 

prefix and optional nominals (and pronominals) which correspond to that 

object prefix. In (30), for example, the relationship between the 

object prefix ~- in the functor and the nominal maa baraata ra in the 

argument, which provides further information about the object, can be 

stated in terms of a linking mechanism. However, the linking in ques-

tion follows from the assumption that the argument must be compatible 

with its functor. The linking is a result of compatibility in person 

and number values between the object prefix and the optional object 



nominals; such compatibility must hold in (29) between the functor 

* (object prefix) and the argument (C). That is, in (29), the fUnctor 

(ACE) takes as its argument at least a constituent which is compatible 

with the object prefix in person and number values. In (30), for 

example, the functor contains the prefix ~- (35g). and the argument 
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maa baraata-ra bears the value of the third person singular: The func-

tor and its argument share an identical value, namely, third person 

* singular. Recall that C subsumes the case in which the argument coo-

sists of no constituent. In such cases, the function of (29) still 

applies vacuously, yielding a ..['P without any nominals accompanying it. 

(28t) exemplifies slIch a situation. As for optional nominals corres-

ponding to a subject (exemplified in (28a & d», since the functor does 

not contain a subject yet, the linking of the nominal to the subject 

remains to be stated at this point. 

Finally, the relative word order of ACE's and C* in (29) should 

also be stated. I mentioned earlier that the constituents always 

precede the ACE. Thus, we can consider this situation as suffixation 

* of the ACE to C. In this regard, I adopt the operation of "LAST" 

* proposed in Hoeksema & Janda (1985). The LAST operation is defined 

as follows. 

* (31) LAST ::: LAST (x') where x' is the result of erasing all 
brackets in x 

* What the LAST operation is supposed to accomplish is find the last 

* part of a string x. Once the LAST finds the last element of a string, 

another mechanism must be invoked to suffix the ACE. The suffixation 

* mechanism can be incorporated in the LAST operation, illustrated as 



follows in (32). 

* (32) LAST -suff (x): y ---> z 

(32) should be interpreted as follows: it looks for the last element 

of y, and suffixes x to that last element of y. Using this operation, 

(29) can be restated as in (33). 

(33) LAST*-suff (ACE): C* ---> .[P 

(33) states that the type of operation is suffixation of the ACE to 

* the last element of C . 

The result of (33) • .[p. needs to be specified further with 

respect to the subject and temporal values. As all the examples in 

(28) and the description in Section 2.2 above show, a subject, which I 

define as a set of person and number values (accompanied by a temporal 

value). is always suffixed to an ACE stem. Thus. we need an operation 

which allows for the assignment of a subject to fP by suffixing it to 
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an ACE stem. Since, in the string of words as a result of the function 

of (33), the ACE stem is the last element of the configuration, the 

suffixation to an ACE stem amounts to the suffixation to the last 

element of the configuration resulting from the function of (33). For 

" our purposes, the above introduced LAST -suff can be adopted again to 

look for the last element of ACE to which the subject is suffixed. 

(34) below shows the operation which accomplishes this. 

* (34) LAST -suff (x) 

[
d. person] 
~ number 
tense 

: [P ---> P 

The type of the operation in (34) is suffixation, and an element.!. 

bearing [(1\ person, ~ number, tense] (defined here as subject) is 
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suffixed to the last element of'(p. The result of the operation is a 

proposition (p) in the sense of Steele et 81. (1981), which now includes 

the subject and the temporal value. 

The result of (30), for example. feeds (34). This is 111us-

trated in (35) • 

(35) 
. 

LAST -suff (-w 

[
3 person] 
singular 
neutral 

[maa baraata-ra a-mi]/p 

---> [maa haraata-ra ami-roJp 

Since both the subject value and the temporal value are added, the 

result is a proposition, represented as maa baraata-ra a-mi-ro. 

Suppose, now, that the result of (30) includes a nominal which 

corresponds to the subject. This is the situation which (2Sd) exem-

pUfies. The applications of the operations proposed so far can be 

shown as below. 

* (36) a. LAST -suff (bi): te --;> [te bi1Jii - (33) . 
b. LAST -suff (-rera) : [te bil[p 

[ !g~=~sonl 
future 

---> [te bi-rera]p --- (34) 

Recall that I said earlier that the compatibility in person and number 

values between an object prefix and its corresponding nominals, if such 

nominals are present I follows from the assumption that an argument 

must be compatible with its functor. In particular, for our purposes, 

this compatibility was claimed to be satisfied in the course of (29). 
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A parallel condition should hold for subjects in (34). Let us examine 

(36b) for the moment. In (36b), the compatibility between the functor 

and its argument should be maintained. That is, the subject [1 person, 

singular/plural] in the functor should be compatible with the value 

extractable from the nominal ~ in its argument, Le" [1 person, sin-

gular] . Notice that, although the person value agrees (1 person). the 

number values of the two are not exactly identical: The number value 

of the argument (Le., singular) is properly contained in that of the 

functor (Le., singular/plural). Nevertheless, since the functor and 

its argument must be compatible, by our assumption, only the singular 

value is selected as the appropriate/compatible number value. There-

fore, as in the case of objects, our assumption that an argument must 

be compatible with its functor makes sure that the subject--defined as 

a set of values--and its corresponding nominal(s), when such nominals 

are present, are compatible in (34).6 

At this point, the result of (34) is not a sentence yet, in 

that a proposition does not allow us to distinguish among an assertion, 

a question, and an imperative. In Tairora, the suffixation of the 

indicative marker -~ and the interrogative marker -~ partially suffices 

to satisfy this requirement. I call an element playing a role in the 

6. The determination as to which nominal is under considera
tion regarding the compatibility between the subject and its corres
ponding nominal is still problematic to the present analysis. In the 
case of a nominal, as opposed to a pronominal, the compatibility in 
question can refer to a nominal suffixed by -ba. If the nominal is a 
pronoun, however, there seems to be no way todistinguish a subject from 
an object. I will leave this problem open. 
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judgement of a sentence "Sentence Defining Element" (SDE). following 

Steele (forthcoming). It was suggested earlier that the suffixation of 

an SDE is to the last element of a proposition. Thus, we use the 

* LAST -suff operation again for this purpose. 

" (37) LAST -suff (SDE): p ---> sentence{asser~ion1 
quest~on 

For example, the final configuration of (28f) results from the appli-

cation of (37). This is illustrated below. 

* (38) LAST -suff (-e): [bi-ro]p ---) [bi-ro-e]SqUestion 

As discussed in Section 2.2 above, the composition of imperative 

sentences is slightly different from that of assertions and questions. 

The difference resides in the subject: That is, the subject serves 

as the SDE as well, since the number inflection in (12) above 

contributes to the judgement whether a sentence is imperative. Recall 

that the imperative inflection listed in (12) is for the second person 

imperatives. Thus, we can conclude that the person value of the 

subject is always second person. An operation is, now, proposed for 

second person imperative sentences, as in (39) below. 

* (39) LAST -suff (x) 

[
2 person ] 
B number 
imperative 

[p ---) Simperative 

The type of the operation involved in (39) is the suffixation of a 

morpheme.K which bears the value [2 person, ~ number, imperative] to 

the last element of an instantiation of [p. Since the feature 

imperative is encoded with the subject, the result of this operation 



is a sentence. An instantiation of its application to (13a), repeated 

below, for example, is shown in (40). 

(13a) Mini bu-ana 
there go-imperative: 5g 

'Go there! I 

* (40) LAST -suff (-ana) 

[
2 person ] 
singular 
imperative 

[mini bul[p 

---) [mini bu-ana]S. . 
lmperatlve 

The surrunary of the operations proposed for the analysis of 

simple sentences in Tairora is shown in (41) and (42) below. 

(41) Assertion/Question 

LAST* -suff (ACE): C* ---) ,JP 
h. LAST* -suff ex) : JP ---> 

* 

[ ~ person] 
B number 
tense 

LAST -suff (SDE) : P ---) Sf asser~ion 1 
questlon 

(42) Imperative (second person) 

LAST* -suff (ACE): C* ---) [P 

* h. LAST -suff ex) : [p ---) Simperative 

[ % ~~~~~~ ] 
imperative 

Contrast (41h) and (42b). The resemblance of the two operations 

suggests collapsing them into one, as (43b) shows. 
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(43) Tairora Simple Sentence 

* * LAST -suff (ACE): C ---) p 

* tense f 
[~ ~~~~~~] I 

b. LAST -suff 

* 

2l 

[
2 person 1 
B number 
imperative 

LAST -suff (SDE) 

2.4.2. 55 Construction 

Some examples of the 55 construction are shown in (44) below. 

(44) a. Aru-qi-ro tubi-ro 
hit-simultaneous-3sg: neutral come: down-3sg :neutral 

'He hit as he came down I or I He came down fighting I 

b. Naabu-qi bari-qi-qo bi-ro 
house-in be-sustained-3sg:neutral go-3sg:neutral 

I He stayed on in the house I 
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(Vincent (l973b: 569)) 

Enta an-ura-uka hara 
yesterday come-lsg/pl:past-focus tomorrow 

bi-rera 
go-isg/pi :future 

'I came yesterday, and I will go tomorrow' 

d. Bata-irera ti-mi-8na 
put-2/3sg: dubi tative me-give-sg: imperative 

'If you have it. then give it to me' 

(Vincent (l973b:570)) 

Recall that, in Section 2.2.2.1 above. I described some characteristics 
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of the SS construction in Tairora. They are the following (excluding 

imperatives for the moment): (i) any number of repetitions of a simple 

clause. which can now be made more precise from the above discussion 

of simple sentences; namely. any number of repetitions of a proposi-

tiOD; (ii) agreement in person/number values and reference among the 

subjects of all the propositions comprising a whole sentencej and 

(iii) the occurrence of a SDE on the last element of the final proposi-

tioD. Thus, we need an operation which repeats what is achieved in 

(41d). and which guarantees the subject value to be uniquely assigned 

across the propositions. For this purpose, we can adopt the notation 

"+", which allows for at least one occurrence, as (45) shows. 

(45) * LAST -suff (Ji} 

[
'" person] 
B number 
tense 

:w--->p 

(45) states that, for every occurrence of JP, the subject It which bears 

the feature [0( person, 8 number, tense] is suffixed to the last element 

of each [p. Notice, however, that (45), as it stands, is not suffi-

cient since it does not guarantee coreference among the subjects. For 

example, when 0( =3 and e. ::singular, the third person subjects could 

be referentially different. To avoid this problem, I assume that the 

suffix (10 which bears the subject values is referential. That is, 

the suffix is: intendf!d to refer to a particular individual, and thus, 

the coreference is maintained among the subjects throughout the sequence 

of propositions (i.e., clauses). 
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The application of (45) to (44a) can be demonstrated as in (46). 

(46) * LAST -suff (-ro) : ([aru-qil,jPl [tubilFz) 

[
3 person] 
singular 
neutral 

---> [aru-qi-£Q. tubi-£Q.]p 

In (46), -LQ is a morphological shape bearing [3 person, singular, 

neutral], and is suffixed to the last element of each"[p. i.e .• -ili-

and tubi-. Since -.EQ is referential, the coreference between the two 

occurrences of -LQ. in aru-gi-ro tubi-ro is assured. 

The addition of a SDE to the proposition--the result of (45)--

yields a sentence. 

* (47) LAST -suff (SDE): p ---> Sfasser~ion1 
quest~on 

Turning to the 55 constructions in which the last clause marks 

imperatives, the following generalizations hold: (a) The clauses (or, 

propositions, in OUT terms) except the last one consist of a propos i-

tion which results from (45); (b) the subjects must be consistent with 

respect to their person and number values throughout a given S5 con-

structionj and (c) the last clause contains an imperative subject. 

Thus, we need an operation which combines the result of (45) (Le., a 

proposition) with an imperative sentence in such a way that the pro-

position precedes the imperative sentence. (48) below schematizes 

such an operation, which is instantiated by the application to (44d) 

as illustrated in (49). 

* (48) LAST -suff (Simp): p ---) Simp 



* (49) LAST -suff ([ti-mi - ana ]s. 

[
2 person lmp 
singular 1 
imperative 

---) [bata-irera ti-mi-ana]S. 
1mp 

[bata - irera ]p 

[
2 person J 
singular 
dubitative 

In (48), given our assumption that an argument must be compatible with 

its functor, the person and number values must agree. Furthermore, 

the subject suffixes ~ and irera) are referential. Thus, for these 

two reasons, the argument must be selected in such a way that the 

person/number values and reference of the subject of the argument 

agrees with those of the functor subject. Moreover I it is noteworthy 

that the argument in (48) can represent more than one clause (or pro-

position) preceding the functor Simp' .and. if it actually consists of 

more than one proposition. then the sameness of the subjects across 

those preceding propositions is guaranteed by (45). Therefore, all 

the subjects involved in the result of (48) above bear the same person 

and number values and reference. 
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Let us summarize the operations proposed so far for the analysis 

of SS construction. 

* (50) a. LAST -suff (ACE) 

* b. LAST -suff (x) 

* 

[
,( person] 
t3 number 
tense 

LAST -suff (SDE) 

* 

C* ---) ,[P 

[i/ ---> p 

p ---) 
S5 asser~ion1 
1 quest loon 

d. LAST -suff (Simperative) p ---) Simperative 



Notice that the result of (SOb), Le .• a proposition, feeds either 

(SOc) or (SOd). At this point, recall that I earlier proposed three 

operations, as summarized in (43) above. two of which are identical to 

(50a) and (SOc). Contrast, now, (50) and (43), which is repeated 

below as (51). 

* (51) a. LAST -suff (ACE) c* ---> ,fP 

* tense LJ I [ ~~~~~~~ l 
b. LAST -suff 2'. : ,[P 

" 

[
2 person 1 
~ number 
imperative 

LAST -suff (SDE): p ---> S5 asser~iOn} 
1 questlOn 

(51a) and (SIc) are identical to (50a) and (SOc), respectively, and 

some of these rules are clearly collapsible. (SOb) yields a proposi-

tien, and so does (SIb) with the choice of the.!. [0( person, ~ number, 

tense] as the functor and the proposition as the result. The result 

of (SOb), furthermore, can yield a proposition which consists of at 

least one instantiation of"/p, depending on the number that the nota

tion "+" specifies. Thus, (SOb) subsumes the upper choice of (SOb), 

repeated below as (52). 

(52) * LAST -suff (x) 

[ 
(/. person] 
(; number 
tense 

.[P+ ---) 
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When "+" specifies one, (52) yields a proposition which is to be a 

simplex construction, whereas, when 11+" signals more than one, the 

resulting proposition is to form a SS construction. Since the subject 

suffix (~) is referential, the coreference among the subjects in the 

resulting p is guaranteed. 

Another overlapping statement can be observed between (SOd) 

and the lower statement of (51b). both of which yield an imperative 

sentence. Thus, the following rule should subsume both cases. 

* (53) LAST -suff (x) 

[
2 person 1 
B number 
imperative 

(p),(p ---) Simperative 

--where (p) indicates that the proposition is optional. Regardless of 
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the presence/absence of the p preceding IP in the argument, the impera

tive subject 2:£. which bears the features [2 person, () number, imperative] 

is suffixed to the last element of'[p. When the p is absent, the 

result is a simple imperative sentence, while, when it is present, 

the result is a SS construction with imperative. 

After the above modifications, the operations to yield simple 

sentences and SS constructions are summarized as in (54) below. 

(54) a. LAST*-suff (ACE): C* ---) ,JP 
b. LAST*-suff (x) [p+ ---) p 

* 

[ ~ person 1 
~ number 
tense 

LAST -suff (x) 

[
2 person ] 
11 number 
imperative 

(p) JP ---) Simperative 

--------------- -



* d. LAST -suff (SDE) P ---) S1 asser~ion 1 
1 questl.On 

The result of (54b), a proposition, feeds (54d), and optionally (54c). 

The combination of (54a). (54b) and (54d) yields simple and SS asser-

tions and questions, depending on the number "+" specifies. The COffi-
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bination of (54a) and (54c)--.Q. in (54c) is not chosen--derives a simple 

imperative sentence; whereas that of (54a). (54b). and (54c)--.,E. can be 

chosen. this time--yields a SS construction with imperative, if .Q. is 

actually selected in (54c). Therefore, the four statements in (54), as 

opposed to five in (43) and (50). economically provide the compositions 

of the construction types which we thus far discussed. namely, simple 

assertions/questions, simple imperatives, SS assertions/questions, and 

SS's with imperative. 

2.4.3. DS/Medial Construction 

The DS/medial construction in Tairora can be exemplified by 

the following data in (55). 

(55) a. Are t-ira-6 ani-bara 
2sg say-2/3: future-Ant. Subj. come-2/3pl :abilitati ve 

2/3pl: future 

'When you tell them, they can come' 

(Vincent (1973b:572)) 

b. Te ani-ate-ra-ro 
Isg come-isg/pI: purpose-g-Ant. Subj. 3sg: far past, 

past. future 

ti h-aare-ro 
Isg me-call-3sg:neutral 

'So that I would come. he called me' 

(Vincent (1973b:573) 
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Ba-irera-ro bara-anaro 
be-2/3sg: duhi tative-Ant. Subj. get-3sg: abilitati ve 

3sg:.far past. 
past, future 

'If it is there, he will be able to get it' 

d. T-ira-ra iri-ana 
say-2!3sg: future-Ant. Subj. hear-sg: imperative 

2sg: far past. 
past. future 

'When he speaks. you listen! 1 

(Vincent (J973b:572)) 

Recall that unique to this type of construction is the presence of 

Anticipatory Subjects which are suffixed to a non-final clause (or 

proposition in our terms). Anticipatory Subjects have two major pro-

perties: (i) They disagree in their values with the subject of a 

clause in which they appear (in the form of suffix); and (ii) they 

~ in their values with the subject of the final clause, which 

follows the clause where an Anticipatory Subject appears. Furthermore, 

as the examples in (55) show, Anticipatory Subjects appear at the end . 
of the first clause (or, non-final clause). Thus, the LAST -suff 

operation can be adopted again for the effect of the suffixation of an 

Anticipatory Subject to the last element of a clause, as (56) shows: 

(56) 
. 

LAST -suff 

(
t08V ] .;, person 
B number 
tense 

p ---) 

--where AS stands for Anticipatory Subject. The argument p is the 

result of (54b) above. In the present case, unlike the operations 

proposed thus far, the functor and its argument must disagree in their 

person and number values. which may seem to go against our assumption 
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regarding the functor-argument relationship: That is, we have assumed 

that an argument must he compatible with its functor. However, we can 

still claim that the functor is compatible with its argument in the 

form of disagreement (or "anti-agreement" in the sense of Steele 

(forthcoming») in (56) above: That is. the argument is compatible with 

its functor because the former is selected in such a way that it dis-

agrees with the latter in their subject person and number values. For 

that matter, moreover, I propose that the feature [+OBV(iative)] is 

associated with an Anticipatory Subject so that the subject referents 

must always be distinct. In particular. this effect can be best 

observed in the case of the value third person: That is, the values 

of the Anticipatory Subject and those of the subject(s) of a proposi-

tion can be the same (like third person singular), but their referents 

must always be distinct, which can be signaled by the feature [-tOBV]. 

The operation of (56) can be exemplified by its application to 

(55a), as (57) demonstrates. 

* (57) LAST -suff -2. 

[
-tOBY 1 3 person 
plural 
future 

[are t-iraJ ---) [are t-ira-¢iJ 
P PAS 

In (57), the feature [+DBV] makes sure that the person and number values 

(3pl) of the Anticipatory Subject is not the same (or, more precisely. 

does not "have the same reference) as that in the argument are t-ira. 

The person and number values of the subject in are t-ira is second 

person singular, which, in fact, differs from the 3pl value of the 

Anticipatory Subject: the two subjects necessarily have different 
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references. The operation involved in (57) suffixes -i to the last 

element of the P. i.e.,~. yielding the configuration of ~ 

1. which is labeled as PAS' 

As we observed earlier that the type of construction preceding 

the final clause in a S5 construction is always the same regardless of 

what follows it (i.e., whether assertions/questions or imperatives), 

the same generalization holds for a DS/Medial construction. Notice 

that the first clauses in (55) above all consist of PAS' Thus, what 

distinguishes (55d) from the others is the choice of the final clause. 

Since all instances of PAS precede the final clause on which an SDE is 

marked, we can consider the present situation as the suffixation of a 

potential final clause to a PAS' This is illustrated in (58). 

(58) LAST*-suff {~. 1 : PAS ---> {~. 1 
l.mp l.mp 

The application of (58) to the result of (57) can be demonstrated as in 

(59). 

(59) LAST*-suff ([ani-bara] ) : [are t-ira-~] 
P PAS 

--~ [are t-ira-p ani-bara]p 

Recall that the feature [tOBV] associated with an Anticipatory Subject 

was effective in (56) in that that feature made sure that the Antici-

patory Subject and the subject of the argument p have different 

referents. In (58). on the other hand. the fUnctor p or Simp must 

select as its argument a PAS whose subject bears the same values and 

the same referent as those of the Anticipatory Subject. This condition 
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should follow from the assumption that the functor and its argument 

must be compatible. 

If the result of (58) is a proposition, the proposition is fed 

into (54d) in order to be a sentence. 

2.5. Conclusion 

All the operations for the analysis of Tairora proposed in this 

chapter. and their order are summarized below. 

* * (60) a. LAST -suff (ACE): C ---> [P 

* b. LAST (x) : .[P+ ---> 

* 

[ 
~ personI 
('l number 
tense 

LAST (x) 

[
2 person 1 
~ number 
imperative 

* d. LAST -suff (x) 

[ ~~~son ] B number 
tense 

LAST* -suff r ~. 1 : 
lmp 

* f. LAST -suff (SDE) : 

(p) [p ---) Simperative 

P ---) PAS 

p --->\P 1 
AS 1 Simp 

p ---) s~ asser~ion "-
1 quest~on ( 

--where the order between (c) and Cd) does not matter. 

At the beginning of this chapter. I stated that Tairora is a 

language in which every element relevant to SR constructions is locali-

zable. Such a language actually fits into the schema generalized in 

Chapter 1. I repeat them below. 
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(61) a. 
X@[O(F] : Y[clF] 

; I I 
: '-:-ag::r:::e:::~m::e:::n:::t--' 

-----> Z 

L _________ ..l 

b. X@[O(F] : Y[-~F] -----> Z 

! I I 
: disagreement 
, l' 
L _________ J 

Consider (60b), first. The suffixation of 2S with the features 

[liZ person, 8 number, tense] to the last elemeqt of ,rp+ derives a 5S 

environment. Thus, the relationship between the functor and the 

argument can be characterized as "agreement" as in (61a). What deter-

mines the type of relationship between the functor and its argument is 

the subcategorization properties of the functor. Thus, in (60b), the 

features accompanied with 2f.. (or, in this case, the referential property 

of those features) determine that the relationship between x and JP+ 

is of "agreement". This means that the functor and the argument must 

be compatible in the form of "agreement". Such a compatibility holds 

for (60b) because the choice of JP+ is made in such a way that the 

subject property of ,rp+ agrees with that of x. Furthermore, this 

situation is exactly what "GOVERNMENT" (in the sense of Bach (1983)) 

characterizes. 

(60d) , on the other hand, creates a part of a DS environment. 

In this case, since the subcategorization property of the functor (in 

particular. the feature [+OBV]) determines that the compatibility 
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relationship between the functor and the argument is of "disagreement". 

Again, the GOVERNMENT relationship holds in that the choice of p (or, 

the choice of the subject of p) would have to result in the "dis_ 

agreement" relation triggered by the functor. 

Hence, the Tairora SR constructions, in which every element is 

localizable, fit into the generalization schematized in (61) above 

given the assumption that the functor and its argument must be compa

tible and that the subcategorization properties associated with the 

functor determine the nature of compatibility (Le •• "agreement" or 

"disagreement") • 



CHAnER 3 

HOPI 

3.1. Introduction 

Hopi (Uta-Aztecan) is one of the languages with SR. SR in 

Hopi can be exemplified as in (1) (taken from Jeanne (1978:183)--PROX= 

proximate and OBV=obviative): 

(1) B. ?i-pava paki-.l (p;i,;t?) pam qat4:pt4 
my-brother enter-PROX (then) he sat:down 

'When my brotheri came in, he i sat down' 

b. ?i-pave paki-.9,. (pH?) pam qaU:pt4: 
my brother enter-OBV (then) he sat:down 

'When my brotheri came in, hej sat down' 

The underlined morphemes £./.9.. above are SR markers which indicate 

whether M.!!!. (I he I) refers to the same person as ?i-pava· (I my brother I) . 

~ in (la) indicates the fact that M!!!. and ?i-pava refer to the same 

people, while.!l. in (lb) indicates that they refer to different people. 

At the same time. as discussed briefly in Chapter I, the SR morphemes 

in Hopi also provide tempora1/aspectual information. For example, both 

-Y.9. indicate that the event expressed in the clause where the SR 

morphemes (-Y-S) appear precedes the event expressed in the main 

clause. 

As I discussed earlier in Chapter 1, the notion of subject is 

crucial to the treatment of the SR system of Hopi. This is because 

the subject in Hopi cannot be localized to a single node in a 
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phrase-structure tree. This chapte~ is devoted to the issue of globa-

lity in relation to the SR system. In particular. I will demonstrate 

how such globality can be accommodated to the general schema for SR 

proposed in Chapter 1. 

3.2. The Notion of Sub iect in Hopi 

The notion of subject has been a problematic issue in the 

analysis of various languages in that the question of defining the 

subject is often ignored. Thjs problem is critical in any analysis of 

SR systems since subject is usually the most essential element which 

the system refers to. In what follows, I show how crucial it is to 

define subject in Hopi. 

3.2.1. "Agreement" in Hopi 

In recent work, Jeanne & Hale (1985) claim that the notion of 

subject in Hopi includes not only [NP, 5] but also AGRCeement), which, 

they assume, consists of the number marking on the verb. They further 

contend that the "agreementll relation holding between [NP, 5] and AGR 

is a form of lIidentification" of AGR with [NP, 5].1 Closer investiga-

tion, however, shows that this "identification" is not absolute. In 

order to see this discrepancy, the Hopi number system needs to be 

examined. 

In Hopi, the determiner associated with the subject noun Cif 

any such determiner is present), the subject noun, and the verb are 

1. Jeanne & Hale (1985) do not develop the notion "identifi
cationll , and thus, it is not clear what it amounts to. 
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all marked for number. Consider the following examples (Jeanne (1978: 

73». 

(2) Mi? maana paki 
that girl enter 

'That girl entered' 

(3) Mirna maana t paki 
those girls enter 

'Those girls (dual) entered' 

(4) Mirna mamant y.iI')Ya 
those girls enter 

'Those girls (plural) entered' 

There is a two-way distinction for determiners and verbs (i.e., sin-

gular or plural), whereas nouns (actually, only animate nouns) make a 

three-way distinction (i.e., singular, dual, plural), as summarized 

below: 2 

(5) a. determiner 

singular mi? 
plural mima 

h. noun 

singular 
dual maanat 
plural mamant 

verb 

singular paki 
plural y.i'}Ya 

2. There are five devices to mark verbs for their plurality. 
They are: (i) the suffix /-:i2/' (ii) suppletion, (iii) reduplication, 
(iv) the infix /-);;Q-/, and (v) suffixal suppletion. The plural verb 
form in (4), namely yf,:]Ya, is a result of suppletion. A large number 
of Hopi verb supplete-fOr number. 
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Given the distinction in (5), when all of determiner, noun, and verb 

are marked as singular. the "subject" counts as singular, as it is the 

case in (2); when all of them are marked plural, the "subject" counts 

as plural, as (4) illustrates. As for dual "subject", as in (3), all 

three items are marked differently: That is, the determiner is marked 

as plural, the noun as dual, and the verb as singular. In order to 

explain this peculiarity of dual "subject". we might want to claim 

that the "subject" NP can be assigned a dual number value on the basis 

of the noun, since only noun has the three-way distinction (Le., 

singular, dual, and plural), However, the situation is not so 

straightforward when we examine the number marking for pronominal 

"subjects" . 

Pronouns make a two-way distinction between singular and 

plural, as illustrated below. 

(6) singular plural 

n3:? 'I' ?itam 'we' 
Urn 'you' Uma 'you' 
pam 'he, she, it, that' pima 'they, those' 
mi? 'that' (removed, mima 'those' 

evocative) 
?i? 'this' ?ima I these' 

(Jeanne (1978:76)) 

In the case of pronoun "subjects", singular and plural pattern in the 

same way as for nominal subjects: When both pronoun and verb are 

marked as singular, the "subject" counts as singular; and when both 

are plural, the "subject" counts as plural. These two situations can 

be exemplified as below: 
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(7) N:i:? taavo-t nEna 
I rabbit-CEL kill (singular) 

'I killed a rabbit' 

(8) Pitam taavo-t niina-ya 
rabbit-CEL kill-plural 

'We killed a rabbit I 

(Jeanne (1978: 93» 

As for the dual, the marking is somewhat different: A pronoun is 

marked as plural, whereas the verb is marked as singular. Contrast 

the following pairs: 

(9) a. Pima pitu 
they (plural) arrive (singular) 

'They (dual) arrived' 

b. hma Ski 
they (plural) arrive (plural) 

'They (plural) arrived' 

(10) a. ?itam sikwit n8l:1sa 
we (plural) meat eat (singular) 

'We (dual) ate meat' 

h. ?itam sikiwit nl:l8n8sa 
we (plural) meat eat (plural) 

'We (plural) ate meat' 

(Kalectaca (1978:51-53» 

Notice that there is no absolute "identification" between the number 

value of [NP, S] and that of AGR (Le., the marking on the verb) in 

the case of dual "subject". In particular, in the case of dual pro-

nominal "subjects", there is not even a lexical item which is marked 

specifically as dual in a sentence. Jeanne & Hale's claims 

introduced above are thus contradicted by the absence of absolute 

"identification" between (NP, S] and AGR. Moreover, since there is no 
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overt marking specific to dual, a question arises as to the origin of 

the dual value. These problems. then, suggest that the notion of 

subject must be defined more abstractly than by some position in a 

tree in order to include a wider range of phenomena (such as dual 

subjects) • 

In order to solve the latter problem, namely, the origin of 

the dual value, (along with explaining the Hopi agreement phenomenon 

in general), Jeanne (1978) proposes the following feature system. 

dual [=~n 

p1(~~r ] 

b. determiners 

sg [ +sg] 

pi [ -sg] 

Qronominals 

sg [ +sg] 

pi [ -sg] 

d. verbs 

sg [-pi] 

pi [ +pl] 

The effect of this feature system can be demonstrated by showing its 

application to (3) and (9). 
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(3) Mirna maanat paki 

[ -sg] 
[=~rl 

[-pI] 

(9) Pima pitu 

[ -sg] [-pI] 

In (3), the features of the determiner and the verb, in fact, agree 

with the feature complex (dual) of the nominal. In (9), the combina-

tion of something not singular and something not plural implies dual. 

Notice that, in (3), the phenomenon can be characterized as "agreementll 

(or "identification") of the determiner and the verb with the nominal. 

In (9), on the other hand I the value of dual cannot .be derived simply 

by recognizing the two features. That is, it is crucial to unify the 

two features in order to obtain the dual value. It is not clear in 

Jeanne I S system whether such a unification mechanism is assumed or 

automatically follows from some principle. Furthermore, Jeanne claims 

that the "agreement" phenomenon observed above can be captured by the 

notion "in construction with", which can further be subsumed by the 

relationship between the head of an X category and the principle 

argument. However, for our purposes, any analysis incorporating 

phrase-structures has been rejected in Chapter 1, and thus, an 

alternative analysis is necessary. 

Coming back to Jeanne & Hale (1985), if [NP, 5] were defined 

as subject, the analysis would definitely go wrong, since the pro-

nominal dual "subjects" in (9a) and (10a) would be the plural 

pronominals .l2!!lli!,/?itam, whereas, in reality, the subject should be a 

dual element, which 5R would refer to. If [NP, 5] and AGR, in 



conjunct~on, are defined as subject (given the assumption that there 

is "identification" between [NP. S] and AGR) I there still remains a 

problem with dual, as illustrated above, because such an 

"identification" is not absolute. 

In order to see the problem in relation to their analysis of 

the SR system in Hopi, let us first briefly review their proposal. 

They first assume, with Finer (1984, 1985), that the sentences such as 

that in (1) above take subordinate structure, which has the following 
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hierarchical structure, and then treat SR morphemes as complementizers. 

(12) s 

----------cp S, > ____________ ......--r-Z 

~ I NP'a> VP INFL'a> 

NP<b> VP INFL<b> SR morpheme 

c=COMP 
CF=COl>lP-Phrase 

Following Finer (1984, 1985), they further claim that the Hopi Rule of 

Coreference in (13), expressed in Government & Binding (GB) theory 

terms, explains the SR mechanism in Hopi; (14) below lists some 

definitions underlying the rule in (13). 

(13) The Hopi Rule of Coreference: 

If an X-structure is identified (by the morphological pro
perties of its head, X) as !!-proximate, then its principle 
argument (governed by the head X) is ,§,.-anaphoric and, 
accordingly, bound (if [+anaphoric]) or free (if [-anaphoric]) 
in relation to the subject of the minimal CFC containing 
that argument. [..i! is a variable for "+" or "_"] 



(14) a. "bound"; 

A binds B if A c-commands Band B is "referentially 
linked" to (co-indexed with) A. 

b. Complete Functional Complex (CFe): 

A is a CFe for B if it is the minimal category containing 
(i) B itself, (ii) a governor of B, and (iii) a subject. 
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Given the above rule and assumptions, (Ia) is analyzed as follows: The 

"complementizer" -!, is [+proximate]. Thus, its "principal argument"--

that is, S<b>--is [+anaphoricJ, and, accordingly, "bound II in relation 

S <8>' Since INFL is assumed to be the head of S. this means that 

INFL<b> is bound to INFL<a>' INFL contains AGR, which, they claim, 

"identifies" the subject NP (Le., [NP, S]). In effect, then, to say 

that AGR <h> is bound to AGR<a> entails that NP <h> is bound to NP <8>' 

A similar explanation is given for (lb)--except that, since.9. is 

[-proximate], NP <b> is free of NP <a>' 

As I discussed above, however, Jeanne & Hale's analysis requires 

an absolute "identification" of AGR with [NP, S]. Whenever AGR<b> is 

bound to AGR<a>' for example, it is also required that [NP, S]<b> is 

bound to [NP, S]<a>' under "identity". As I pointed out above, however, 

the "identification" between [NP, S] and AGR is not absolute in the 

case of pronominal dual "subjects". Recall that, for a dual subject, 

the verb is always marked as singular. just as in the case of singular 

subjects. Therefore, [+sg] on the verb (according to Jeanne· & Hale, 

this number value belongs to (or equals) AGR) does not necessarily 

suggest that the subject is always singular. Hence, Jeanne & Hale's 

analysis fails to distinguish dual subjects from singular subjects, 



since verbs are marked as singular in both cases. Consequently. the 

fact that AGR<b> is bound to AGR<a> does not necessarily lead to the 

conclusion that [NP , S]<b> is bound to [NP, 5]<a>' contrary to their 

assumption. 

3.2.2. Amalgamation3 
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In the preceding section, I showed that Jeanne and Hale's claim 

regarding subjects in Hopi encounters a problem. Furthermore, since 

,,'e eliminated phrase-structure analysis entirely, we need an alterna-

tive analysis which enables us to define subject in Hopi appropriately. 

In this section, I take up this issue. In particular, I will demon-

strate how the number system in Hopi, crucial to the definition of 

subject, should be organized. 

Recall that I adopted process morphology above. What process 

morphology allows, for our purposes, is the derivation of the number 

value attributable both to nominals and verbal morphology. I claim, 

then, that the number value relevant to the notion of subject should 

be amalgamated from the number value of the NP plus that marked by the 

verb morphology. In this present section, I would like to develop a 

mechanism which is incorporated into the process of amalgamation. 

Recall that, in Hopi, determiners, pronominals, and verbs have the two-

way distinction of number marking (i.e., singular and plural), whereas 

3. The original idea of the details presented in this section 
is due to Dick Oehrle. The notion of amalgamation discussed in this 
section is parallel to the notion of unification adopted in GPSG. See 
also Kay (1979). 
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nominals exhibit the three-way distinction (Le •• singular, dual, and 

plural). There are twelve logical possibilities for the construction 

of the [determiner-noun ••• verb] type, and four logical possibilities 

for the construction of the [pronominal ..• verb] type as the combina-

tions of the given number values. These logical possibilities are 

illustrated in (15) and (16), along with an indication of which 

logically possible combinations are instantiated and the resul t. 

(15) [det - N ... Vj 

det\~n NHH V! ~r 1 resulting value 

sg sg sg sg 

b. pI pI pI pI 

pI dual sg dual 

d. sg sg pI 

sg dual sg 

f. sg pI sg 

g. sg dual pI 

h. sg pI pI 

i. pI sg sg 

j. pI sg pI 

k. pI pI sg 

1. pI dual pI 

(16) [pro-N •.• Vj 

pro-N f ~r 1 vgn resulting value 

sg sg sg 

b. pI pI pI 

pI sg dual 

d. sg pI 
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Among the logical possibilities, only three are possible in each 

construction type. Amalgamation is possible in (ISa & b) and (16 a & 

b). and can he rather straightforwardly explained: a set of identical 

values--singular-singular (-singular) or pI ural-plural (-plural )--yields 

that value. On the other hand, the rest of the combinations raise 

questions: How is dual amalgamated from singular-dual-plural in (lSc) 

and from singular-plural in (l6c)? And. why is amalgamation impossible 

in (lSd-I) and (l6d)? As for the first question, we might answer. at 

least in (15), in the following manner: The dual of the nominal 

somehow survives. However, then, the impossibility of the amalgamation 

would still be left unexplained in (15e) and (15g) , where the nominal 

bears the dual value, and yet, the amalgamation is blocked. Thus, any 

answer to these questions must provide explanations both for the origin 

of the dual value in (15c) and (16c) and for the impossibility of the 

combinations in (1Sd-I) and (16d). 

I propose the following mechanism to solve the problems 

discussed above. 4 Let us assume that the cardinality of the number 

value associated with determiners, nouns, and pronouns each exhibits a 

certain range. Furthermore, we interpret the number-marking associated 

with a verb as also constraining the cardinality of the value associated 

wi th nominals. (17) lists the range of the values: 

4. An alternative to the present proposal is to use the number 
feature system in (11) proposed by Jeanne (1978). However. one dis
advantage in using (11) is that the number features in (11) would still 
have to be interpreted as in (17) below. 



(17) a. If x =: value of Det[sg], then Card(x) = 1 

h. If x = value of Det[pl]. then Card(x) ) 1 

If x = value of N[sg]. then Card(x) = 1 

d. If x = value of N[dual]. then Card(x) = 2 

If x = value of N[plJ. then Card(x) > 2 

f. If x = value of subject of V[sg], then Card(x) S 2 

g. If x == value of subject of V[pl], then Card(x) > 2 

h. If x = value of pro-N[sg]. then Cord(X) = 1 

i. If x = value of pro-N[pl], then Card(x) > 1 

Suppose, now, that the amalgamation amounts to the extraction of the 

cardinal number(s) shared by the elements whose number values are to 
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be amalgamated. The result of such a process is shown in (18) and (19) 

below. where x' indicates the cardinal number(s) as a result of the 

amalgamation Cd. (18) and (19) corresponding to (15) and (16) above, 

respecti vely). 

(18) [det - N Vl 

det resulting value 

Card(x)=l Card(x)=l Card(x)iZ x' ~ 1 

b. Card(x»l Card(x»2 Card(x»2 x' > 2 

Card(x»l Card(x)=2 Card(x)iZ x' ~ 2 

d. Card(x)~l Card(x)=l Card(x»Z 

Card(x)=l Card(x)=2 Card(x)S2 

f. Card(x)=1 Card(x»2 Card(x)S2 

g. Card(x)=l Card(x)=2 Card(x»2 

h. Card(x)=l Card(x»Z Card(x»2 

i. Card(x»1 Card(x)~l Card(x)S2 

j. Card(x»l Card(x)=l Card(x»2 

k. Card(x»l Card(x»2 Card(x)s2 

1. Card(x»l Card(x)=2 Card(x»2 
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(19) [pro-N ... V] 

pro-N resulting value 

Card(x)=l Card(x)S2 x' = 1 

b. Card(x»l Card(x»2 x' > 2 

Card(x»l Card(x)~ x' = 2 

rl. Card(x)=l Card(x»2 

The amalgamation in (IS) can be conceived of in either of the following 

fashions: (i) all three values (clet, N, V) are equally available; or 

(ii) any two (e.g., det and N) are amalgamated first, and then, its 

result and the third value is amalgamated. Going back to the two 

questions raised above regarding (15c) and (16c). on the one hand. and 

(lSd-I) and (16d), on the other, the ans\~ers to the questions are nm-: 

straightforward: The dual value is simply a result of the extraction 

of the cardinal number(s) shared by the plural determiner, the dual 

noun, and the singular verb in (1Sc). and by the plural pronominal and 

the singular verb in (16c). And, 06d-1) and (16d) are impossible 

combinations because the items involved in the amalgamation lack over-

lapping number(s). Hence, the problems regarding Hopi pronominal dual 

subjects are solved by setting up the cardinal numbers as in (17), and 

by the amalgamation process among the elements bearing such values. 

Given such a mechanism which derives a subject number value by the 

amalgamation, I define as subject the nominal (including pronominals) 

which participates in the amalgamation plus the new derived number 

value. 

It should be remembered that the idea underlying the analysis 

presented here comes from the view of process morphology (Le., morpheme 



as part of rules). That is, the non-localizable dual value in prono

minal "subject". for example, is not attributed to a specific node in 
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a phrase-structure tree, but, rather, is Aerived as a result of the 

process. namely. amalgamation. Notice that even if we adopted Jeanne's 

(1978) analysis introduced in (11). assuming that two features are 

percolated up to the dominating node, the two features must be unified 

at that dominating node and the new unified value must be identified 

with whatever "subject!! is. This identification is precisely what 

Jeanne & Hale's system should have for the analysis of SR. 

3.3. SR in Hopi 

A rather simple functional account can now be given for Hopi 

SR. In Sections 1.2 and 3.2. I drew two conclusions. First, the 

evidence rejects the morphological view that SR morphemes "grow on 

trees"--i.e., the view that SR morphemes are occupants of individual 

nodes in phrase-structure diagrams. To replace it, I am adopting the 

Item-and-Process (IP) view of morphology (Le., process morphology), 

and am exploring its results. Second, I proposed that the subject 

number value should be amalgamated from the number value marked on NP 

plus that marked by verb morphology. The second conclusion. of course, 

comes partially from the general morphological view that I adopted 

above, namely, the IP model. Besides these conclusions, the three 

assumptions underlying Categorial Grammar introduced in Section 1.4 

above should be recalled. They are: (i) every coherent expression 

composed of two or more parts (Le., composite) has a functor and (at 

least) one argument; (ii) the argument(s) (in a coherent expression) 
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must be compatible with the functor; and (iii) the argument(s) is 

itself (are themselves) potentially composed of another (compatible) 

functor/argument pair. 

Keeping these conclusions and assumptions in mind. I now con-

sider the composition of a Hopi sentence. It seems that there are 

different structure types in which SR can appear. For example, SR 

can show up in relative clauses and (clausal) object complements. In 

the present section, I focus my discllssion on what has been referred 

to as subordination (limiting further to so-called adverbial adjuncts). 

Such constructions can be exemplified by sentences as in (1). which are 

repeated below as (20) and (21). 

(20) ?i-pava paki-.!:,. (pH?) pam 
my-brother enter: perfecti ve-PROX (then) he 

qatfpti 
sit: down: perfecti ve 

'When my brother i came in, hei sat down' 

(21) ?i-pava paki-.s. (pH?) pam 
my-brother enter: perfecti ve-OBV (then) he 

qatipti 
sit: down: perfecti ve 

'When my brother i came in, he j sat down' 

First, I refer to a functor with a predicational function as 

"Argument Categorizing Element" (ACE).5 An ACE is associated with an 

array of arguments that it requires. I refer to this array as an 

"Argument Structure" (AS). An AS specifies the number and type of 

arguments which an ACE controls. For example, in (20) • .£ill and 

5. The terms in quotation marks are adopted directly from 
Steele (1985a,b,forthcoming). 



gatfpti «Mli) are instances of ACE. In these two cases, the ACE is 

accompanied by an AS which specifies that the ACE takes only one 

argument. and that that argument correspo~ds to a person who does the 

action of ~ in (20) or. of M.ti. in (21). On, the other hand, the 

ACE tiwa ('find', 'see') is accompanied by an AS which specifies that 

the ACE takes two arguments. and that one argument corresponds to a 

person who finds/sees someone (or something) and the other with a 
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person/an object that is found/seen. As it is clear from the discussion 

in Section 3.2, Hopi ACE's (equivalent to "verbs" there)6 are marked 

for number in one way or another (ef. fn.2): They are marked either 

as singular or as plural. Such number marking was discussed as 

participating in the amalgamation for a new number value of a subject. 

Furthermore, as I mentioned briefly in Chapter 1 above, some transitive 

ACE's in Hopi are marked for number corresponding to object. This is 

illustrated below. 

6. Not all Hopi ACE's are "verbs", however. Consider the 
following example. 

(i) Pam yaw taaqa-ni 
he quotative man-FUT 

'He will, it is said, be a man' 

(Jeanne (1978:317» 

In (i), ~ has been categorized as "noun", however. it bears a pre
dicational function. This is why the term ACE is preferred over "verb" 
to characterize some element with a predicational function. 
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(22) N;i,? taavo-t nUna 
I rabbit-DBL kill 

'I killed a rabbit' 

(23) ?itam taavo-t niina-ya 
rabbit-DBL kill-NSG 

'We killed a rabbit I 

(24) N:i:? taatapH-y qUya 
I rabbit(NSG)-OBL kill 

II killed rabbits' 

(Jeanne (1978:93)) 

(25) ?itam taatapt;i,-y qBqya 
rabbit(NSG)-08L kill(NSG) 

'We killed rabbits I 

(26) 

sinoular plural 
(e.g .• taavot)(e.g .• taatapt:i:y) 

{ 
singular I niina q8ya 

(e.g., ni?) 
SUBJECT 

I plural nUna-ya qBqya 
(e.g .• ?itam) 

(Jeanne (1978:93)) 

I assume that the morphological processes which mark ACE I S for number 

(both in "subject" and object) are already completed in the lexicon, 

and the inflected forms are available at the stage of syntactic 

compositions. 

It should be remembered that an AS has been introduced above 

as a full complement of an ACE. It is further required that the 

arguments that the AS specifies have lexical instantiation. For example. 

consider the following Hopi sentence. 
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(27) Nil taaqa-t Uwa 
I man-OBL saw 

'I saw the man' 

(Jeanne (1978:62» 

In (27). the ACE is t;i:wa, and the AS associated with it specifies that 

the ACE takes two arguments. one of which corresponds to the person 

who sees someone! something and the other of which corresponds to some-

one/ something that is seen. The latter has lexical instantiation, 

namely. taaqa-t. What about the former? I argued earlier that the 

Hopi subject is not simply localizable as a nominal or pronominal 

(e.g., [NP, S]) in a string of words, but rather, is a nominal plus a 

number value derivable from an amalgamation of two (or more) number 

values. Thus, I regard the AS as lacking the instantiation of one 

argument (corresponding to the subject) but as having it derived by the 

amalgamation later? We can illustrate the analysis of object as the 

following function. 

(28) ACE: AS ---> JP 
In (28). the ACE bears a number value for subject and may be marked 

for object number. The ACE takes the AS as its full complement. When 

the ACE is marked for object number and the AS contains the lexical 

instantiation of that object. the fUnctor and its argument must be 

compatible in terms of their number values, as required by our assuming 

that the functor and its argument must be compatible. The result of 

this function lacks a subject and tense, and hence, can be called a 

7. A similar treatment of subject in relation to AS's is seen 
in Steele (forthcoming; particularly, Chapter 7). 
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.propositional radical, in an extended sense of Steele et a1. (1981). 

For example, the application of (28) to (27) can be demonstrated below. 

(29) [t:i:wa]ACE: [x, taaqa-t]AS ---) [taaqa-t tfwa][p 

--where the K in the AS stands for the category for a subject. The 

ACE t:i:wa is singular for object. and taaga-t is singular, and thus, the 

object is appropriately analyzed. The "left-over" argument 2!. is to be 

identified as subject. 

The result of (29), i.e., the propositional radical, lacks its 

subject and temporal reference. As for tense, some discussion is 

necessary. Tense in Hopi is a future/non-future distinction: Future 

is marked by the suffix /-&1. and non-future is unmarked. Each tense 

(namely, future/non-future) can be combined with aspects, which make 

the perfect/imperfect distinction. There are several ways of making 

such aspects: They include reduplication and suffixation. The 

following examples in (30) and (31) show the two combinations of the 

future tense and the perfect/imperfect aspects. 8 

(30) Mi? taaqa wari-k-ni 
that man run:perfect-ls-fut~re 

I The man will run I 

(31) Mi? taaqa wari-ki-wta-ni 
that man run-h.-imperfect-future 

'The man will be running I 

(Jeanne (1978:172-3)) 

8. The verbal complexes in (30) and (31), respectively, in
clude -ls- and -1£l-. These affixes are, according to Jeanne (1978:173), 
incremental elements associated with the suffixation of the future 
ending /-!1i./. 
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It appears that the tense marker is suffixed to an ACE. As I will 

discuss later. however. there is evidence to argue that the tense 

marker is a clausal suffix. Thus, I analyze both subject and tense to 

be added to the propositional radical, characterizing a proposition, 

in the sense of Steele et 81. (1981). This is tentatively schematized 

in (32). 

(32) ,JP: (NP, tense) ---> p 

Notice that, in the functor. ,[p. the number value on the ACE (Le .• for 

subject) is still not analyzed. \·,lhen the NP, which is also inflected 

for number. is added in (32). the two number values are to be amalga-

mated, which I wil come back to shortly. Thus, (32) yields a subject 

and tense properties as characterizing the proposition. 

Before discussing amalgamation, (32) needs to be refined. That 

is. the result of (32) should always be in the NP-JP-tense order: the 

subject nominal always precedes IP, and tense is suffixed to the clause 

(Le., clause-finally), as we discussed above. In order to obtain 

such an effect, I adopt the wrapping operation, proposed in Bach (1979). 

The original definition of the right-wrap (RI~RAP) is the following. 

(33) RWRAP: (i) If a is simple, the RWRAP (a, b) = ab 
(ii) :fx~whas the form [xp x w], then RWRAP (a, b) 

I extend RWRAP to operate on (32) so that the functor is placed in the 

second position, relative to the NP and the tense. 

(34) RWRAP (,fP) : (NP, tense) --> 

It is important to note that the wrapping operation in (34) is intended 

to be operative over the categories (such as NP and tense), and not 
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over their lexical instantiations. This is because the NP can consist 

of more than one word. Thus, it amounts to considering the whole NP 

as a constituent placing it in the first position by arranging the 

entire ,JP after that constituent. The application of (34) to the 

result of (29) is illustrated in (35). 

(35) RWRAP ([taaqa-t tiwa],fP) : Cni?, ~) ---) [ni? taaqa-t t:i:wa]p 

Recall that one of the assumptions underlying Categorial 

Grammar says that the functor and its argument must be compatible. 

This assumption has a crucial effect in the statement of the function 

in (34). That is, the number value of the functor (Le., the number 

value of ACE) and that of its argument (i.e., either the values extrac-

table both from the determiner and from the noun, or the value 

extractable from the pronoun) should be compatible. What it means 

here is that the number value of the functor and the value(s) of the 

argument must be amalgamatable. Hence, any combination of the number 

values between the fUnctor and its argument in (34) must correspond to 

(ISa-c) or (l6a-c) above, which are repeated below as (36a-c) and 

(37a-c), respectively. 

(36) [det - N ••• Vl 

b. 

sg 

pI 

pI 

sg 

pI 

dual 

v [~n 

sg 

pI 

sg 
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(37) [pro-N ... V] 

pro-N {~i 1 vf ;0 
sg sg 

b. pl pl 

pl sg 

Once only the compatible functor and argument are selected 

(ef. (36-37) for the possible combinations), the result of the function 

(34) undergoes the amalgamation process, following the pattern illus-

trated in (18) and (19) above. This is generalized as in (38a). and 

can be illustrated in more details in (38b). 

(38) a. Amalgamation (p) ---> P 

h. Amalgamation [NP<number> - 4P<number(subj» - tense]p 

I I 
amalgamated 

---) p 

The NP plus the derived number value together is the subject by our 

definition. The subject instantiates the ACE argument whose instantia-

tion was originally missing in the.IP (more precisely. in AS in,.JP) of 

(30). Now that a subject is "derived", the AS is completely instantia-

ted. The result of the amalgamation process as described in (38) can 

be recognized as a proposition (p), in the sense of Steele et al. 

(1981). It is noteworthy that the rule stated in (38) captures the 

observation that subjects in Hopi are not entirely localizable to one 

element, but rather, are a global property of a sentence. 

Given the composition of a simple clause above, the individual 

members of the two pairs of clauses involved in (20) and (21) are 
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derived by the rules in (34) and (38). Let us now turn to the compo-

sit ion of SR constructions. SR morphemes show up as if they were 

suffixed to ACE's. On the other hand, another way of looking at this 

situation is that SR morphemes are suffixed to a clause as a whole. 

Presumably, this suggestion is motivated by the fact that the scope of 

a SR-morpheme is not simply over an ACE (or ACE complex); rather, a 

SR-morpheme refers to a subject, which is argued above to he a global 

property of a sentence (or a proposition), and hence. the scope of a 

SR is over the whole proposition. Further support for this view (i. e. , 

SR morphemes as clausal suffixes)9 comes from the future tense marker 

-.ni. Contrast the following pair. 

(39) a. ?im wari-k-q pH:? n;i:? t:i:wat wari-k-ni 
you run-k-OBV then I also run-k-FUT 

'You run and I will also' 

b. ?;i:m wari-k-q pH? n;i:? t:i:wat-ni 
you run-k-OBV then I also-Fur 

'You run and I will also' 

(Jeanne (1978:314-5)) 

(39b) is an instance of "VP-gapping". That is. the ACE wari is not 

repeated in the second clause in (39b), since the ACE is identical to 

that of the first clause. Notice that. in (39a), the future marker 

-.!!i is suffixed to the ACE, whereas, in (39b) , it is suffixed to what-

ever comes in sentence-final position; namely, t;i:wat. This suggests 

9. This treatment of SR morphemes as clausal suffixes 1,:; not 
entirely inconsistent with the phrase-structure analysis that Finer and 
Jeanne & Hale propose. However, the analysis presented here appears 
to be more general. 
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that the future marker -.!!.!. in (39a) and (39b) is not suffixed to the 

ACE, but rather, it is suffixed to the clause as a whole. Thus, we 

can conclude that -& is a clausal suffix. Moreover, since there is a 

clausal suffix available in Hopi, it is plausible to assume that SR 

morphemes are clausal suffixes. In this regard an observation made by 

Zwicky & Pullum (1983:504) may be relevant. One of the criteria which 

Zwicky & Pullum use to distinguish clitics from affixes is as follows: 

liThe degree of selection between the eli tics and the words preceding 

them is low. The clitics can attach to words of virtually any category, 

in addition to the pronouns!! [""their Criterion A]. They give the 

following examples below to show this point. 

(40) a. [The person I was talking to] '.§. going to be angry with me. 
b. [The ball you hit] '.§. just broken my dining room window. 
c. [The drive home tonight] '.§. been really easy. 

These are instances of "phrasal clitics" in the sense that the cliti-

cization is not simply to the word preceding it; these clitics are 

cliticized to the entire phrase preceding it. The situation, I 

believe, is parallel to the question regarding the domain over which 

SR morphemes have their scope. That is, from the analogy, SR morphemes 

can be analyzed as being suffixed to the clause preceding them. There-

fore, I conclude that a SR morpheme is a functor, taking a proposition 

as its argument. I call the result of this function a SR-clause. 

The function is described as in (41). 

(41) SR: p ---> SR-clause 

It should be remembered that SR morphemes in Hopi, as functors, contain 

two pieces of information. One has to do with subject, Le. J with 



whether the subject of a main clause has the same reference as the 

subject of a SR-clause. The other provides information ahout the 

temporal/aspectual relation between the two clauses. Both pieces of 

information can be attributed to features inherent to a SR morpheme. 

As I argued above, since SR morphemes are identified as clausal 

suffixes. I assume that the fea tures in question are passed on to a 

SR-clause in the course of (41). Thus. for example. the SR morphemes 

-1. and -..9.. in (20) and (21), respectively, bear the features of 

[+proximate] and [-proximate] (or [tobviativeD as well as the tempo

ral/aspectua! feature [tsequential]. Furthermore, these features are 

passed on to the clauses to which -.t and -i!. are suffixed, namely, 

?i-pava paki. 
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Since a SR-clause is not independent. it requires another 

proposition. Thus, a SR-clause, treated as a functor now, takes a 

proposition as its argument. The result of the function is of the same 

type as the argument, namely, another proposition. This is stated in 

(42) . 

(42) SR-clause: p ---) p 

I claimed above that the features [±proximate] and the indication of 

temporal/aspectual relation across clauses are inherent to SR morphemes, 

and are passed on to SR-clauses. That is, in (42), the functor SR

clause bears such features, which affect the proposition as a result 

of the function. Suppose, for example, that the functor in (41) is 

-.!.. and thus, the functor in (42) bears [+proximate, +sequential], the 

latter feature indicating that the event expressed in the SR-clause 
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precedes the event described in the main clause, Thus, if both clauses 

are marked for tense/aspect in exactly the same manner (Le •• 

future/perfect, for example). the feature [+sequential] further speci

fies the temporal relation between the two clauses. As for the first 

feature. i.e •• [+proximate], it refers to the subjects--defined here 

as the nominal added by the rule (34) plus the number value, amalga

mated by (38)--in both clauses. The inclusion of both a nominal and 

the derived number value is motivated for the following reason: If 

only a nominal is defined as subject. the dual pronominal "subjectll 

can never be identified, as detailed above. On the other hand, the 

amalgamated number alone would not provide information enough to 

determine whether two "subjects" are the same or different for the 

purpose of SR. Hence, given the present definition of subject, the 

nominal provides it with a specific referential content (including 

person and gender features) while the amalgamated number value provides 

it with number. Moreover. when the two subjects are third person 

singular, for example, the feature [+proximate] specifies the 

coreferentiality of the two subjects. 

It is crucial to note that. in rule (42). two compatibilities 

must be insured with regard to the argument selection. Recall that the 

SR-clause (Le., the functor) includes its subject and the temporal 

value, and so does the propOSition (Le., the argument). Then, the 

argument, the proposition. must be selected for the functor, the SR

clause, in such a way that the selection results in a relationship 

which is permitted by the properties of a SR morpheme. For example, 



suppose that a SR morpheme suffixed to the functor in (42) is -1., 

which bears [+proximate, +sequentia11. Consequently. thj 5 feature 

complex is passed on to the SR-clause. Then, a proposition to be 

chosen as its argument must hav'e a subject which bears the identical 

referential content as the subject of the functor (by [+proximate]), 
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and a temporal value which implies a subsequent action in the proposi

tion to that of the SR-clause (by [+sequential]). The situation 

discussed here is reminiscent of "agreement" phenomena: That is, 

[+proximate] and [-proximate], as described here, indicate "agreement" 

and "disagreement", respectively, between the two subjects. However. 

we do not need to invoke a particular theory of "agreement" to capture 

this phenomenon. The two types of compatibility fo11ow exactly from 

our assumption that the argument must be compatible with its functor. 

In (42), moreover, the subcategorization properties of a SR morpheme 

(and thus, of a SR-clause) further delimit the nature of compatibility 

(Le., either "agreement" or "disagreement"). 

The result of the function in (42) is sti11 a proposition. In 

order for this proposition to be a sentence, an additional element is 

necessary. Such an element contributes to a distinction among an 

assertion, a question, and an imperative. A functor which plays such 

a role is referred to as the "Sentence Defining Element" (SDE). Hopi 

quesdon sentences are formed by the question particle /-m (in 

sequence initial posi tion). Some question sentences are listed in (43). 
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(43) a. Ya pam hohonaqa 
Q he play 

'Is he playing?' 

(Jeanne (1978:177)) 

b. Ya Urn qa y:i:?a?ata 
Q you NEG speak 

I Aren I t you speaking? I 

(Jeanne (1978:178» 

Therefore, the presence of the question particle distinguishes a ques

tion from an assertion. lO The following function below should now be 

added. 

(44) SDE: p ---> 

, 
Sentence . 

J asser~J.on) 
1 questl.on 

The summary of the rules proposed so far is given below. 

(45) a. ACE: AS ---> [p 

b. RWRAP ([p): (NP, tense) ---> 

Amalgamation (p) ---> P 

d. SR: p ---) SR-c1ause 

SR-c1ause: p ---) p 

f.SDE:p--->S. 1 asser'7l.on l 
questl.on f 

10. Imperatives are marked by the ACE morphology. Consider 
the following. 

(i) Taavo-t mi ?a?al 
rabbit-OBL shoot:IMPER 

'Shoot the rabbit' 
(Jeanne (1978:181)) 

With imperatives, however, the overt subject cannot be present. This 
requires a slight modification in the analysis proposed above. In the 
present dissertation, however. I only deal with assertions and questions. 
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Given the rules in (45), let us examine their applications to 

(20) and (21), which are, again, repeated below as (46) and (47). 

(46) ?i-pava paki-!. (pH?) pam 
my-brother enter :perfective-PROX (then) he 

qatipH 
sit :down: perfecti ve 

'When my brother i came in, hei sat down I 

(47) ?ipava paki-..9,. (pH?) pam 
my-brother enter:per£ective-OBV (then) he 

qatiptf 
sit: down: perfective 

'When my brother i came in. he j sat down' 

To begin with, .I@.!5i and gatfpu. «qat;i,) are both instantiations of ACE. 

Being ACE's, they are accompanied by AS's. Both AS's specify one 

argument. which would correspond to subjects. However, it was claimed 

above that subjects in Hopi are defined as a nominal plus an amalga-

mated number value, and thus, before a subject is derived, the AS's 

lack the instantiation of that argument. Therefore, the AS's for ~ 

and gaU,pt4 can be represented as L~~~JAS' before a subject is derived. 

The first function which puts an ACE and an AS together can be 

illustrated in (48). 

(48) a. paki: [xl AS ---> [paki lJP 
b. qau,pu,: [xJ AS ---) [qat4Pt4JjP 

As we assumed above, ~ and gat4pt4 are inflected forms (for number), 

and thus, the feature [+singularJ is associated with them. It should 

be kept in mind that the feature [+singular] will participate in the 

amalgamation which derives a subject. 



The output of (48) feeds the wrapping operation of (45b). 

(49) illustrates this. 

(49) a. RWRAP ([pakil.[ii) : (?i-pava, 0) ---> [?i-pava pakilp 

b. RWRAP ([qat'pt'l,rp) : (pam, .) ---> [pam qat.pt'l p 

The wrapping operation in (49) places the,JP after the NP's. namely, 
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?i-pava and..lli!!!!.' Since tense is added. the proposition (as the result 

of (49)) can be partially characterized as having tense property at 

this point. 

Recall that both the NP and the ACE hear number values. In 

the proposition in (49), then. the two number values should be amalga-

mated in order to satisfy the subject property. That is, the 

amalgamation takes place between ?i-pava and Mk.!. in (49a). and 

between ~ and gatipt:!, in (49b). Although the four elements all bear 

the singular value. the range of their cardinal numbers is not identical 

according to (17). which is repeated below as (50). 

(50) a. If x = value of Det[sg]. then Card(x) == 1 

b. If x = value of Det[pl]. then Card(x) > 1 

If x = value of N[sg]. then Card(x) = 1 

d. If x = value of N[dual], the Card(x) = 2 

If x = value of N[plJ, then Card(x) > 2 

f. If x = value of subject of V[sg], then Card(x) S 2 

g. If x == value of subject of V[pl]. then Card(x) > 2 

h. If x = value of pro-N[sg]. then Card(x) = 1 

i. If x = value of pro-N[pl], then Card(x) > 1 

Given the range in (50), the amalgamation, which amounts to the 

extraction of an overlapping cardinal number(s). is illustrated below. 
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(51) a. 

b. pam[sg] 

\I 
x:!2 

."~'_Pt_·_[X_S~g_ll_--_->_[_[_pa_m_q_a_t_.p_t_'_l--,r 

The two singular values--one from the nominal and the other from the 

ACE--are amalgamated in the same manner as (18a) and (19a) , and yields 

a new singular value (i.e., indicated as ~). This new singular value, 

together with the nominals (?i-pava and l@!!!.). are subject by our 

definitjon. A crucial poi.nt here is that, even though the nominals 

?i-pava and M!!! are originally associated with a singular value. the 

derived singular value, Le .• [SG], should not be taken as being 

directly attributed to the singular value of the nominals. Rather, the 

[SG] is derived by the amalgamation bet\,'een the singular value of the 

nominal and that of the ACE. Therefore, the subject, as we d(~fine it, 

derives from global properties of a proposition, instead of being a 

localizable element. 

Let us, next, proceed to the composition of a SR-clause; that 

is, the application of (4sd) to the resl!lt of (sla). Recall that the 

SR morpheme -!. indicates that the subject of the: main clause is co-

referential with the subject of the SR-clause. It also marks that the 

event described in the SR-clause precedes the event expressed in the 

main clause. On the other hand. -..!l.. having the same temporal 
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indication as -!" indicates that the subject of the main clause refers 

to something/someone other than the subject in the SR-clause. On the 

basis of this information, we have treated -1 as bearing the feature 

[+proximate, +sequential], whereas we analyze -.9,. as having the feature 

of [-proximate, +sequential]. The application of (45d) to the result 

of (51a) cnn be represented as in (52), where (a) corresponds to (46) 

and (b) to (47). 

(52) a. 

---) [[[?i-pava paki] SGj-t]SR_clause . 

[:~~~~~~~~:l] 
b. -q -proximatel: [[?i-pava paki] SG]p 

[+seqUential 

---> [[[?i-pava paki] SG]-Q]SR_c1ause -proximate 

[+sequential] 

Recall that we have been analyzing the SR morphemes -Y-.9,. as clausal 

suffixes. Furthermore, we have assumed that [±praximate, +sequential] 

are the properties of the SR morphemes which are passed on to SR-

clauses by the status of clausal SR suffixes. Hence, the results of 

the function in (52) above. namely, SR-clauses, bear the features 

I +proximate, +sequential] in (52a) and [-proximate, +sequential} in 

(52b) as properties of such clauses. 

Since a SR-clause do~s not appear by itself, it requires a 

proposition as its argument, as in (45e). Thus, the result of (52a) 

and (52b), being a functor this time, now takes the result of (SIb) 

(Le., a proposition) to yield another proposition. This is 



illustrated in (53a) and (53b). which correspond to (52a) and (52b). 

respectively. 

(53) a. [[?i-pava paki] SG]-t +proximatel: [[pam qaUpt;i:] SG] 

[ +sequential 
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---;. [[?i-pava paki] SG1-t[+proximate] [[pam qat;i,pti] SG] 

+sequential 

b. [[?i-pava paki] SG]-q -proximate 1.: [[pam qat;i,pH] SG] 

[+seqUential 

---) [[?i-pava paki] SG]-q -proximate ][[pam qat3:pU] SG] 

[+seqUential 

It should be remembered that we adopted the assumrtion that an argument 

must be compatible with its fUnctor. This condition should hold in 

(53) as well. That is, arguments for the functors in (53), Le •• 

?i-pava paki-t and ?i-pava paki-g. should not be selected totally 

arbitrarily. In this regard. the properties [±proximate, +sequential J 

play a crucial role for the appropriate selection of arguments in that 

they delimit a number of combinatory possibilities to only a certain 

number of them. The functors in (53) can be concej ved of as being 

"subcategorized" for only the arguments (instantiated as propositionf3) 

which would establish the proximate relation betwC!en the subject of the 

functor and the subject of the argument, and which would establish 

the sequential relation between the fUnctor (Le., the SR-clause) and 

the argument (Le., the proposition) with respect to their temporal/as-

pectual values. This can be achieved especially because both subject 

and tense characterize a proposition, as argued above. Such com-

patibilities, in fact, hold in (53). The choice of pam qatipti as an 
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argument in (53a). for example, is sufficient to fulfill the compati-

bilities. The subject and tense properties of the functor and its 

argument are described as below. 

(54) B. subject of [[?i-pava paki] SG]-t "" ?i-pavajSG 

h. subject of [[pam qat4:pt;i,] SG] = pam/SG 

(55) a. temporal/aspectual value of [[?i-pava paki] SG]-t 
= non-future. perfect 

b. temporal/aspectual value of [[pam qatfpU] SG] 
= non-future. perfect 

Let us assume the subject, as a global property of a proposition, is 

referential. The feature [+proximate] controls the interpretation of 

the two subjects in such a way that they denote the identical individual 

person. At the same time, the feature [+sequential] controls the 

temporal/aspectual value of the functor and the argument in (55) as in 

(56) ("T" stands for the temporal value of each clause). 

(56) T ([?i-pava paki]-t) < T ([pam qatfpH]) 

Turning to (53b), the sequential relation can be described in 

the same way as in (56). As for the subject relation, (57) indicates 

the almost identical situation with (54). 

(57) a. subject of [[?i-pava paki] SGJ-q ;: ?i-pava/SG 

b. subject of [[pam qaUptf] SG] = pam/SG 

The only difference from (54) is the feature [-proximate] in the func-

tor. Assuming, again, that the subject, as we define here, is 

referential, the feature [-proximate] controls the interpretation of 

the two subjects in (57) as non-coreferential. 

Finally, (45f) applies to the result of (53) to yield a 

sentence. It should be remembered that the addition of the question 
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particle /-~ identifies a sentence as question. In (46) and (47), 

however. there is no question particle. which means that the sentences 

are assertions. Thus, the absence of such a particle serves a functor, 

namely. SDE. 

(58) a. ~: ?i-pava paki-t pam qaUpt:i: 

--~ [?i-pava paki-t pam qat;i,ptic]S . 
assertJ.on 

h. ~: ?i-pava paki-q pam qat:i:pti 

---> [?i-pava paki-q pam qatfpt;i,]S . 
assertl.on 

3.4. Conclusion 

In this chapter. I first proposed that a subject in Hopi is a 

nominal with a derived number value. The derived number value was 

shown to be amalgamated between the values marked on the nominal and 

verb morphology. In doing so, the notion of subject is more clearly 

and more adequately defined than observed in Jeanne & Hale (1985). 

Thus, subject in Hopi was argued to be a global property of a proposi-

tion, rather than some localizable element. Recall that Jeanne & Hale 1 s 

analysis fails to distinguish a dual subject from a singular subject. 

The present analysis gets rid of any configurational definition of 

subject like [NP, SJ. The definition of subject proposed above is 

effective since the number marking on a verb does not necessarily 

"agree II with [NP, S]. This is one of the strongest reasons why a 

configurational definition of subject is best avoided. 

Like the analysis of Finer 0984, 1985) adopted by them, Jeanne 

& Hale no not provide any analysis for temporal/aspectual interclausal 
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relationship. However, such interclausal relationships seem to be as 

crucial a property of SR morphemes as sameness/difference in subject. 

The analysis presented here treats both properties of SR morphemes 

equally successfully. That is, both subject and tense were analyzed 

here as properties of a proposition, and the properties of SR morphemes 

such as subject indication and interclausal temporal/aspectual relation

ship were able to refer to the subject and tense equally. This suggests 

that both properties (Le .• the subject and tense) should be treated 

equally in the same domain. It seems that these properties are in

separable in any analysis of the Hopi SR system, and, in that sense, 

the analysis presented above appears to be preferable. 



CHAPTER 4 

WARLPIRI 

4.1. Introduction 

SR has been reported in a number of Aboriginal Australian 1ao-

guages (See Austin (1981), for examples). Warlpiri--a Western Desert 

language. belonging to the Pama-Nyungan family--is one of the languages 

exhibiting the phenomenon. 

Recall that one of the basic assumptions Finer (1984. 1985) 

makes for the languages exhibiting SR is the following hierarchical 

structure. 

(I) s 
S --------------COMP 

S ---------------S 

----------- ~ S COMP NP VP AGR 

~ I 
NP VP AGR SR 

In (1), he assumes that a SR morpheme occurs in the lower CO~lP position. 

Apparently. his analysis is proposed for languages which he assumes to 

be IIconfigurational". As is well known. however, Warlpiri has been 

analyzed as non-configurational (cf. !-lale (1981, 1983». The exten-

sian of (1) to non-configurational languages like Warlpiri is 

problematic at best. 

In this chapter, I will present a Categorial analysis which does 

not depend on hierarchical structures like (I) for the SR system in 

III 
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Warlpiri. In particular. it will be shown that the global property 

exhibited in Warlpiri. more extensively than in Hopi, is not proble-

matie at all in our Categorial treatment and that the SR system with 

such a globality, as in the case of Hopi. in fact, fits into the schema 

outlined in Chapter 1. Due to the complexity of facts, however, some 

discussion on various aspects of Warlpiri is necessary. Section 4.2 is 

devoted to this discussion; a Categarial analysis of the SR system will 

be presented in Section 4.3. 

4.2. Some Aspects of Warlpiri 

4.2.1. Simple Sentence 

4.2.1.1. The Status of AUX Clitics 

Some of the typological properties which characterize a language 

as "non-configurationalU are, according to Hale (1983:5), among other 

things, the following (although these properties are not at all defi-

nitional): (i) free word order, (ii) the use of syntactically dis-

continuous expressions, and (iii) extensive use of null anaphora. By 

null anaphora, Hale (1983:7) means lIthe situation in which an argument 

(e.g., subject, object) is not represented by an overt nominal expres-

sion in phrase structure. II Examples of null anaphora in Warlpiri are 

seen in (2b-d) below: 

(2) a. Ngarrka-ngku ka wawirri panti-rni 
man-ERG AUX kangaroo spear-NONPAST 

'The man is spearing the kangaroo' 

(Hale (1983:6)) 



b. Ngarrka-ngku ka panti-rni 
man-ERG AUX spear-NONPAST 

'The man is spearing him/her/it' 

Wawirri ka panti-rni 
kangaroo AUX spear-NONPAST 

'He/she is spearing the kangaroo' 

d. Panti-rni ka 
spear-NONPAST AUX 

'Hel she is spearing him/her lit I 
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(Hale (1983: 7) 

In (2a). all the required arguments are represented in the form of overt 

nominals (i.e., ngarrka ('man') and wawirri ('kangaroo'». In (2b-d), 

on the other hand. one or more arguments are not represented by overt 

nominals: In (2b) and (2c). the object and the subject (nominal) argu-

ments, respectively, are non-overt, and in (2d), both (nominal) 

arguments are non-overt. This is one of the phenomena which led Hale 

to propose the Configurational Parameter, which is stated in (3) below. 

(3) The Configurational Parameter (CP) 

(a) In configurational languages, the projection principle 
holds of the pair (LS (Lexical Structure)), PS [Phrase 
Structure)). 

(b) In non-configurational languages, the projection princi
ple holds of L8 alone. 

(Hale (1983: 26» 

--where the projection principle is conceived of as in (4). 

(4) The Projection Principle 

Representations at each syntactic level (i.e .• LF. and D- and 
S-structure) are projected from the lexicon, in that they 
observe the subcategorization properties of lexical items. 

(Chomsky (1981:29» 
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In sum, Hale claims that the verbal arguments in Harlpiri need not be 

superficially present in the form of overt nominals. 

Jelinek (1984). on the contrary. claims that. in representations 

such as (2) above, all the arguments that..l2..5ill.t!. ('spear') requires are 

in fact present, in the form of AUX clitics. She further states (p.44), 

"verbal argument arrays (argument positions) in L5 are satisfied always 

and only in PS in Warlpiri by clitie pronouns, and .•. nominals are simply 

optional adjuncts, with non-argumenta! functions. II The clitic pronouns 

to AUX. which are listed below. bear both person and number values. and 

take the Nominative/Accusative Case pattern. l 

(5) Nominative Accusative 

Isg -rna -ju 
2sg -nepal -ngu 
Idua! -rlijarra -jarangku 
1&2dual -rli -ngalingku ('" -ngali) 
2dual -n(pa)-pala -ngku-pala 
1plural -rna-Iu -nganpa 
1&2plural -prEpa -ngalpa 
2plural -nku-lu -nyarra ( ....... -nyurra) 
3sg " <I 
3dual -pala -palangu 
3plura1 -lu -jana 

The represetations in (2') below show exactly which clitic pronouns 

are involved in the sentences in (2b-d). 

(2') b. Ngarrka-ngku ka-j!\-j!\ panti-rni 
man-ERG PRES-3sg : NOM-3sg :ACC spear-NONPAST 

Wawirri ka-j!\-~ panti-rni 
kangaroo PRES-3sg : NOM-3sg :ACC spear-NONPAST 

d. Panti-rni ka-~-j!\ 
spear-NONPAST PRES-3sg:NOM-3sg:ACC 

1. For the original description, see Hale 0973:315-6 & 328). 
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Notice that, even though there is no overt suffix after the AUX ~t the 

paradigm in (5) indicates that the absence of phonological content 9ig-

nals the value of third person singular. Thus, the two arguments that 

pant! requires are always present in AUX as clitic pronouns I according 

to Jelinek. It follows, then, that the presence or absence of overt 

nominala does not contribute to a judgement as to whether the arguments 

of panti are present in a string of words. In this sense, Warlpiri 

would fall under (3a) of the Configurational Parameter. just like 

English, if the Projection were justified. 

Although Jelinek's point is an insightful one. the claim that 

"verbal argument arrays (argument position) in LS are satisfied always 

and only in PS in Warlpiri by clitic pronounsll appears to be too strong 

on the basis of examples such as in (6). 

(6) Ngarrka ka wirnpirli-mi kuluparnta, kar1i 
man-ABS PRES whistle-NPST bellicose-ABS boomerang-ABS 

iarnti-rninia-karra 
trim-INF-SR 

'The bellicose man is whistling while trimming \!;he boomerang' 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:51)) 

In (6), the underlined portion karli jarnti-rninja-karra, which is an 

infinitival clause, is at issue: In infinitival clauses, there is no 

AUX element, which would represent verbal arguments in the form of 

clitic pronouns, and thus, overt nominals are the only tools 
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representing such arguments. Hence. Jelinek I s claim does not hold for 

infinitival clauses where AUX does not show up.2 

The question. then, is how verbal arguments are satisfied and 

represented in Warlpiri. Hale assumes that verbal arguments are re-

presented by overt nominals, and AUX clitics are "agreement" elements 

corresponding to such nominals. By contrast, Jelinek claims that AUX 

clitics satisfy and represent verbal arguments, while overt nominals do 

not. However, her analysis does nol extend to the representation of 

verbal arguments in infinitival clauses. I would like to consider 

whether the satisfaction and the (surface) representation of verbal 

arguments are identical in Warlpiri. Note that these two notions appear 

to be identical for Hale and Jelinek. Furthermore, they both attribute 

the satisfaction of verbal arguments and their representation to some 

localizable element on a surface configuration: For Hale, such a 

surface element is overt nominals, whereas it is AUX clitics for 

Jelinek. Apparently, both overt nominals and AUX clitics are possible 

"locations" in which verbal arguments are represented. However, it 

does not follow automatically from this observation that verbal argu-

ments should be ~ by those surface elements. Hence, I propose 

that these notions, the satisfaction and the representation of verbal 

arguments, are different in Warlpiri and that the former notion should 

be realized in a more abstract fashion. Furthermore, I argue that the 

2. This point might be impl-led in her proposal; however, it is 
not explicitly stated as such, nor does it follow from her claim. 
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representation of verbal arguments in Warlpiri is not a phenomenon that 

we should localize to single elements. These proposals will be further 

explored in Section 4.3 below. 

4.2.1.2. Discontinuous Constituents 

As mentioned above, discontinuous expressions are one of the 

properties of "non-configurational" languages. This phenomenon can be 

exemplified in various languages such as Warlpiri. Ngiyambaa (spoken 

in Central New South Wales, also in Australia). and Luiseno (Uto-

Aztecan) . 

(7) Warlpiri 

Kurdu-jarra-rlu ka-pala-!6 maliki 
child-DUAL-ERG AUX :PRES-3du: NOM-3sg! ACe dog 

wajilipi-nyi wita-jarra-riu 
chase-NONPAST small-DUAL-ERG 

'The two small children are chasing the dog' 

(Hale (1981:1)) 

(8) Ngiyambaa 

Dhibi WJa:nhi winar-u bangaba: 
bird-ABS saw woman-ERG white-ABS 

'(A) woman saw (a) white bird' 

(Klavans (1982:294)) 

(9) Luiseno 

Nawitmal-i nupo chaqalaqin yawaywich-i 
girl-object AUX will: tickle beautiful-object 

'I will tickle the beautiful girl' 

(Steele (1985a:2)) 

Kurdu ('child') and wita ('small') in (7L dhibi ('bird') and bangaba: 

( 'white I) in (8). and nawitmal (' girl') and yawaywich (I beautiful') in 
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(9), respectively, are discontinuous (i.e .• not adjacent to each other), 

and yet they form a single unit. The question arises as to why and how 

these discontinuous elements can be conside:red a single unit. Several 

analyses have been proposed to deal with this problem, and they can be 

divided roughly into two groups: One. semantics-based. and the other, 

(morpho )syntax-based. 

The analyses of Wells (1947) , Hale (1981), and Nash (1980) fall 

under the first group. Wells first provided a definition for discon-

tinuous constituency (p .104): "A discontinuous sequence is a constitu-

ent if in some environment the corresponding continuous sequence occurs 

as a constituent in a construction semantically harmonious with the 

constructions in which the given discontinuous sequence occurs." Wells, 

however, admits that the term r semantically harmor-eous r is undefined. 

Hale (1981) and Nash (1980) t.ake the same tack for solving the 

problem of discontinuous expressions. Hale proposes a special opera-

tion which he calls "merger ll • The operation of "merger" is stated as 

follows (p.24): "Semantic expressions sharing identical categorial 

signature may be merged." The application of "merger" produces the 

diagram in (10) for the Warlpiri sentence of (7). 

(10) (kurdu-jarra [N, DUAL, ERGJ ... (wita-jarra[N, DUAL, ERG] 
-rlu) -rlu) 

l~ CIlILD}[N, DUAL, ERG] 1 ~ SMALLj[N, DUAL, ERG] 

1 ,-----_--'1· 
JJ 1 ~ CHILD, [N, DUAL, ERG] 

~ SMALL f 

Underlying this operation is the assumption that kurdu and wita form a 
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semantic unit. This amounts to the claim that (morpho)syntactically-

defined constituents do not exist beyond the word level in Warlpiri. 

The analysis of Warlpiri to be given in Section 4.3 below agrees with 

this claim, although it does not depend on the process of "merger". 

The analyses which are categorized as belonging to the latter 

group, i.e •• which are (morpho)syntax-based, are Carlson (1983) and 

Steele (1985a). 3 Carlson assumes a continuous constituent at first. 

but. by the application of a syntactic function--"lnterleave" as given 

below--the existence of Warlpiri discontinuous expressions such as in 

(7) is achieved. 

3. In addition. Klavans (1982) provides an analysis (presu
mably a syntactic one) within Lexical-Functional Grammar. She claims 
that, within N, one N receives the label of "HEAD", which indicates 
the functional head, while the non-HEAD is labelled "Adjunct". Thus, 
(8) would be represented as (i): 

(i) S 

N~N 
(SUBJ) I (OBJ) 

(CASE=ERG) (CASE=ABS) 

. I ~ 
w~naru ~ a:nhi /' ............ 

woman-ERG N N 
ADJunct HEAD 

I I 
bangaba: dhibi 

whi te-ABS bird-ABS 

In this analysis, it is s,imply stipulated that dhibi is the head and 
that bangaba: and dhibi form a single unit. Thus, it does not really 
provide any account of discontinuous constituency. 
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(11) Fr : Interleave 

If A is a constituent consisting of wI' "'2' •.. , wi' and B 

is a constituent consisting of "'i+l' wi +2 •... wn I then 

F1(A,B) results in a constituent C consisting of any 

arrangement of wI' ••. wn such that W j always precedes W j+l 

for j=l, .•• i and wk always precedes wk+l for 1+1, ..• n. 

(Carlson (1983:87)) 

Steele. on the other hand. pays attention to the morphological 

properties which are shared by the two (or. possibly more) disconti-

nuous elements for Luiseno sentences as in (9). That is, the words 

nawitmali and yawaywichi in (9) share the object suffix -.,!.. which 

signals the two words form a constituent. She further proposes that 

this "agreement" in formal/morphological properties between the two 

(or more) words can be treated as a function from words to a consti-

tuent. This function is described as in (12). 

* (12) Constituent Functor: Word ---> Constituent 

--where "*" indicates any number of words. The crucial point in her 

analysis is that the constituent, as a result of the function of (12), 

is morphologically defined, and thUS, that morphosyntactically-defined 

constituency does exist in Luisen'o, unlike Hale's treatment of Warlpiri. 

4.2.2. SR Structure 

4.2.2.1. Some Properties of SR Norphemes 

There are four SR morphemes in Warlpiri: karra, kurra, 

rIa Unta, and rlarni. They are exemplified below. 
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(13) a. Ngarrka ka wirnpirli-mi kuluparnta, karli 
man-ABS PRES whistle-NPST bellicose-ABS boomerang-ABS 

jarnti-rninja-karra 
trim-INF-SR 

'The bellicose man is whistling while trimming the 
boomerang' 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983: 51» 

b. Ngarrka ka yuopa-rni. mirdi 
man-ABS PRES sing-NPST knee-ABS 

pangi-rninja-karra-rlu 
scratch-INF-SR-ERG 

'(He) is 'singing' the man, while scratching his own knee' 
('Singing' is a magical activity) 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:52» 

(14) a. Kurdu-ngku ka karnta oya-nyi, ogurlu 
child-ERG PRES woman-ABS see-NPST seed-ABS 

yurr pa - rninj a-k u rra. 
grind-INF-SR 

'The child sees the woman grind mulga seed I 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:53» 

b. Karnta ka-rla wangka-mi ngarrka-ku 
woman-ABS PRES-OAT speak-NPST man-DAT 

jarnti-rninja-kurra-(ku) 
trim-INF-SR-(DAT) 

'The woman is speaking to the man trimming it' 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:54)) 

(15) a. Ngarrka-ngku ~-nyanu ramparl-paja-rnu, 
man-ERG PERF-refl mistake-cut-PAST 

karli jarnti-rninja-rlaiinta 
boomerang-ABS trim-INF-SR 

'The man accidentally cut himself while trimming a 
boomerang' 
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b. Wati ~ kuntul-pu-ngu ogapa 
man-ABS PERF cough-PAST water-ABS 

nga-rninja-y.ajinta 
drink-INF-SR 

'The man coughed while drinking water' 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:60» 

(16) a. Ngarrka-ngku ka-rla kurdu-ku karli 
man-ERG PRES-DAT child-DAT boomerang-ABS 

kali-jarnti-rni, nguna-nja-rlarni-(ki) 
benefacti ve-trim-NPST lie-INF -SR-(DAT) 

'The man is trimming a boomerang for the child lying down' 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:61» 

b. Kurdu-kurdu ka-lu manyu-karri-mi karru-wana 
children-ABS PRES-3pl play-stand-NPST creek-PERL 

ngatinyanu-ku wirlinyi-rlarni 
mother-DAT hunting-SR 

'The children are playing in the creek while their mother 
is away hunting' 

(Simpson (1983:486» 

Y~nkirri -Ipa-Iu ngapa-kurra ya-nu-rnu ngaju-ku 
emu-ABS -PAST-3pl water-ALL go-PAST-HERE I-DAT 

yirntatu-rlarni 
blind-SR 

'The emus came to the waterhole while I was (hidden) in 
the hunting blind' 

(Simpson (1983: 487» 

The SR-clause in each example is nonfinite. According to Simpson & 

Bresnan's (1983) description, the following generalizations can be 

made: Korra requires that the "subject" of the infinitival (SR) clause 

be interpreted as the sa~me as that in the main clause in (l3a & b). 

(l4a & b) are examples of kurra, which requires that "subject" of the 

SR-clause be construed as the same as the "objectll of the main clause. 
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Rlaiinta, as in (ISa & b). specifies that the "subject" of the SR

clause be the same as that of the main clause. The difference between 

karra and rlajinta is that, with the latter, the action expressed in 

the main clause is considered as 'an accidental consequence of' (p.61) 

the action expressed in the SR-clause. 06a-c) are examples of rlarnL 

This morpheme requires that the "subject" of the SR-c1ause, if non

overt, be understood as the same as the oblique Dative, as in (16a). 

In the present chapter, I focus on karra and kurra, and only briefly 

mention rlarni. 

In addition to the function of identifying the infinitive sub

ject, karra. kurra, and rlarni have further properties. First of all, 

these SR markers control the presence/absence of overt lexical 

"subjects" in infinitival clauses. Since there is no AUX in infini

tival clauses, AUX clitics cannot appear in those clauses, and as a 

consequence. all verbal arguments are represented by way of overt 

nominals marked by the Ergative-Absolutive Case system. Karra and 

kurra both require the "subject" of an infinitival clause to be non

overt as in (13-14). With rlarni, on the other hand, the "subject" of 

an infinitival clause may be absent, as in (16a), or may be lexically 

present. as in (16b-c). Furthermore, when the "subject" is represented 

overtly in a SR clause marked with rlarni. its interpretation does not 

seem to be necessarily related to some argument in a main clause, 

(16c) shows. 

Second, the SR morphemes indicate temporal reference. Although 

the SR-clause is infinitival, and thus, is not specified for a 
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particular temporal value internal to that clause. the temporal valuE' 

of the SR-clause alway:; depends on that of the main clause. Further-

more, the SR morphemes specify a particular temporal relationship 

between the two clauses. That is, karra, kurra, and rlarni all signal 

that the event described in a SR-clause occurs at the same time as the 

event described in a main clause. 

In sum, the SR morphemes under discllssion--karra, kurra, and 

rlarni--have three properties: (i) "subject" indication--whenever the 

subject of an infinitive clause is not overt, they indicate how that 

subject should be interpreted; (ii) overtness of the "subject" in a 

SR-clause--karra and kurra require that the "subject" of a SR-clause 

be represented non-overtly, whereas rlarni allows it to be either overt 

or non-overt; and (iii) temporal dependency--the SR morphemes at issue 

indicate that a SR-clause has a simultaneous relation to a main clause 

Idth respect to their temporal values. 

4.2.2.2. Case Agreement 

One of the characteristics that SR-clauses have is case agree-

ment between a SR-clause and a nominal with which the "subject" of the 

SR-clause, when it is non-overt, is interpreted as identical. For 

convenience, I refer to this nominal as the "controlling nominal". For 

example, consider (13b), repeated below as (17). 

(17) Karnta ka-rla wangka-mi ngarrka-ku 
woman-ABS PRES-DAT speak-NPST man-DAT 

jarnti-rninja-kurra-(ku) 
trim-INF-SR-(DAT) 

'The woman is speaking to the man trimming it' 
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In (17), the Dative Case -.E!, can be optionally suffixed to -kurra, and. 

if it is suffixed. it must agree with the Case suffix of the coo-

trolling nominal: The "subject" of the SR-clause is interpreted as 

ngarrka ('man'), and the Dative Case C-k!d) on that controlling nominal, 

in fact, agrees with the Dative Case which is suffixed to -kurra. The 

obligatoriness of Case varies among karra, kurra, and rlarni: With 

karra, the Case marking must be: present. Case marking is optional with 

kurra and rlarni. 4 This suggests that some Case must be assumed to be 

suffixed to -karra in (13a). which is repeated below as (18). 

(18) Ngarrka ka wirnpirli-mi kuluparnta. karli 
man-ABS PRES whistle-NPST bellicose-ABS boomerang-ABS 

jarnti-rninja-karra 
trim-INF-SR 

'The bellicose man is whistling while trimming the boomerang' 

4. There is an inconsistency between Hale's (1976) description 
and Simpson & Bresnan's (1983) with respect to the Case marking on 
karra. Hale says that the -karra clause must be inflected for the case 
identical to that of the controlling nominal. But, Simpson & Bresnan 
state "If the ERGATIVE case marking is omitted from the complementizer 
[=SR morpheme], the grammaticali ty and the interpretation of the 
sentence are unchanged," (p.52) regarding the following sentence. 

(i) Ngarrka-ngku ka purlapa yunpa-rni, 
man-ERG PRES corroboree-ABS sing-NPST 

[karli jarnti-rninja-karra-rlu] 
boomerang-ABS trim-INF-COMP[ =SR]-ERG 

I The man is singing a corroboree, while trimming a 
boomerang' 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:51)) 

Both Mary Laughren and Ken Hale agreed that the description by Simpson 
& Bresnan is incorrect. Thus. they are certain that the Ergative 
ending in (i) is obligatory. 
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The absence of morphological material implies that the Case is Absolu-

tive. The controlling nominal in (18) is represented by the dis-

continuous expressions--ngarrka ••• kuluparnta--which are both marked 

Absolutive (Le., -tl). Hence, Case agreement between the controlling 

nominal and the SR-clause is satisfied in this example. 

4.3. SR in Warlpiri 

In this section, I provide a Categorial analysis of the 

Warlpiri SR phenomenon. Throughout the discussion below, the three 

basic assumptions introduced in Section 1.2 underlying Categorial 

Grammar should be kept in mind. They are: (i) every coherent expres-

sian composed of two or more parts (Le .• composite) has a functor and 

(at least) one argument; (ii) the argument(s) must be compatible with 

the functor; and (iii) the argument(s) is itself (are themselves) 

potentially composed of another (compatible) functor/argument pair. 

4.3.1. Simple Assertion and Question 

I begin with the composition of a sentence. In particular, 

this section discusses the compositions of simple assertion and ques

tion sentences. s First, as I did :in the analyses of the Hopi SR and 

the Tairora SR, I refer to a functor which serves a predicational 

function as "Argument Categorizing Element" (ACE). Traditionally, this 

element has been called a "verb". However, the predicating function is 

not limited to what are morphologically "verbs" in Warlpiri, as was 

5. Cf. Tsujimura (1985) for the preliminary discussions of 
IINominal" sentences like (24) and imperative sentences. 
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(19) 8. Nyuntu -opa wBti 
you-ABS -28g man 

'You are a (fully initiated) man I 
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(Simpson (1983:210-1)) 

b. Mata-rna 
tired-lsg 

'I am tired' 

(Simpson (! 983: 208)) 

Ngaju -·rna-riu lani maliki-ki 
I-ABS -lsg-DAT fearful dog-DAT 

I I am afraid of the dog' 

(Simpson (1983:209» 

Wati ('man') in (19a) , mata ('tired') in (19b) , and lani ('fearful') in 

(l9c) are morphologically distinct from so-called "verbs" in that the 

former do not take tense markers. Nevertheless, they are accompanied 

by an array of arguments, thus, satisfying predicational function. 

This is the reason why the term ACE is preferred over the traditional 

way of labeling syntactic categories as !!verb". "noun". and so forth. 

Second. I take an ACE in a finite clause to be fully inflected for 

tense. Thus, in the following examples, both panti-rni and yalku-rnu 

are represented as ACE[FIN]' 

(20) a. Ngarrka-ngku ka wawirri panti-rni 
man-ERG AUX kangaroo spear-NONPAST 

'The man is spearing the kangaroo' 

(Hale (1983:6)) 

b. Maliki wiri-ngki 6-ji yalku-rnu 
dog big-ERG PERF-lobj bite-PAST 

'The/a big dog bit me' 

(Hale (1983:38)) 
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This assumption is consistent with Hale (1983). who assumes the Warlpiri 

"verb" in Lexical Structure to be already inflected; and with Vennemann 

(1976). who also assigns to a fully tense-inflected verb (such as 

butta 'hit (past)' and kaita ('wrote'» the category of V in Japanese. 

An ACE is associated with an array of arguments with which it 

is compatible. I refer to such an argument array as "Argument Struc-

ture" (AS) in Warlpiri, as I did in Hopi. However, unlike Hopi AS's. 

I analyze that Warlpiri AS as comprising the specification of the 

number and type of ACE arguments plus the morphological features 

associated with ACE arguments. The latter (Le .• morphological fea-

tures) is yet to be explained. Recall that, in Section 4.2.1.1 above, 

I introduced Jelinek's claim that AUX clitics, rather than overt nomi-

nals, supply the arguments that an ACE requires. She further states 

that there must be compatibility, between the Case marked on AUX clitics 

and that on ovel-t nominals, by which the linkage of the two is estab-

lished. The list of Case arrays for AUX clitics and their compatibility 

relation with the nominal Case can be schematized for finite sentence 

types as fo11o .... 's (Jelinek (1984:57-8». 

(21) a. Vi NOM (NP-ABS) 

b. Vi NOM DAT3 (NP-ABS) (NP-DAT3) 

Vi NOM ACC1/ 2 (NP-ABS) (NP-DAT1/ 2) 

Vt NOM ACC (NP-ERG) (NP-ABS) 

d. Vt NOM DAT3 (NP-ERG) (NP-DAT3 ) 

\ NOM ACC1/ 2 (NP-ERG) (NP-DAT1/2) 
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Vt NOM ACC3 DAT3 (NP-ERG) (NP-ABS3 ) (NP-DAT3 ) 

Vt NOM ACC1/ 2 ACC3 (NP-ERG) (NP-ABS3) (NP-DAT1/ 2 ) 

f. V t NOM DAT3 DAT3 (NP-ERG) (NP-DAT3 ) (NP-DAT3) 

\ NOM ACC1/ 2 DAT3 (NP-ERG) (NP-DAT1/ 2 ) (NP-DAT3) 

Vt NOM ACC1/ 2 VAT3 (NP-ERG) (NP-DAT3 ) (NP-DAT1/2) 

In (21). the Case arrays :m the left side represent the pattern that 

AUX eli tics take, while the arrays on the right (in parentheses) 

reflect the nominal Case arrays. The numeral subscripts show the per-

son value associated with the Case. From the list in (21), we can 

observe that, if an ACE is associated only with NOM for AUX clitics, 

for example. then the corresponding nominal must be marked ABS (cf. 

(21a»; on the other hand, if an ACE takes the pattern of (ZIc) (Le., 

NOM-ACe) for AUX clities, the corresponding nomina Is must be marked 

ERG and ABS, respectively. 

Given the above observations, I propose that both Nominative-

Accusative Case features and Ergative-Absolutive Case features are 

associated with an AS. That is, an AS in Warlpiri consists of a 

feature matrix specifying both the Nominative-Accusative and the 

Ergati ve-Absoluti ve pattern. Furthermore, as t"ill be shown later, the 

membership f)f the AS for finite clauses is different from that for 

infinitival clauses, and thus, I distinguish the AS for finite clauses 

from that for infinitive clauses by indicating the former as AS[FIN]. 

For example. the ACE panti-rni ('spear') is accompanied by the AS[FIN] 

of the following form. 
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(22) [NOM - ACCl 
I I 

ERG ABS 

That is, the ACE panti-rni takes two arguments, which are associated 

with the features of NOM and ACe, which, in turn, are accompanied by 

the features of ERG and ABS , respectively. (23) below lists the actual 

possible AS's in Warlpiri, according to (21). 

(23) a. [NOMl 
I 

ABS 

b. [NIM - DtT3l 

ABS DAT3 

[N~M - AiCl/2l 

ABS DAT 1/2 

d. [NOM - ACCl 
I I 

ERG ABS 

[NIM - Dr3l 

ERG DAT3 

f. [NiM - AiCl/2l 

ERG - DATl/2 

g. [N?M - ATC3 - DtT3l 

ERG ABS3 DAT3 

h. [NIM - AyCl/2 - AyC3 l 

ERG DATl/2 ABS3 
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i. [NiM - DtT3 - D?31 

ERG DAT3 DAT3 

j. [Nr -AiC1/2 - Dr3] 
ERG DAT 1/2 DAT 3 

Furthermore, the Case features of the Ergative-Absolutive pattern are 

associated with overt nominals, if any such nominals occur. Thus, I 

treat such (optional) overt nominals marked with Case as a member of an 

AS[FIN]' That is, an AS[FIN] in Warlpiri can be characterized as a 

pair, a Case feature matrix and a sequence of Case-marked words. For 

example, the ACE panti-rni in (243) below is accompanied by the AS[FIN] 

of (24b). 

(24) 8. Ngarrka-ngku ka wawirri-6 panti-rni 
man-ERG AUX kangaroo-ABS spear-NONPAST 

'The man is spearing the kangaroo' 

b. AS[FIN] = [N,M - Ale, ngarrka-ngku, wawirri-~] 

ERG ABS 

Notice that, in (24b). the Case features ERG and ABS are not yet linked 

to the overt nominals with identical Case markings. Such a linking 

must obligatorily be completed in the presence of overt nominals in an 

AS[FIN]' Therefore, I propose a linking operation (call it LINK). 

which connects the morphological Case marking on nominals to the 

identical features of the AS[FIN] feature matrix. 

(25) LINK (AS[FIN1,unlinked) = AS[FIN]'linked 

(24b), for example, undergoes the operation of (25), as illustrated in 

(26) below. 



(26) LINK ([NOH - ACC]. 
I I 

ERG ABS 

[NOM 
I 

ERG 

I 
ngarrka-ngku 

ngarrka-~. wawirri-~ ) 
erg abs 

ACC] 
I 

ABS 

I 
wawirri-~ 
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If an AS[FIN] contains a word whose Case marking cannot be linked to 

any Case feature by (25) due to the lack of identity in Case feature, 

the linking is not successful, and thus, yields an ill-formed AS. Such 

situations can be exemplified by (27). 

(27) *LINK ([NOM - ACe] I ngarrka-..!!.£.k!!, wawirri-ku) 
J I erg J;t 

ERG ABS 

[NOM - ACe]. wawirri-ku 
I I 

ERG ABS 

I 
ngarrka-ngku 

In (27), the Dative-marked word wawirri-ku does not get linked since 

the only available Case feature is ABS, and not DAT. Therefore, any 

AS[FIN] that contains unlinked nominals is ruled out. If, on the other 

hand. all the oorninals get linked. and yet. there remains an unlinked 

Case feature. LINK is automatically completed. For example. consider 

the situation described in (28) below. 

(28) a. Ngarrka-ngku ka panti-rni 
man-ERG AUX spear-NONPAST 

'The man is spearing him/her/it' 
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b. LINK ([NOM - ACC], 

I I 
ngarrka-.!!.Bl!!!) = [NOM - ACC] 

erg I I 
ERG ABS ERG ABS 

I 
ngarrka-ngku 

In (2ab). since there is only an Ergative-marked nominal (i.e •• 

ngarrka-ngku) I the feature matrix ACC-ABS does not receive any linkage 

with nominals. Such unlinked feature matrix correspond to what Hale 

(1983) calls "null-anaphora" in a surface string of words. Essentially. 

thus, LINK makes the members of the feature matrix referential, regard-

less of whether any linking is actually involved. 

Suppose, now, that an AS[FIN] contains two words marked with an 

identical Case. In such a case, both words are to be linked to the 

feature matrix which carries the Case feature in question. This situ-

stion may result in discontinuous expressions. For instance, (29a) 

exemplifies discont:l.nuous expressions, and (29b) illustrates the 

application of the LINK to the AS of (29a). 

(29) a. Kurdu-jarra-rlu ka-pala-p maliki-p 
child-DUAL-ERG AUX:PRES-3du:NOM-3sg:ACC dog-ABS 

wajilipi-nyi wita-jarra-rlu 
chase-NONPAST small-DUAL-ERG 

I The two small children are chasing the dog I 

b. LINK ([NOM - ACC], kurdu-jarra-rlu. 
erg 

wita-jarra-rlu) 
erg 

[NOM 
I 

ERG 

I kurdu-:jarra l-rlu 
wita-Jarra 1-

ACC] 
J 

ABS 

I 
maliki-p 

maliki-p. 
abs 

In (29b). both kurdu-iarra-rlu and wita-iarra-rlu. which share the 



Ergative marker -rIu, are linked to the features NOM-ERG under the 

identity of -riu (Ergative) with the ERG. I stated above that cases 

like (29b) .!!@..X. result in discontinuous expressions. This is because 

the linear order among the words simply does not matter. So, for 

example, the three overt norninals in (29b) are not required to be 

specified in a certain order. (29a) is one instantiation of a number 

of possible linearizations. 6 

Among a number of possible AS[FIN]' s, an ACE[FIN] can take 

only limited types of AS[FIN] '5, as its complement, with which it is 

compatible. Let us state such a selection as the following function. 

(30) ACE[FIN] : AS[FIN] ---> ,fP 

The domain of this function consists of a sequence of words, whose 

order does not matter, together with an analysis which specifies one 

of these words as an ACE[FIN] which is fully inflected for tense. 

Recall that we are assuming that a fUnctor and its argument must be 
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compatible. Then, the compatibility .:equired between the ACE[FIN] and 

the AS[FIN] simply follows from this assumption. In particular, it is 

crucial for the functor ACE[FIN] to take an AS[FIN] as its argument, 

opposed to AS[INF] which will be discussed later, since the finite

infinitive distinction in AS, as well as in ACE, makes an important 

difference. The result of this function is a propositional radical 

( ,.fP), as defined in Steele et a1. (1981). (The relative order among 

the words does not matter.) One might wonder if the result in question 

6. Thus, I reject any attempts to deal with word order here. 
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should be characterized as a proposition rather than a propositional 

radical because that result contains a temporal value due to the 

presence of a tense marking on the ACE[FIN]' However. the tense 

marking on ACE[FIN] alone is not sufficient to make it. a proposition: 

In Warlpiri. an AUX base bears a temporal value which agrees with the 

temporal value marked on the ACE[FIN]' That is, two tense markings. 

in conjunction, provide a temporal value for a proposition. 7 The 

function stated in (30) can be instantiated as in (31). corresponding 

to (24a). 

(31) [panti-rni]ACE[FIN] : [N?M 

ERG 

ngarrka-ngtu 

---) [panti-rni, NOM 
I 

ERG 
I 

A1C] AS[FIN] 

ABS 
I 

wawirri-9S 

AyC],JP 

ABS 
I 

ngarrka-ngku wawirri-~ 

Next. I propose the following function: An AUX complex is a 

functor which takes a propositional radical, as the result of (30), 

as its argument, yielding a proposition. This function is tentatively 

stated as in (32). 

(32) AUX: JP ---> 

The application of (32) to (24a) , which is repeated below as (33a), is 

illustrated as in (33b). 

7. It is relevant to note that it is not the ACE minus inflec
tion which specifies the AS; it is the ACE plus inflection. This claim 
may actually support the analysis that two tense markings, in conjunc
tion, provide a temporal value for a proposition. 



(33) 8. Ngarrka-ngku ka-f.\-i!\ wawirri-6 
man-ERG PRES-3sg : NOM-3sg : ACe kangaroo-ABS 

panti-rni 
spear-NONPAST 

'The man is spearing the kangaroo' 

h. [ka-o-olAUX: ([pantl-rnl]ACE[FINl 

[NOM 
I 

ERG 

ngarrka-n!kU 

---) p 
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The function of (32), exemplified as (33b), is particularly related to 

some "agreement" facts in Warlpiri, and thus, some discussion on the 

Warlpiri "agreement" phenomena is necessary. 

"Agreement" phenomena have traditionally been conceived of as 

a consequence of structural/configurational properties: either (i) a 

feature which a node bears is percolated down to its.!!. branching nodes, 

whereby the feature is distributed equally to the.!!. number of daughter 

nodes, as is illustrated in (34) j or (ii) assuming daughter nodes are 

labeled as "head" and "specifier", the feature of the head is perco-

lated up to its parent node, and is trickled down to the specifier, 

thereby assuring the head and its specifier agree in feature, as is 

illustrated in (35). 

(34) [0< • ~] ---1 [ • 1 
,ij, 



(35) 

Head Specifier 
[ 0\, B J 

4 
~ 

[ , J 

Head Specifier 
[01 , B J [~, ~J 
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Such traditional treatments of "agreement" depend on the existence of 

what have come to be called IIconfigurational ll properties. However, in 

"non-configurationalll languages like Warlpiri, the treatments i11u5-

trated in (34) and (35) do not provide a satisfactory account of the 

"agreement" phenomenon to be discussed below, since there is no syn-

tactic node which defines its domain. For example, consider the 

sentence in (36) (from (33a» and (37). 

(36) Ngarrka-ngku ka-¢-~ wawirri-¢ 
man-ERG PRES-3sg: NOM-3sg: ACe kangaroo-ABS 

panti-rni 
spear-NONPAST 

'The man is spearing the kangaroo' 

(37) Ngarrka-ngku ¢-¢-I!I marlu-¢ luwa-rnu 
man-ERG PERF-3sg :NOM-3sg: ACe kangaroo-ABS shoot-PAST 

I The man shot the kangaroo I 

(36) and (37) exhibit three instances of "agreement". First. AUX 

clitics must agree with overt nominals--if such nomina Is are present--

in person and number. Second, the Case features of AUX clitics (Le., 

the Nominative-Accusative pattern) must be compatible with the morpho-

logical Case marking on overt nominals (Le., the Ergative-Absolutive 

pattern). Third. the temporal value marked in AUX must agree with the 

temporal value marked on a verb (or, an ACE, in our terms). In (36), 
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for example, the two zero morphemes suffixed to the AUX stem (-!§.) 

both signal the value of the third person singular, which agrees with 

the person and number values inherent to ngarrka (' man ') and wawirri 

('kangaroo'). At the same time, the Case features of Nominative and 

Accusative associated with these two zero morphemes in the AUX res

pectively correspond to the Ergative and the Absolutive markings on 

the nominals. as required Ccf. (21) above). Furthermore, the AUX stem 

(-E!) indicates the present tense, and the tense suffix to the verb 

(-rni) marks non-past, thereby sharing the same temporal value. 

If the Warlpiri grammar lacks phrase-structures entirely at 

any "level". the traditional approaches--represented as in (34) and 

(35)--to the "agreement II phenomena in Warlpiri would not be available. 

Suppose. on the other hand, that there is a set of phrase-structure 

rules available somewhere (presumably. I"here the "agreEmenr:" phenomena 

are to be accounted for) in Warlpiri grammar. Then. a question would 

arise as to whether AUX (or some elements of AUX) forms a constituent 

not only with all the overt nominals but also with a verb, as would be 

required by (34) and (35) to account for the phenomena. 

In order to account for the first two "agreement" phenomena 

described above, Hale (1981) proposes an analysis consisting of a 

mechanism in Logical Form (LF), which he cal1s "agreement chains". 

"Agreement chains" basically comprise two steps: First, given the 

assumption that a predicate argument structure, which consists of 

variables with Case feature of the Ergative-Absolutive system. is 

associated with each verb, the person/number values of AUX clitics 
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are copied and attached to appropriate variables in a predicate argu-

ment structure. The attachment of the copied features is done by 

"AUX-Verb Construal". as stated in (38). 

(38) a. SUBJ is construed with the ergative (erg) if there is one, 
otherwise, it is construed with the absolutive (abs) 

b. DBJ is construed with the dative (dat) if there is one, 
otherwise, it is construed with the absolutive 

In (38). the SUBJ and OBJ correspond to the positions internal to an 

AUX; and erg. abs, and dat are associated with the variables in a 

predicate 6.rgument structure. The application of (38), for example, 

to (36) is illustrated in (39). 

(39) a. SUB] DB] 

AUX : [ka - 0 - 0] V: [a/erg a/abs] 

~~ i r 
I 1-' --=-=~..,..-";,,,-__ --1_ 

copying + (38) 

JJ, 
b. AUX: [ka - 0 - 0] 

3sg 3sg 
v: [ a / erg 

3sg 
a / abs 

3sg 

Once the "agreement II of the person/number features is established 

between an AUX and a Verb, as in (39b), then the person/number features 

of the variables in a predicate argument structure and those inherent 

to overt nominals are compared. That is, the variable with erg and 

the variable with abs in (39b) , for example, respectively correspond 

to the ergative marked nominal (ngarrka-ngku) and the absolutive marked 

nominal (wawirri-6) in (36): The two nominals both bear the feature 

third person singular, which, in fact, agrees with the copied features 

in the predicate argument structure. In short. Hale I s "agreement 

chains" account for the "agreement II phenomena between an AUX and 
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nominals <. in person/number v~lues and in Case features) by way of an 

indirect relation between the two, mediated by a predicate argument 

structure. 

Hale's solution appears to agree with the view taken in 

Lapointe (1980), which says that "agreement" phenomena result from 

rules which relate fully inflected words to LF representation. How-

ever, the level of LF is not justified in Hale's analysis; it is 

simply stipulated. Furthermore. the lIagreement" phenomenon with res-

pect to tense between an AUX and a verb is still left unexplained. 

Even if we accepted the above analysis, and proposed a similar account 

for the tense agreement, the analysis for the tense agreement would 

necessitate another rule/mechanism independent of the AUX-Verb 

Construal and the copying process utilized in (39). for example. How-

ever, given the function in (32) proposed above, the problems presented 

by Warlpiri for the tradir::ional views of "agreement" can be solved 

quite elegantly. For convenience, I repeat function (32) and its 

instantiation in (33). which are re-numbered as (40) and (41) below, 

respectively «41b) is slightly elaborated). 

(40) AUX: .[p ---) 

(41) a. Ngarrka-ngku ka-f1-f1 wawirri-f1 
man-ERG PRES-3sg:NOM-3sg:ACC kangaroo-ABS 

panti-rni 
spear-NONPAST 

'The man is spearing the kangaroo' 



h. [ka 
PRES 

-> 

3~g - 3~g lAUX : [[panU-rni1ACE[FINl 

NOM ACC 

[NOM 
I 

ERG 

ngarrka-ng!U 
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The three kinds of "agreementll , recall, are: (i) agreement in person! 

number values between AUX clitics and nominala; (ii) compatibility in 

Case features between the Nominative-Accusative pattern in AUX eli tics 

and the Ergative -Absolutive pattern in nominals; and (iii) agreement 

in tense between an AUX and a verb. Recall also that one of the 

assumptions which we ad:-,ted at the outset, as underlying Categorial 

Grammar, states that a functor and its argument(s) must be compatible. 

Thus, in (40), the functor AUX and its argument,JP (whose composites 

are ACE[FIN] ~nd AS[FIN]) must be compatible. It follows that all the 

features specified in the AUX (Le •• the functor) must be compatible 

with the features specified in the,JP (ACE[FIN] and AS(FIN]) (i.e., the 

argument). What it amounts to is that the three "agreement" phenomena 

in Warlpiri are consistent with function (40) and the assumption that 

a functor and its argument(s) must be compatible. More precisely, the 

AUX clitics (i.e., the functor) bear the person/number features, as 

well as the Case features of the Nominative-Accusative pattern. Fur-

thermore, AUX stems bear a temporal value, as we observed above. On 

the other hand, the ACE[FIN] (i.e., the argument) is marked for tense, 

and the AS[FIN] (Le., a composite of the argument) contains nominals 
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and Case feature matrix. Therefore. the set of features in the AUX--

namely. the person/number/Case (the Nominative-Absoluti ve pattern)! 

tense features--must be compatible with the same set of features in 

the AUX[FIN] and the AS[FIN]' assuming that a functor and its argument 

must be compatible. Hence, the following relation should hold between 

the functor and the argument in the function of (42). 

(42) AUX 

~ 
person/number Case tense 

I [I 

[ACE[FINj' 

I 
tense 

I 

AS[FINj j,fP-->P 

A 
nominals Case 

I I 
This requirement is, in fact, borne out in (41b): First, the AUX stem 

-~ indicates the present tense, which is shared by -rni suffixed to 

the ACE~. Second, the Nominative eli tic (¢) and the Accllsative 

c1itic (I!I) agree with the NOM and the ACe, respectively, in the AS[FIN]' 

in terms of their Case feature. And, at the same time J since the NON 

and the ACC features in the AS are respectively accompanied by the ERG 

and the ABS features which are, in turn, linked' with the Case markings 

on nomina Is , the Case compatibili ty between the AUX cli tics (the 

Nominative-Accusative pattern) and the nominals (the Ergative-

Absolutive) is also satisfied. Third, the person/number values of the 

AUX eli tics (Le., 3sg for both clitics) are compatible with those of 

nominals: Both nominals, ngarrka and wawirri, inherently carry the 

feature of the 'third person singular'. Therefore, the compatible 

relations schematized in (42) are all achieved in the example of (41b), 

as is shown in (43). 
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]) ---> P 

Suppose, now, that no nominals are present in an AS[FINJ' This situa

tion is instantiated by the following example in (44a) , and the 

application of (40) to (44a) is illustrated in (44b). 

(44) a. Panti-rni ka-6-6 
spear-NONPAST AUX-3sg : NOM-3sg :ACC 

'He/she is spearing him/her/it' 

Notice that, on the one hand, the temporal value and the Case features 

of the fUnctor are compatible with the argument; on the other, the 

nominals whose person/number values should be compatible with the 

third person singular of AUX clitics are not present in (44b). 

Nonetheless, the resulting proposition is well-formed. Therefore. 

can conclude that the compatibility in person/number values between 

the AUX eli tics and the AS[FINJ is necessary only when nominals are 
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present in the AS[FIN]' In sum, the three "agreementll phenomena .follow 

straightforwardly from function (40) and the assumption that a functor 

must be compatible with its argument.S 

At this point, let us consider function (40) again. Thus far, 

we have not discussed a phenomenon which is relevant to Warlpiri 

grammar, namely. the AUX second position phenomenon. As mentioned 

before. the relative order of words in a sentence is quite free in 

Warlpiri. However, an AUX element must occur in second position. This 

restriction is met in all the Warlpiri examples given above. A ques-

tieD to be asked now is how the AUX second position phenomenon can be 

incorporated in the analysis provided so far. For this purpose. I 

adopt the wrapping operation, proposed by Bach (1979). In particular, 

RWRAP, which is stated in (45) below, has an effect of arranging an 

argument in a second position. 

(45) RWRAP: (i) If a is simple, then RWRAP (a. b) = ab 
(ii) ~fx:whas the form [xp x w], then RWRAP (a, b) 

I extend RWRAP to operate on (40), as stated in (46). 

(46) RWRAP (AUX): .Iii --1> 

8. The relationship between the fUnctor and the arguments in 
function (43) can be viewed in a different manner: That is, the 
relationship may be characterized as an lIagreement" dependency between 
a functor and its argument in the sense of Bach (1983). His definition 
of "agreement" is as follows (p.70): IIIf a form of a functor depends 
on properties of its argument expression when they are in construction, 
then we say that the functor agrees with the argument with respect to 
the relevant property ••• II 
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Recall that the words consisting of the Jii are randomly ordered. The 

wrapping operation places the AUX in the second position in such a 

randomly ordered string of words. 9 For example, the application of 

(46) to (41a) can be illustrated as below. 

(47) RWRAP (ka-o-o): ([panti-rniJ, [NOM 
I 

ERG 
I 

ACC]) 
I 

ABS 
I 

ngarrka-ngku wawirri-6 

---> [panti-rni ka-¢-¢ ngarrka-ngku wawirri-¢J p 

Other possible word orders that (46) could derive, given the same 

membership of words as in· (41a), are exemplified in (48) below. IO 

(48) 8. panti-rni ka-¢-¢ wawirri-¢ ngarrka-ngku 
b. ngarrka-ngku ka-¢-¢ panti-rni wawirri-¢ 
c. ngarrka-ngku ka-¢-¢ wawirri-¢ panti-rni 
d. wawirri-¢ ka-¢-j!\ panti-rni ngarrka-ngku 

wawirri-)!I ka-¢-i6 ngarrka-ngku panti-rni 

The result of (46) is, as stated above, a proposition. 

For a proposition to be a sentence, it requires some element 

which allows us to distinguish among assertion, question, and impera-

tive. The functor which plays such a role is referred to as a 

"Sentence Defining Element" (SDE). as was introduced in Chapters 2 

and 3. 

9. It i.s not clear to me, at this point, whether (46) should 
be divided in ttl two stages; namely (40), on the one hand, and the 
wrapping operation, on the other. In either way, the resulting effect 
should be the same, however. 

10. It is possible that the element in the first position is a 
constituent rather than a Single word as in (48). This is a parallel 
situation to the wrapping operation I adopted in Chapter 3. Thus, in 
such a case, the wrapping operation is sensitive to constituents. 



(49) SDE: p ---) Sentence 

In Warlpiri. question is simply indicated by "intonation. and a 

crescendo within each word of a question" (Reece (1970: 130». II The 
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absence of such a phonological phenomenon can be considered as asser-

tion. Thus, for assertion and question, an SDE is instantiated by 

intonation in Warlpiri. 12 

(50) Intonation: p ---> Sentence . 
(asser~wn} 
1 quest:LOO 

Summarizing. I next list all the functions and operations proposed so 

far for the composition of simple assertion and question sentences in 

Warlpiri. 

(51) a. LINK (AS[FIN) ,unlinked) = AS[FIN)'linked 

b. ACE[FIN) , AS[FIN) ---> ,fP 

RlffiAP (AUX) , JP ---> P 

d. SDE, P ---> S 

11. Since AUX is never marked for questions or for impera
tives, AUX cannot serve as a SDE in Warlpiri. 

12. The situation is slightly different in imperatives. Hale 
(n.d.) schematizes imperative sentences as follows. 

(i) subject 

nyuntu{lu) 
, au' 

Verb 

From (i), we could conclude that -E serves as a SDE. However, the 
composition of an imperative sentence requires certain modifications 
in the analyses of AUX and Verb, among other things, and thus, I will 
not discuss this issue here. (See Tsujimura (1985) for a preliminary 
analysis of imperative sentences.) 
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In conclu~ion. let us return to the issue of the satisfaction 

and the representation of ACE arguments. Recall that. in Section 

4.2.1.1 above, I introduced two claims as to how ACE arguments can be 

represented, namely, Hale's and Jelinek's: Hale assumes that ACE 

arguments are represented in a string of words by means of overt nomi-

nals, whereas Jelinek claims that AUX eli tics represent ACE arguments, 

and that nominals are simply adjuncts. In that section, I raised a 

question as to whether the satisfaction of ACE arguments is identical 

\<lith the representation of them, and as to whether the representation 

of ACE arguments are necessarily localized to elements like nominals 

and AUX clitics. Although Jelinek's claim may hold for finite clauses, 

in which AUX clitics appear, it is not borne out in infinitival clauses 

since AUX does not show up in infinitival clauses. Hence, I proposed 

that the two notions, namely, the satisfaction of verbal (or ACE) 

arguments and the representation of verbal arguments, are distinct. 

To see how this claim is reflected on the present analysis of Warlpiri 

sentences, consider the following examples and their compositions (as 

analyzed to this point). 

(52) a. Ngarrka-ngku ka-~-~ wawirri-~ 
man-ERG PRES-3sg:NOM-3sg:ACC kangaroo-ABS 

panti-rni 
spear-NONPAST 

'The man is spearing the kangaroo' 



b. LINK ([N~M - Ale]' ngarrka-ngku, wawirri-tl) 

ERG ABS 

NOM 
I 

ERG 
I 

ngarrka-ngku 

A1C ]AS[FIN] 

ABS 
I 

wawirri-tI 

[panti-rni] ACE[FIN] [N~fl 

ERG 

I 

A1C]AS[FIN] 

ABS 
I 

ngarrka-ngku wawirri-tI 

---> [panti-rni, [N~H 

ERG 

I 
ngarrka-ngku 

ArC ll,JP 
ABS 

I 
wawirri-tI 

d. RWRAP (ka-0-0l AUX ' [panti-rni, [N?M 

ERG 
I 

ATCll,JP 
ABS 

I 
ngarrka-ngku wawirri-tI 

---> [panti-rni ka-~-tI ngarrka-ngku \OJ8wirri-tl] p 

(53) a. Panti-rni ka-tl-tl 
spear-NONPAST PRES-3sg: NOM-3sg: ACC 

'He/she is spearing him/her/it' 

b. LINK ([N1M - A~C]) = [N~M - A1C]AS[FIN] 

ERG ABS ERG ABS 

[panti-rni]ACE[FIN] , [NfM - A1C]AS[FIN] 

ERG ABS 

---> [[panti-rni, [N?M - ATCll,JP 

ERG ABS 
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d. RWRAP (ka-o-o) [[panti-rni, [NOM - ACC]] "'" 
I I'P 

ERG ABS 

---) [panti-rni ka-~-¢]p 
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In each example, (b), (c), and Cd) represent the application of (51a), 

(SIb), and (SIc), respectively. It is crucial to note that, at the 

compositional stage of (52c) and (53c). the verbal arguments are 

satisfied by virtue of the compatible relation between the ACE[FIN] 

and the AS[FIN] established by the compositional rule of (SIb). Thus, 

with respect to the satisfaction of verbal arguments, the localiza-

bility of such arguments is not relevant. The notion in question can, 

rather, be conceived of as an operation which yields a compatible 

ACE[FIN]-AS[FIN] pair. Notice that the presence/absence of overt 

nominals and/or AUX clitics need not be invoked: (52c) and (53c) 

succeed equally in satisfying the verbal arguments. Turning, next, to 

the representation of verbal arguments, the question of localizability 

was addressed. However, this question becomes trivial as soon as we 

recognize that the verbal arguments are satisfied in (52c) and (53c): 

That is, localizing such verbal arguments is not crucially relevant to 

the analysis presented here. We might trace them as AUX clitics and/or 

as overt nominals, as a surface representation of them. However, 

doing so does not have any interesting consequences whatsoever. Fur-

thermore, the relevance of AUX elements cannot be seen until the 

wrapping operation of (52d) and (53d), by which stage, however, the 

ACE arguments, are already satisfied. Thus, given the view proposed 

above, the presence/absence of AUX clitics should not matter for 
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verbal arguments to be satisfied. and. consequently. finite clauses 

and infinitival clauses can be treated in the same manner as will be 

shown later. 

4.3.2. SR Construction 

Following Hale (1976). I consider SR-c1auses such as those in 

(54-57) to have no direct structural relationship to a main clause. 

(54) a. Ngarrka ka wirnpirli-mi kuluparnta, karli 
man-ABS PRES whistle-NPST bellicose-ABS boomerang-ABS 

jarn ti -rninja-karra 
trim-INF-SR 

I The bellicose man is whistling while trimming the 
boomerang I 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:51)) 

b. Ngarrka ka yunpa-rni, mirdi pangi-rninja-karra-rlu 
man-ABS PRES sing-NPST knee-ABS scratch-INF-SR-ERG 

'(he) is 'singing' the man, while scratching his own knee' 
('Singing' is a magical activity) 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983: 52)) 

(55) a. Kurdu-ngku ka karnta nya-nyi, ngurlu 
child-ERG PRES woman-ABS see-NPST seed-ABS 

yurrpa-rninja-kurra 
grind-INF-SR 

1 The child sees the woman grind mulga seed 1 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:53)) 

b. Karnta ka-rla wangka-mi ngarrka-ku 
woman-ABS PRES-DAT speak-NPST man-DAT 

jarnti-rninja-kurra-(ku) 
trim-INF-SR-(DAT) 

1 The woman is speaking to the man trimming it' 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983: 54)) 
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(56) B. Ngarrka-ngku IS-oyanu ramparl-paja-rnu, karli 
man-ERG PERF-refl mistake-cut-PAST boomerang-ABS 

jarnti-rninja-rla1inta 
trim-INF-SR 

'The man accidentally cut himself while trimming a 
boomerang' 

b. Wati .s kuntul-pu-ngu ngapa 
man-ABS PERF cough-PAST water-ABS 

nga-rninja-rlajinta 
drink-INF-SR 

'The man coughed while drinking water' 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:60» 

(57) a. Ngarrka-ngku ka-rla kurdu-ku karl! 
man-ERG PRES-DAT child-DAT boomerang-ABS 

kaji-jarnti-rni, nguna-nja-~-(ki) 
benefactive-trim-NPST lie-INF-SR-(DAT) 

'The man is trimming a boomerang for the child lying down' 

(Simpson & Bresnan (1983:61» 

b. Kurdu-kurdu ka-lu manyu-karri-mi karru-wana 
children-ABS PRES-3pl play-stand-NPST creek-PERL 

ngatinyanu-ku wirlinyi-.!..JA!:n! 
hunting-SR 

'The children are playing in the creek while their mother 
is away hunting' 

(Simpson (1983:486» 

Yankirri -lpa-lu ngapa-kurra ya-nu-rnu ngaju-ku 
emu-ABS -PAST-3pl water-ALL go-PAST-HERE I-DAT 

yirntatu-rlarni 
blind-SR 

'The emus came to the waterhold while I was (hidden) in 
the hunting blind' 

(Simpson (1983:487» 

As is clear from the examples in (54-57) above, SR-clauses are 

non-finite. Let us label an ACE in infinitive clauses as ACE[INF]. 
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Unlike a main clause, furthermore, there is no AUX in an SR-clause, 

any AUX clitics. Thus, all the arguments (except one, to which I will 

return later) that are required by an ACE[INF] are represented only in 

the form of nominals. It follows, then, that an AS may well be sensi-

tive to the nature of ACE, i.e •• either ACE[FIN] or ACE[INF]' Hence, I 

claim that an AS in an infinitive clause, represented as AS(INF1' con

sists of the feature matrix of the Ergative-Absolutive pattern plus 

fully inflected nominals. The actual feature matrix of an AS[INF] can 

be instantiated in (58). 

(58) a. [ABS] 

b. [ABS-DAT3 ] 

[ABS-DAT1/ Z] 

d. [ERG-ABS] 

[ERG-DAT3 ] 

f. [ERG-DATl/Z] 

g. [ERG-ABS3-DAT3 ] 

h. [ERG-ABS3-DAT1/ Z] 

i. [ERG-DAT3-DAT3 ] 

j. [ERG-DAT1/ Z-DAT3 ] 

Since the feature matrix and fully inflected nomina Is are unlinked 

originally, they need to be linked by virtue of the identity of their 

Case features. This process is reminiscent of the operation LINK 

proposed in the previD"l.ls section. For our purposes here, the operation 

can be stated as in (59). 

(59) LINK (AS[INF],unlinked) = AS[INF] 'linked 
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The LINK operation for AS[INF] in (59) is crucially different from the 

LINK for AS[FIN] in (51a) in two respects. First, it should be remem

bered that the LINK for AS[FIN] does not require obligatory presence of 

overt nominals. This made the derivation of (28) possible, for exam-

pIe. On the other hand, the LINK for AS[INF] requires the presence 

of nominals to bt:! linked to each Case feature. This is because a 000-

vacuous application of the linking between the Case features in an 

AS(INF] and the nominals yields the only input of the operation by 

which verbal arguments are satisfied. Hence. the presence of overt 

nominals is required for the LINK operation for AS[ INFJ in (59). 

Second. recall that I earlier described how -karra and -kurra require 

their infinitive "subjects" to be non-overt, whereas rlarni allows an 

overt nominal, in addition. This amounts to saying that when the SR 

morpheme is either -karra or -kurra, the ABS Case feature (if (5Sa-c) 

are taken) and the ERG Case feature (if (5Sd-j) are taken) in AS[INF] 

will not be associated with any nomina Is in (59). That is, in such a 

case, the verbal argument corresponding to the ABS or ERG Case feature 

should not be satisfied by the linking operation of (59) which would 

associate the ABS or ERG Case feature with some nominal. Thus, 

instead of linking the ABS or ERG Case feature to a nominal, the LINK 

for AS[INF] should connect the Case feat~re in question with a set of 

variables, [rJ.., B], where rJ.. and ~ bear undetermined person and number 

values, which will be changed to more specific values by later rules. 

In short, there are '.:wo variations for a linked AS[INF] (Le., the 

result of (59)), as schematized in (60). 
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(60) a. [ABS/ERG·- <non-ABS/ERG> - <non-ABS/ERG>] AS 
I I I [INF] 

nominal <nominal> <nominal> 

b. [ABS/ERG - <non - ABS/ERG> - <non-ABS/ERG> ]AS 
I I I [INF] 

[ri. , ~ ] <nominal> <nominal> 

The choice between (608) and (60b) depends on the choice of SR mOT-

phemes: With -karra and -kurra, the linked AS[INF] must always satisfy 

(60a), while, with -rlarni. either (60a) or (60b) may be taken. In 

sum, the LINK operation fOT AS[INF] in (59) differs from the LINK 

operation fOT AS[FIN] in that the former requires obligatory pr.esence 

of nomina Is and the ability to yield AS[INF] of either type in (60). 

The application of (59) to the AS[INF] of the infinitive clause in 

(55a), for example, is illustrated in (61). 

(61) LINK ([ERG-ABS], ngur1u-¢) ---> [ ERG 

I 
[0( , e ] 

ABS ] 
I 

ngur1u-~ 

In many cases, -rninja (INF) is suffixed to an ACE[INFJ' Fur

theremore, SR-morphemes with Case marking are suffixed to -rninja. I 

consider this INF-morpheme. -rnin ja. and SR-morpheme together wi th 

Case marking suffixed to it, to be already suffixed to an ACE[INF], and 

thus, to be part of an ACE[INF]' An ACE[INF] now takes as its argument 

an AS[INF] with which it is compatible. The result of such a function 

can be called SR-clause. 

(62) ACE[INF] : AS[INF] ---> SR-clause 

Recall that ACE's were divided into an ACE[FIN) and an ACE[INF] 

depending on whether it appears in a main clause or in an infinitive 

clause, and that precisely the same distinction was made for the 
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selection of AS's, namely, an AS[FIN] VS. and AS[INF]' That is, both 

ACE's and AS's code a finite/non-finite distinction, and an ACE and its 

AS must agree in this regard. Such an "agreement" follows from the 

assumption that a functor must be compatibl~ with its argument, which 

must also hold for (62). The application of (62) to (55a). for example, 

is shown in (63) below. 

(63) [yurrpa-rninja-kurra] ACE[ INFJ 

---> [[ ERG 

[~ ! B 1 

AfS lAS[INFl 

ngurlu-6 

r yurrpa-rninja-kurra] ACE[INF] ]SR-clause 

The relative order among the words does not matter in the result of 

(63). In (63), three "agreementll phenomena can be accounted for in 

terms of the compatibility between the functor and its argument that 

we are assuming here. First, the ACE[INF] must take an appropriate AS 

as its full complement. This is insured in (63) because the functor 

(Le., the ACE[INF)) and the argument (Le., AS[INF}) must be com

patible. Note that a successful compatible relation between the 

ACE[INF} and the AS[INF] amounts to the satisfaction of the ACE argu

ments. At the same time, it follows that the AS which is compatible 

with the ACE[INF} must be of the type AS[INF]" Finally, -kurra in the 

functor selects an AS[ INF] which contains a [P(, ~] linked to the ERG 

feature in order to maintain the compatibility in question since, with 

-kurra, the "subject" of the infinitive clause (Le., SR-clause) must 
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be non-overt. Thus, this excludes an AS[INF] of the type (60a) as the 

argument in (63). 

I would like now to discuss some properties that SR morphemes 

have in relation to main clauses. In Section 4.2.2.1 above, I sum-

marized the three properties inherent to ~R morphemes in rlarlpiri. 

They are: (i) "subject" indication-whenever the infinitive "subject" 

is not overt. the SR morphemes indicate how the "subjectll should be 

interpreted; (ii) overtness of the "sub~ect" in a SR-clause--~ and 

.k!!!:!:!! require the "subject" of a SR-clause to be represented 000-

overtly, whereas ~ allows it to be either overt or non-overt; and 

(iii) temporal indication--the SR morphemes indicate that a SR-clause 

has a simultaneous relation to the main clause with respect to their 

temporal values. The second property has been already discussed above. 

Let us now focus on the first property, i.e., the "subject" indication. 

Simpson & Bresnan (1983:59) propose that SR morphemes have the 

following "antecedent features ll • 

(64) 

karra 
kurra 
rlarni 

Subjective Objective 

+ 
+ 

According to this analysis, the "subject" of a ~ clause is inter

preted as identical to the "subject" of the main clause; the "subject" 

of a ~ clause is interpreted as identical to the "object" of the 

clause, and so on. An important assumption underlying their analysis 

is that grammatical functions such as "subject" and "object" are 

primitives. Furthermore, when the "subject" of a main clause is not 
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represented by an overt nominal, as in (13b) above, they claim that a 

null anaphor counts as the "controlling nominal", which happens to be 

subject, in their analysis. 

However. once we analyze that an AS comprises a feature matrix, 

the element with which the infinitival "subject" is interpreted as 

being referentially identical can be straightforwardly determined, 

without any reference to primitives such as "subject" and "object". 

will now demonstrate how such associations can be achieved. Let us 

first postulate that karra, kurra, and rlarni bear the features of 

[+NOMJ. [-NOM], and [+DAT], respectively. This assumption is moti-

vated by the following consideration. An examination of a wide range 

of data shows that the non-overt "subject" of Jg1..!..Ee, clauses is always 

construed as the argument whose Case feature in the AS[FIN] of the main 

clause bears NOM(inative). For sentence types such as (21b-d), the 

"subject" of kurra clauses is always interpreted as the argument whose 

Case feature in the main clause AS[FIN] bears ACC(usative) or DAT(ive), 

i.e., is non-NOM(inative). For the ditransitive sentence type, lack 

of sufficient data prevents us from drawing any definite conclusions i 

yet, two choices seem to be available. Consider the following 

sentence. 

(65) Yu-ngu -rna-rIa kurdu [parraja-rla nguna-nja-kurra] 
give-PAST -lsg-DAT child-ABS coolamon-LOC sleep-INF-SR 

yali-ki 
this. rem-DAT 

'I gave the child which was sleeping in the coolamoll to 
that one' 

(Simpson (1983:170)) 
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Simpson notes that the interpretation in (65) is due to Andrews (1982). 

Presumably. the main clause in the above sentence has the sentence type 

[Vt NOM ACC3 DAT3 (NP-ERG) (NP-ABS3 ) (NP-DAT3)] (i.e •• the first 

pattern in (21e». Then, the interpretation in (65) is such that the 

infinitival IIsubject" corresponds to the argument whose Case feature 

in the AS[FIN] of the main clause bears ACC(usative). Simpson also 

notes that Mary Laughren found some younger speakers of Warlpiri who 

were prepared to accept (65). On the other hand, Laughren reported 

to Simpson that (cf. Simpson (1983: 179) ): 

I detect: a very strong te~dency to interpret the dative argu
ment [Le., yali-ki. which corresponds to -rIa in AUX - NT] 
as the subject of the INF + kurra. People are happier with 
yungu-rna-rla kurdu [jarda nguna-nja-kurra-ku] [i.e., I 
gave the child to the one who was sleeping - shown by the 
DATIVE suffix on kurra - JS]. I asked an older more 'naive' 
speaker who certainly gave me the impression that the -kurra 
goes more naturally with the DATIVE-marked argument. •• X [a 
linguistically sophisticated speaker] has thought more about 
the -kurra business and doesn't accept it with the ABS 
argument of yungu ('gave'), only with the DATIVE argo 

From the above observations, there still exist two interpretations. 

This suggests that the feature [-NOH] covers both possible interpre-

tations of ditransitive sentence types. As for rlarni, whenever the 

"subject" in a SR-c1ause is non-overt, it corresponds to the argument 

whose Case feature in the AS[FIN] bears DAT(ive), and thus [+DAT} is 

obviously the appropriate feature for rlarni. In sum, I have here 

proposed that the reference to Case features which are encoded in 

AS[FIN] in a main clause explains how a non-overt subject of a SR

clause should be interpreted. Furthermore, by virtue of the 

compatibility holding between an AUX and an AS[FIN]' as discussed in 
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(42), the reference to the AUX explains the same phenomenon. In par-

ticular. considering Case features such as [±NOM] and [+DAT] as 

features inherent to each SR morpheme is what provides this explanation. 

As for the temporal value in a SR-clause, no tense is marked 

internally to the clause. However, the temporal value relative to the 

main clause is determined by SR morphemes. Recall that karra. kurra. 

and rlarni all indicate that the time reference of a SR-c1ause and that 

of a main clause are simultaneous. I propose that the application of 

(62) yields a SR-clause with a temporal value represented as variable 

(" )--one which is equated with the temporal value of the main clause 

when the main clause and the SR-clause are combined. That is, I define 

a SR-clause as a result of (62) as bearing an undetermined temporal 

value as well as an ACE[INF] and AS[INF]' Thus, SR morphemes bear the 

feature of [+simultaneousJ. 

Let us· list a set of rules which yield a sentence, as in (66), 

and a set of rules which yield a SR-c1ause, as in (67), both of which 

were proposed ahove. 

(66) a. LINK (AS[FIN]:unlinked) = AS[FIN]:linked 

h. ACE[FIN]: AS[FIN] ---> ,JP 
RWRAP (AUX) : ,JP ---> P 

d. SDE: p ---> S 

(67) a. LINK (AS[INF] :unlinked) = AS[INF] :linked 

b. ACE[INF]: AS[INF] ---> SR-clause 

A SR-clause is now ready to take a proposition in a main clause 

as its argument, and so yields another proposition. 
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(68) SR-clause: p ---) p 

In this tunction. two kinds of compatibility between the functor and 

its argument must be assured. One concerns the "subject" indication 

"dth respect to its (i.e., subject's) referential value, and the other 

is temporal value. Using the example of (54a), repeated belo~J as (69), 

I can now demonstrate how the compatibility is accomplished. What 

comprises the SR-clause and p are shown in (70) and (71). 

(69) Ngarrka ka-i6 wirnpirli-mi kuluparnta, 
man-ABS PRES-3sg:NOM whistle-NPST bellicose-ABS 

karli jarnti-rninja-karra 
boomerang-ABS trim-INF-SR 

I The bellicose man is whistling while trimming the boomerang I 

(70) SR-c1ause (functor) 

ACE [INF] = jarnti -rninja-karra; 

[+NOM] 
[ tsimul taneous] 

AS[INF]= ([ NiM 

[ 0<. ~] 

ABS ]; tense '" 't 
I 

karli-¢ 

(71) proposition (argument) 

AS[FIN]=[N?M] ; 

ABS 

{ ngarrka 1 ~ 
kuluparnta -

AUX=ka - N~M; ACE[FINJ=wirnpirli-mi; 

3sg 

The SR, karra. in (70) bears two features: [+NON] for the "subject" 

indication. and [+simultaneous] for its temporal value. These two 

features function as operator over the two sets of variables: One of 

the latter is [ I( • B]. which was referred to earlier as corresponding 
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to "non-overt subject of a SR-clause". and the other is Y. which is 

an undetermined temporal value. Furthermore, since the SR-clause is 

the functor and the proposition is its argument. as stated in (68), 

they must, according to our assumptions, be compatible with each other. 

This means that the two sets of variables in the domain of the operator 

(i.e., karra) in (70)--namely. [J... B] and Y --must be compatible with 

a member of AS and with the temporal value in (71). On the other hand. 

the feature [+NON] of karra ca11s for a NOM Case feature in the argu-

ment (Le., (71)). The items which bear the NOM feature are the AS[FIN] 

and the AUX. Thus, the properties associated with the AS[FIN] and the 

AUX can both be invoked. The feature [+NOM] of karra, then, assigns 

to [rJ., ~] the identical person/number that those NOM feature carriers 

(Le., the AS[FIN] and the AUX) have. Recall that the person/number 

values in question that the AS[FIN] and the AUX bear are compatible, 

as assured by (SIc) above. Hence, [Q. , r,. ] are now changed to [3, sg], 

and can further be interpreted as kulluparnta ngarrka ('bellicose man'), 

which is linked to the NOM Case feature in the AS[FIN]. The Y =PRES 

simply suggests that the temporal value in the SR-c1ause is also PRES. 

The dependency between the SR-clause and the proposition stated above 

is illustrated in the diagram below. 



(72) SR-c1ause (functor) 

jarnti-rninja-karra: [ +NOM]4- - - - - - - - 1 

ABS] 
I 

karli-~ 

[ +simultaneous}€ - r --, 

proposition (argument) 

AS= [NOM] 
I 

ABS 

ngarrka J f kUluparnta1-~ 

AUX=ka-o 

NOM 
3sg 

, 
'---~tense=PRES "'- ---- -- - -- - - -- - - - - - - ---.: 

It should be remembered, again--regarding the proposition (the argu-

ment) in (68)--that the compatibility between the two tense markings 
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(on ACE[FIN] and on AUX) , on the one hand, and between the AS[FIN] and 

AUX clitics, on the other, is satisfied when RWRAP in (SIc) applies. I3 

13. It is not clear to me whether "free word order" is ex
tended externally to a SR-clause. For example, consicer the membership 
of a tensed cla.use is wI' w2 ... wn and that of a SR-clause is W ' l , w'2 

... w'n" Given'this, it might be predicted that the sequence wI' w'2' 

t~' l' w2 ... results after (68) applies where w'2 is not an AUX. In such 

a case, the AUX would no longer be in the required position because 
(66c) applies before the proposition and the SR-c1ause are combined (by 
(68), where the word order of the result is assumed not to matter). 
This problem might be avoided by combining a SR-clause and ,ffi first and 
then applying the wrapping operation (in which the functor is AUX) to 
the result of the first composition. 
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The proposition, resulti_og from the function in (68), feeds 

(66d). This is a desirable consequence since, in order for that pro-

position (Le., the result of (68» to be a sentence, the SDE, in 

Warlpiri instantiated by intonation. must apply. 

(73) SDE (Intonation): p ---) Sentence 

In summary. I have here demonstrated that a number of lIagree-

ment" phenomena in Warlpiri observed in simple sentences and SR coo-

structions follow elegantly from the analysis presented above, together 

with the assumption that a functor must be compatible with its argument. 

A final remark to be made has to do with Case agreement bet-

ween a IIcontrolling nominal" and a SR-clause, as described in Section 

4.2.2.3. Following are more examples which describe the Case agreement, 

in addition to (54) and (55), repeated here as (74) and (75), 

respectively. 

(74) a. Ngarrka ka-¢ wirnpirli-mi kuluparnta, 
man-ASS PRES-NOM:3sg whistle-NPST bellicose-ASS 

karli jarnti-rninja-karra-.!i 
boomerang-ASS trim-INF-SR-ABS 

'The bellicose man is whistling while trimming the 
boomerang' 

b. Ngarrka ka-¢-~ yunpa-rni. mirdi 
man-ASS PRES-NON: 3sg-ACC: 3sg sing-NPST knee-ASS 

pangi -rninja-karra-r lu 
scratch-INF-SR-ERG -

'(He) is 'singing' the man. while scratching his own knee' 
('Singing' is a magical activity) 

(75) a. Kurdu-ngku ka-¢-~ karnta nya-nyi, 
child-ERG PRES-NOM:3sg-ACC:3sg woman-ASS see-NPST 

ngurlu yurrpa-rninja-kurra-(.!i) 
seed-ASS grind-INF-SR-(ABS) 

'The child sees the woman grind mulga seed I 



b. Karnta ka-6-rla wangka-mi ngarrka-ku 
woman-ASS PRES-NOM:3sg-DAT:3sg speak-NPST man-DAT 

jarnti-rninja-kurra-(.E!) 
trim-INF-SR-(DAT) 

'The woman is speaking to the man trimming it' 

(76) a. Ngarrka-ngku ka-6-6 purlapa 
man-ERG PRES-NOM:3sg-ACC:3sg corroboree-ASS 

yunpa-rni karli jarntj -rninja-karra-rlu 
sing-NONPAST boomerang-ABS trim-INF-SR-ERG 

'The man is singing a corroboree song while trimming the 
boomerang' 

(Hale (1983:20» 

b. Karnta ka-6- ju wangka-mi yarla 
woman-ASS PRES-NOM:3sg-ACC: lsg speak-NONPAST yam 

karIa-nja-karra-i 
dig-INF-SR-ASS 

'The woman is speaking to me while digging yams' 

(Hale (1983: 21» 

(77) a. MarIu-ku ka-rna-rla wurruka-nyi 
kangaroo-DAT PRES-NOM:lsg-DAT:3sg stalk-NONPAST 

marna nga-rninja-kurra-(k!!.) 
grass-ABS eat-INF-SR-(DAT) 

'I am sneaking up on the kangaroo (while it is) eating 
grass' 

(Hale (1983:20» 

b. Ngarrka-ngku 6-6-6 karnta nya-ngu 
man-ERG PERF-NOM:3sg-ACC:3sg woman-ABS see-PAST 

karnta-kariyinyanu paka-rninja-kurra-(i) 
woman-ANOTIIER-ABS hit-INF-SR-(ABS) 

'The man saw the woman hitting another woman' 

(Simpson (1983:/130)) 



(78) (Ngaju) Ipa-rna kankarlu-jarri-ja, 
I-ABS PAST-NOM: Isg high-INCH-PAST 

[ wirnti-nja-karra-2J 
dance-INF -SR-ABS 

I I raised my arm while dancing (of woman)' 
[lit. I became high (vis.5!. vis two arms) while dancing-
translation provided Ken Hale] 

Recall that we assumed above that the Case marking in question is 
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alreAdy suffixed to the SR morphemes as part of ACE[INF]' Thus, the 

Case "agreement" that we are disCllssi!lg now should be accounted for in 

terms of the compatibility between tne functor and its argument in (68). 

I will demonstrate below that this is, in fact, the case. Recall that 

I earlier claimed that an AS[FIN] consists of a feature matrix of the 

Nominative-Accusative pattern and of the Ergative-Absolutive pattern. 

Recall also that the features of [+NOM] and [-NOM] associated with 

karra and kurra, respectively, refer to Nominative-Accusative Case 

features in AS[FIN]' which are always accompanied by Erl?ative-Absolu

tive Case features (cf. (23)). When karra in (74a), for example, calls 

foT' a [+NOM] element in the AS[FIN1 of the main clause, the ABS Case 

feature, corresponding to the NOM feature, also comes along 2S the 

counterpart of the NOM feature. It is this corresponding Case feature 

with Ergative-Abso1utive pattern that is shared by the Case marking 

suffixed to the SR morpheme. To see this correspondence more clearly, 

I next list all the AS[FIN] 's of the above examples (Le., the AS[FIN] 

of the main clause) with an indication of SR morphemes and their Case 

features. 
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(79) a. 74a: karra: [+NOM] 

AS " [NOM] 
I 

[ill] 
{ngarrka 1 I 

kuluparnta -r/J 

b. 74b: karra: [+NOM] 

AS " [NOM A1C] 
I rngg ABS 

I 
ngarrka-I!I 

75a: kurra: [-NOM] 

AS " [NOM ACC] 
I I 

ERG ~ 
I 

karnta-~ 

d. 75b: kurra: [-NOfl] 

AS " [NOM DAT] 
I I 

ABS ~ 
I 

ngarrka-ku 

76a: karra: [ +NOM] 

AS " [NOM 
I 

ACC] 
I 

~ ABS 

I I 
ngarrka-ngku purlapa-I'l 

f. 76b: karra: [+NOM] 

AS " [NOM - ACC] 
I I 
~ DAT 

I 
karnta-j!\ 
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Each Case feature in a box corresponds to the Nominative-Accusative 

Case feature which may be potentially called for by a SR morpheme for 

the purpose of "subjectll indication in a SR-clause. Notice that the 

Case labels in boxes in fact match the Cases suffixed to each SR 

morpheme in all the examples above. Thus, once the features ([±NOM] 

and [+DAT]) of the SR morphemes determine which Case feature of the 

AS[FIN] in the main clause (with a Nominative-Accusative pattern) 

(along with that of the AUX) corresponds to the non-overt "subject" of 

a SR-clause (represented as variables [rJ., &] here), we no longer need 

to refer to overt nominals, which often may not be present. or to Case 

suffixed to overt nominals for the purpose of Case agreement. Rather, 

this lIagreementll is insured in (68) given the assumption that the 

functor and its argument must be compatible. That is, the Case marking 

suffixed to the SR morpheme is in the functor, while the AS[FIN] at 

issue is in the argument in (68). Then, the "agreementll in Case 

features between the two follow from the above mentioned assumption. 

4.4. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have agreed with Hale (1981) that there are 

no syntactically defined constituents in Warlpiri. This limits the 

Warlpiri grammar to two syntactic units: sentence and word. The lack 

of constituency, then, becomes an interesting issue for morphological 

theory. especially with respect to the relationship between morphology 

and syntax. The analysis of Warlpiri SR presented above has been 

largely stated in terms of morphological features and in terms of 

various relations .among these morphological features. This property 
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of the analysis appears to be consistent with the claim that there are 

no constituents in Warlpiri. If a language has constituents like NP. 

VP I PP, etc., which form a larger uni t than a word. there may well be 

syntactic phenomena which are sensitive to such labels. On the other 

hand, if a language lacks constituents larger than words, such labels 

are not available. Instead, morphological features, being part of a 

word, can provide information as to how words are put together. Thus, 

it seems to follow that morphology plays a crucial (and central) role 

in languages which, like Warlpiri, lack constituents. 

Besides this theoretical implication, a number of consequences 

follow from the present analysis. First of all. I earlier demonstrated 

that lIagreementll phenomena in Warlpiri follow straightforwardly from 

the analysis presented above together with the assumption that argu

ments must be compatible with their fUnctors. The three lIagreementll 

phenomena discussed above are: (i) the person/number values marked on 

AUX clitics must agree with those inherent to the nomina1s which 

correspond to those clitics; (ii) the Case marking (with the 

Nominative-Accusative pattern) on AUX clitics must be compatible with 

the Case marking (with the Ergative-Accusative pattern) on their 

corresponding nominals (if such nominals are present); and (iii) tense 

marked on a verb must agree with tense marked on an AUX. The second 

phenomenon is simply a consequence of the analysis of Warlpiri AS I S 

as including a feature matrix as illustrated in (23) and the linking 

operation--namely. LINK--which connects fully inflected nominals with 

the feature matrix of an AS under identity. It should be also recalled 
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that the distinction between [FIN) and [INFJ played a crucial role. 

The first and the third phenomena follow from the function shown in 

(32) coupled with the assumption that a functor and its argument must 

be compatible. Therefore, the analysis presented does not require 

extra rules/conditions in order to account for the "agreement" 

phenomena in l.Jarlpiri. 

Second, the validity of the analysis of AS's presented here can 

be seen in the analysis of how to get an appropriate interpretation 

of non-overt "subjects" in SR-clauses. Once we find the values of 

the components in an AS. we no longer have to depend on primitives 

such as the IIsubject" and "objectll of LFG. Rather, the morphological 

features associated with AS ~ crucial to "subject" indication. Need-

less to say, the (±NOH] and [+DAT] features inherent in SR morphemes 

play an important role in connecting an infinitival "subject" and the 

morphological features in the AS[FINJ of a main clause. Furthermore, 

this analysis of AS is also supported by the fact of Case agreement 

between (potential) "controlling nominal" and the Case suffixed to a 

SR morpheme. As was illustrated in (79), the Case feature matrix of 

AS(FIN] in the main clause mediates the relation between the Case 

features for nominals (Le., the Ergative-Absolutive pattern) and the 

Case marked on SR morphemes. Thus, the elegance of this analysis 

depends on the analysis of AS. 

Finally, the relation of a SR-clause to any given argument in 

a main clause is accounted for here without ad hoc speculations. Since 

we consider SR-clause to be merely adjoined to main clauses, some 
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connection between the two clauses is necessary. The analysis pre-

sen ted above provides an account for such interclausal relationship 

by associating the properties of SR morphemes and the Case features of 

an AS[FINJ in a main clause. This account appears to be essentially 

the same as Hale's (1976) treatment of what he calls "NP-Relati ves" ,14 

In the course of this chapter. I hope to have demonstrated how 

elegantly and economically CBtegorial Gramamr can be applied to an 

analysis of Warlpiri SR. The strongest advantage appears to be that 

a number of phenomena follow from general principles of the theory 

without any speculations about ad hoc rules and conditions. In this 

sense, the analysis presented above is to be preferred over others such 

as Simpson & Bresnan (1983) and Simpson (1983). 

14. For this matter, see Larson (1982), who provides an 
analysis of IIT-Relativesll as being parallel to "NP-Relatives" by 
analogizing tense with NP. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

In Chapter I, I introduced the idea that SR phenomena can be 

characterized as an extension of "agreement" phenomena. given the 

assumption that a functor and its argument must be compatible. I 

generalized the functions which are relevant to the composition of SR 

constructions as follows: 

(I) a. XSSr " FJ 

b. XDSro{F] 

Yro( FJ ---> 

Yr··"F] ---> 

<agreement) 

<disagreement) 

In the functions of (1). the functor X and its argument Y must always 

be compatible according to our assumption. Thus, if we interpret 

"compatibility" as subsuming both "agreement" and "disagreement". such 

relationships between X and Y always follow from our assumption that 

the functor and its argument mllst be compatible. Furthermore, whether 

the relationship between X and Y is of agreement or of disagreement 

depends on the subcategorization properties that the functor X bears; 

that is. the subcategorization properties of 55 or those of DS. Viewed 

in a different way. the situation can be described in such a way that 

the actual form of Y always depends on the properties that its functor 

X has. Such a situation can be characterized as "GOVERNMENT" in the 

sense of Bach (1983). as mentioned in the introduction. Bach defines 

the term "GOVERNMENT" as follows (p. 70): "If the form of an argument 
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depends on properties of the functor. then we say the functor GOVERNs 

the relevant feature of the argument. II For example, in (1a), the sub

ject of Y necessarily takes the form which would conform with the 

properties that SS indicates. 

Given the above outline, I provided analyses of SR systems in 

three languages--Tairora. Hopi, Warlpiri __ in the preceding chapters. 

As I mentioned briefly in the introduction, these three sample lan

guages differ in the localizability/globality of some elements which 

are relevant to the analysis of SR constructions. Recall that the 

phrase-structure-based analyses proposed by Finer (1984, 1985) and 

Jeanne & Hale (1985) assume that all analyzable parts in a sentence 

are localizable; in their analyses, thus, all the elements which are 

relevant to a SR sentence can be localized in a hierarchical tree 

structure. Setting aside the technical difficulties that I discussed 

in Section 2.3 above, then, languages such as Tairora should not be a 

problem for such a phrase-structure-based approach, since every element 

comprising a SR sentence is localizable in a string of words. On the 

other hand, languages like Hopi and Warlpiri raise a problem in this 

regard. First of all, the subject in Hopi was an instance of global 

property of a sentence (more precisely, global property of a proposi

tion). The dual pronominal subject in Hopi cannot be localized to one 

particular element like [NP, S], for example; rather, the plural 

marking on a NP and the singular marking on a verb all together mark 

the dual number of a subject. Thus, we defined a subject in Hopi as 

the conjunction of the NP and the number value amalgamated from the 
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two numbers marked on the NP and on the verb. Hence, I concluded that 

the notion of subject in Hopi can be characterized as a global property 

of a larger domain (i,e., of a proposition). Such a globality cannot 

be captured in a phrase-structure type of analysis since there is no 

single node in a tree that can characterize the subject. Furthermore, 

when we investigate Warlpiri, the degree of globality in question is 

observed in a larger scale than in Hopi. In Warlpiri, all the surface 

elements except AUX which are relevant to a SR construction are not 

localizable siDLe, as a non-configurational language. pOSitions such 

as [NP, S] and [NP, VP] cannot be defined. Hence, the globality ob

served in Hopi and Warlpiri faHs to be captured in a phrase-structure

based analysis. On the cont.rary. such globality was elegantly 

incorporated into a Categorial analysis presented here by adopting t.he 

I tern-and-Process view of morphology (or Process Morphology). Process 

Morphology allows for t.he definit.ion of some grammatically analyzable 

parts by operations. Recall. for example I that the incorporatl.on of 

amalgamation of two (or three) number values for the purpose of the 

definition of a subject in Hopi directly reflects the philosophy in 

Process Morphology. Therefore. a phrase-structure-based analysis would 

necessitate another analysis for a non-configurational languages and 

languages which show some degree of globality separately from an 

analysis for languages like Tairora where every element is localizable; 

whereas, a Categorial analysis presented here unifies SR systems, 

regardless of whether a language exhibits globality in some grammatical 

elements I along the lines of (1). 
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Let us 001" examine the universality, further, of the claim 

schematized as in (1). Regarding (1), two points were made: (i) SR 

phenomena can essentially be characterized as an extension of "agree-

mentl! phenomena, given the assumption that a functor Bnd its argument 

must be compatible; Bnd (ii) in a function which most relevantly 

characterizes a composition of a SR construction. the relationship 

between the functor and the argument can be called "GOVERNMENT" in the 

sense of Bach (1983). To begin with, the rules that were proposed in 

Chapter 2 for the composition of SSjDS constructions in Tairors are 

illustrated in (2) • . 
(2) a. SS: LAST -suff <2l) 

. [ " person] 
~ number 
tense 

b. DS: LAST -suff <2l) 

[ 
tOBV ] otperson 
~number 
tense 

.[p+ ---l> 

(2a) Bnd (2b) should be interpreted as parallel to (la) and (lb), 

respectively. The way in which "agreement" and "disagreement" are 

satisfied is quite different in Tairora than in Hopi and Warlpiri: . 
That is, the operation LAST -suff directly establishes R. SS/DS environ-

ment. In (2a), for example, by suffixing the.!. which bears [0( person, 

Qnumber, tense], the sameness in subject is guaranteed. Recall, 

furthermore, that, I treated the suffix.!. as referential, and thus, the 

coreference among the subjects is maintained. In (2b). "disagreement" 

between the subject of the argument .E. and the Anticipatory Subject .!. 
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is guaranteed by the feature (+OBV(iative)]. This "disagreement" 

follows from the assumption that the fUnctor and its argument must be 

compatible, interpreting "compat:i.bility" as "disagreement" this time 

(due to the presence of [+DBV]). Furthermore, it is obvious that the 

GOVERNMENT relationship holds in (2a) and (2b) and ..E. in (2b) crucially 

depends on the functor X: In (2a), the subject in each occurrence of 

JP will have the same properties rcA person, f,lnumber, tense]; in (2b), 

due to the presence of the feature [+OBV] in the functor, the form of 

the subject in the l!. is determin..!d in such a way that the subject of 

.E. is different from the functor K. 

Turning to Hopi. the compositional rule proposed in Chapter 3 

takes the simple form in (3). 

(3) SR-c1ause: p ---> 

Recall that the functor SR-clause consists of a SR morpheme and a ..Q.. 

which can be characterized by the subject and tense properties. 

Depending on the nature of SR morpheme (Le., SS or DS), the "agree

ment" or "disagreementll relationship is determined between the functor 

and the argument. Thus. once the SR-clause and a proposition is pro

perly analyzed. the relationship between the SR-clause and the 

proposition required in (3) should follow from the assumption that a 

functor must be compatible with its argument. Furthermore. the rela

tionship GOVERNMENT is also maintained in this case. Recall that the 

SR morphemes in Hopi have interclausal temporal/aspectual indication 

as well as subject indication (i.e •• sameness/difference in subjects). 

In the composition of (3). thus, the form of the proposition (i.e •• the 
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argument) is always determined by the properties that the SR-clause 

(i.e •• the functor) has. For example. when the SR morpheme is -!.. the 

subject of the proposition must take the form which can indicate a 

subject the same as the subject of the SR-clause as well as the form , 
of tense which implies a sequentiai relation to the SR-clause. 

It should be remembered that a subject in Hopi was extensively 

discussed with respect to its definition; That is, the subject. in 

this language was concluded as having a global property. Hence I the 

definition of subject in Hopi is completely different from that in 

Tairora, which can be localized. Nevertheless, at the stage of com-

position, such a difference in globality in subject does not interfere 

with the unification of the treatments of the SR systems in the two 

languages. That is, in both languages, the SR phenomena can be cap

tured as an extension of "agreement" phenomena, and the relationship 

between the fUnctor and its argument can be characterized as GOVERN-

MENT. Furthermore, since the definition of subject is provided 

independently in these languages, the reference to subject does not 

cause any confusion, either. 

Finally, the Warlpiri rule in (4) is identical to (3) in Hopi. 

(4) SR-c1ause: p --...;,. 

The functor (Le •• the SR-c1ause) consists of an ACE, which is suffixed 

by a SR morpheme, an AS whose IIsubject" value [0(. a,J is un~peci£ied, 

and a temporal value which is also undetermined; while the argument 

(Le., the proposition) contains an ACE, which is marked for tense, 

AS, and an AUX. Given the assumption that the functor and its 
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argument must be compatible, if the SR morpheme bears [+NOM]. the 

[ .J. • B] must agree with the person/number values which [+NOM] bearers 

in the proposition have. Since both AS and AUX are the potential [NO~l] 

bearers, the [p( • () ] are assigned the person/number features associated 

with the [NOM] bearing AUX clitics and are interpreted as the potential 

nominal(s) associated with the [NOM] in the AS, if such nominals are 

present. At the same time, the undetermined temporal value in the SR

clause must be compatible with that of the proposition. Furthermore, 

the Case agreement between the ACE (Le .• the Case suffixed immediately 

to the SR morpheme) and the potential "controlling" nominal also 

follows from our assumption. Hence, the Hopi rule in (3) and the 

Warlpiri rule in (4) are similar with respect to hOl~ the SS and DS, 

conceived of as "agreement" and "disagreement" here, respectively, are 

guaranteed: That is, it follows from the compatible relation holding 

between the fUnctor and its argument. Moreover, the GOVERNMENT 

relationship is maintained in (4) since the properties of the SR 

morphemes, such as (+NOH], are actually conditioning the form of the 

argument. 

Warlpiri is an extreme example of globality: That is, not only 

subject but also other parts of a sentence cannot be localizable. As 

discussed above, however, this globality, which would be seriously 

problematic to phrase-structure-based analyses, does not raise any 

problem: For example, the subject in Warlpiri is instantiated by the 

Case feature complex. Thus, on the one hand, global properties are 

important in analyzing in a given language, but, on the other hand, 
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they do not motivate a number of different analyses for SR systems. 

The approach taken in this dissertation along the lines of (1) charac-

terizes the universality of the SR systems of these three languages. 

There are a number of construction types of SR which I did not 

touch upon here. Those include SR phenomena in relative clause, and 

subject and object complements. In addition, many languages exhibit 

interesting and peculiar behaviors of SR (such as the determination 

of subject in Chaetaw and Chickasaw and their possessive construction) 

which the present discussion did not deal with. ,However. if the 

nature of SR systems--captured here as an extension of agreement (also 

-.. --
establishing the GOVERNMENT relationship)--is generally accepted in 

other SR languages, precise details of the analyses appear to rest on 

language-specific properties. 
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